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Introduction
1. The changing role of higher education for regional development 
policy
the idea of a research project about higher education and local econom-
ic development started from the observation of the fast changing role of 
tertiary education for regional and local economies and from the urgent 
need to tackle the problems produced by these changes.
the phenomenon can be depicted as follows.
From a cautious beginning, knowledge has progressed to the centre of 
economic theory, particularly in the last decade, and there is now a wide 
spread belief that knowledge is one of the main ingredients for econom-
ic growth (Becker 1993; drucker 1993; rullani 2001; Wolf 2002; for a dis-
cussion from four different disciplinary perspectives). the general idea is 
that the availability of «knowledge workers» (rifkin 1995; aronwitz & de 
Fazio 1997) determine the rate and quality of economic growth, localizing 
knowledge-intensive industry in those nations more able to attract or edu-
cate such a kind of workers and relegating «labour intensive» activities to 
less provided nations (castells 1993; carnoy 1995).
the consensus about that belief has created an increased attention to-
wards the two main institutions that are intended to create knowledge: 
higher education institutions (Heis) and firms. While it is obvious that 
Heis are the main generators of knowledge, until very recently the same 
thing could not be said about firms. it is, in fact, thanks to progress in man-
agement studies during the 1990s that firms are considered today a main 
and obvious generator of knowledge (nonaka and takeuchi 1995).
the following step of analysis was the study of university-industry 
linkages as generators of knowledge, which is in itself an autonomous field 
of study (Branscomb 1999). it is evident though, at least for european re-
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gional studies researchers, that Heis and firms, and the linkages between 
them, are not the sole providers of knowledge in every day reality and that 
the whole «regional learning system»1 has to be taken into account: «com-
panies draw knowledge from a variety of sources and – in order to under-
stand the process of knowledge transfer, and the contributions that Heis 
make to regional development through knowledge transfer – it is impor-
tant to look at Heis and knowledge transfer in a regional context […] and 
the concept of learning region is the best point of departure […]»2.
Being companies out of public control, higher education policy studies 
and regional policy studies, as well as policy makers, focused on education 
institutions and «regional learning or innovation systems», respectively, as 
the main tools for policy in the knowledge economy.
as a consequence, public attention for education has reached unprece-
dented levels in many countries and it was able to gain front pages in Britain 
even during war times3: «Our number one priority for investment is educa-
tion» (tony Blair 1999); «tony Blair says his priorities are, education, educa-
tion, education, so are mine (but in a different order)» (John major 1997) and 
alison Wolf’s statement (2002, p. 10) that «the belief in education for growth 
runs deep and wide beyond our political classes, replacing socialism as the 
great secular faith of our age» seems something more than a provocation.
among the many actors operating in education, universities are consid-
ered the most strategic for economic development (castells 1991) and they 
have received the greatest public attention. the number of students go-
ing into tertiary education has increased steadily. in former West Germany 
in 1960, 6 per cent of young people completed the Abitur, the academic 
school-leaving certificate that gives access to university. By 1997 the figure 
was 37 per cent. this more than six fold increase almost exactly parallels 
the growth in university and polytechnic (higher-technical) students (Wolf 
2002: 173-174). in France, German, Great Britain and italy, between 1980 
and 1995, a doubling in the numbers completing a first degree is followed 
by a near doubling in the numbers of university students. so that today in 
Western europe over a third of the age cohort is enrolling in tertiary educa-
tion (and governments’ plan is to reach soon a fifty per cent level) and this 
number increases to two-thirds in the united states (Oecd 2002).
1 For a discussion and definition of «regional learning systems» in comparison to «regional 
innovation systems» see cooke and morgan (1998). Briefly we can say that «learning»– in the 
piagetian definition – is only a first step to innovation and only «regions which possess the 
full panoply of innovation organisations set in an institutional melieu (Jonson and Gregersen 
1996; maillat 1995) where systemic linkage and interactive communication among the innova-
tion actors is normal, approach the designation of regional innovation system» (cooke and 
morgan 1998: 71).
2 rutten r., Boekema F. and Kuijpers e. (2003), Economic geography of higher education, setting 
the stage, in rutten r., Boekema F. and Kuijpers e. (2003) (eds.), Economic geography of higher 
education, routledge, london, pp. 4-5.
3 see the students’ loans issue ending up on British tabloids front pages in January 2003.
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the growth of higher education for both financial and human resources 
goes together with a shifting of policy making from central governments 
to regional and even local governments4 (see for a european discussion 
cooke and morgan 1998).
in europe the phenomenon of «regionalization» is associated with an 
increasing disparity of growth rates among regions and an increasing con-
vergence at the national level (cooke 2002).
the increasing competition among regions and local systems to attract 
Fdis (foreign direct investments), jointly with administrative and fiscal 
«regionalization», has produced a demand of higher education from stu-
dents and households towards regional and local governments and this 
phenomenon is especially evident in italy (leonardi 1993).
Households are beginning to consider tertiary education as a necessary 
prerequisite for a successful career and even the only chance to gain access 
to some job opportunities and services. so, it becomes a central civic right 
in order to provide equal opportunities to all and the presence of a higher 
education institution in the region has the same socio-economic relevance 
and political priority of fundamental civic infrastructures such as motor-
ways, airports, primary and secondary schools.
the increasing attention of academics, national governments and pub-
lic opinion for innovation, national innovation systems (nelson 1993) and 
scientific research, increases the demand of tertiary education in the pe-
riphery as the only tool to avoid cultural and economic marginalization. 
«regionalization» and increased freedom of Heis to decide their own fu-
ture, looking for students, money and resources in short supply, make this 
demand easily satisfied and Heis’ branches, also thanks to new technolo-
gies and local governments’ financial help, are mushrooming everywhere. 
the phenomenon is especially evident in countries with a very developed 
regional and local administrative structure.
in italy and europe many factors are acting in developing a tertiary ed-
ucation system embedded in local communities:
political pressure from citizens on regional and local policy makers for 
easier access to tertiary education and improved employability, with a 
parallel demand for a tertiary education integrated with local produc-
tive needs and aspirations;
fixed or decreasing resources from central government and growing in-
ternal costs create Heis’ financial dependence from external sources ei-
ther with a private origin or allocated on a competitive base;
financial resources from the central government (see for instance d.lgs 
297/1999, the main law for financing research), from the european 
4 according to the italian constitution, regional governments are the ultimate responsible for 
education and italian local governments very often provide very substantial help, in the form 
of money and estates, to attract tertiary education courses in their own territory.
•
•
•
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union (Vi framework) and even from local institutions (for instance 
bank foundations) tend to be subordinated to the evidence of local part-
nership and effective local economic impact;
Heis’ autonomy and competition among universities for students, hu-
man and financial resources, is a major booster for tertiary education 
embedding in local communities and for Heis having an active role in 
partnership and networking;
in many regions firms’ demand for skills and competence, also to gain 
access to european funds, can be satisfied only by Heis.
this growing pressure, for a booming higher education sector and sur-
rounding production systems in need of competences to collaborate 
(etzkowitz and leydesdorff 1997), finds nonetheless major obstacles in 
many european countries:
Heis are gaining freedom as far as new sources of financial entrances 
and spending are considered, but in many european countries, such as 
Germany and italy, for a paradox they don’t have the same freedom to 
choose their own human resources;
careers inside Heis seem to go in the opposite direction in respect to vi-
tal financial resources for research coming from the outside. academic 
careers still depend from élite and publishable research while universi-
ties’ survival depends on «university-industry linkages», so that inside 
some Heis’ governance structures there is no incentive at all for aca-
demics to engage in vital local partnerships and networks;
as a consequence of the previous point, we may have a sacrifice of 
knowledge investments in research areas valuable for regional develop-
ment to the advantage of publishable research as determined by inter-
national interests according to the law «publish or perish». the example 
of Galles, as depicted by Bob morgan (2002), is emblematic: «the con-
centration of effort in achieving published research, however, can result 
in high opportunity costs in terms of the contributions institutions can 
make to local economic development»5;
it is possible to argue that in the most successful cases (Keeble and 
Wilkinson 1999; morgan and cooke 1998) university-industry linkages 
need also non market mechanisms in the form of national and region-
al government intervention, providing regulations, institutional infra-
structure, incentives and sometimes vision and will;
in countries where industry is characterized by family owned smes, in-
volved in traditional productions, interactions between Heis and firms 
may prove difficult because of different objectives, methods, values and 
culture.
5 morgan B. (2002), Higher education and regional economic development in Wales: an opportunity 
for demonstrating the efficacy of devolution in economic development, «regional studies», 2002, n. 
36, p. 68.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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leoni and manzoni (2002) shows that in the present economy and 
configuration of the value chain, the most widely requested form of 
knowledge are individual competences such as problem solving, rela-
tional skills, professional communication, team work and cooperation, 
and that is why firms pay increasingly less attention to positional goods 
as university degrees, obtained through individualistic accumulation of 
«traditional knowledge», and pay increasing attention to expensive psy-
chometric tests.
the problem is that many Heis seem to be locked in their own glori-
ous «Humboltian tradition» and unable to shift from «mode-1» science to 
«mode-2» science (Gibbons, limoges, nowotny, schwartzman, scott and 
trow 1994)6. On the opposite, using Becattini’s words (Becattini 2002), there 
is a need to go back, ideally, to a socratic kind of knowledge.
High profile attempts to maintain, or promote, differentiation between 
research-led and access oriented institutions, with the first ones consoli-
dating into a more prestigious and traditional «mode-1» science, seem 
doomed to failure in a democratic society aiming at granting equal oppor-
tunities to all (Gibbons et al. 2001: 87) because they are often conceived 
– using alison Wolf’s words – as «a great idea for other people’s children» 
(Wolf 2002: chapter iii).
However, 1) assumed the importance of improving university-industry 
linkages and embedding Heis in their own regions; 2) identified the ob-
stacles that is necessary to remove in order to improve these linkages; it is 
crucial to clarify if the present booming of tertiary education is in any way 
consistent with industrial districts characterised by family-owned smes 
involved in traditional productions.
according to signorini’s huge theoretical and empirical investigation 
(2000, chapter XVii) about italian local systems, commissioned by the 
italian central Bank, inside industrial districts family-owned businesses 
are 94 per cent of all and in ordinary local systems this percentage is on 
average 90 per cent7. so that, on a national base, more than 90 per cent of 
italian businesses are family-owned.
6 «One of the characteristics of mode-2 science, we claimed, was that knowledge was now 
being generated in the context of application […]. the implication of our argument was that sci-
ence could no longer be regarded as an autonomous space clearly demarcated from the “oth-
ers” of society, culture and (more arguable) economy. instead all these domains had become 
so “internally” heterogeneous and “externally” interdependent, even transgressive, that they 
had ceased to be distinctive and distinguishable […]» (Gibbons et al. 2001: 1).
7 signorini bases his work on sforzi’s definition (1991) of «sistema locale di lavoro» as empiri-
cally developed by istat (1997). a «sistema locale di lavoro» can be roughly defined as an area 
that self contains the commuters’ movements on a daily basis. according to this criterion, the 
entire nation can be divided in «sistemi locali di lavoro» and some of them have the additional 
characteristic of being «industrial districts” or “almost industrial districts». Basically, the main 
characteristic that a local system must posses in order to be attributed the additional label of 
«industrial district» is a mono industrial culture.
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according to the same investigation (signorini 2000: chapter. Vii), the 
average number of employees for each business is lower than ten in every 
italian region (tuscany 6,3%, lombardia 9,4%, trentino 6,2%) and even in 
the most heavily industrialized local systems these percentages don’t go 
higher than 18 on average. the fact that these family-owned smes are in-
volved in very traditional and often labour intensive productions doesn’t 
help the development neither of intellectual employability nor of fruitful 
cooperation between Heis and industry.
2. Research questions and objectives
this research is of a practical nature and is intended to be the first 
step, and indeed an exploratory step, towards a very ambitious and long 
run objective, that is to design higher education policies and regional de-
velopment policies to favour valuable interactions and linkages between 
Heis and the local systems and regions in which they are embedded, 
with specific reference to the italian case, with its peculiar industrial 
districts and cities (lazzeretti 2003). this is not to say that Heis should 
become service-oriented institution. as well expressed by Bob morgan 
for Wales, their regional role must be consistent with their nature and 
mission: «For the universities there must be a realization that they are 
there to serve Wales, not Wales to serve their aspirations» and «this is 
not to say that the research community should become too parochial. 
the challenge surely is to device a system that allows all universities in 
Wales to develop a research capability that will contribute to the develop-
ment of welsh economy, whilst still being an integral part of the uK’s re-
search community» (morgan 2002: 72). that is a necessity because, using 
Branscomb’s words «universities are by tradition-one might say by intel-
lectual necessity-open to participation by scholars all over the world. Yet 
their sources of funding are almost entirely domestic, and in most coun-
tries (including the united states) primarily governmental. politicians 
may be expected to ensure that the benefits of university research are 
effectively, if not primarily, captured by domestic workers and investors» 
(Branscomb 1999: 3).
the research will start from the most evident, provocative and hot sign 
of crisis in the relation between Heis and local systems, which is a very evi-
dent and paradoxical intellectual unemployment in knowledge economies, 
in order to investigate the concept of «knowledge» and the kind of knowl-
edge that Heis should provide to favour embedding and valuable interac-
tions with local communities. We believe, in fact, that a clarification about 
the kind of knowledge that should be provided by Heis, apart from its 
relation with unemployment, is a precondition to any investigation about 
higher education and local development.
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the main focus of the present work is to look for best practice around 
europe which, for their conditions and characteristics, could be able to pro-
vide some lessons or ideas for the italian case.
Being an action-oriented approach and an exploratory study about a 
real and complex phenomenon, the adoption of case studies seemed the 
most valuable methodology (Yin 1989).
Being developed in a business management department and in a fac-
ulty of economics with a long tradition in the study of districts (Becattini 
1979; Bellandi 1982; dei Ottati 1994; lazzeretti and storai 2000) this work 
adopts a very different point of view in respect to other similar higher edu-
cation and regional development policy studies and ph.d thesis (see for 
the British case Kitagawa 2003 and potts 1998). Our main point of view 
and unit of analysis will be Heis themselves and their linkages with re-
gional and local actors, such as industries, regional development agencies 
and governments, and specific attention will be paid to Heis’ «corporate 
governance».
3. The state of the art
investigation of Heis’ role in local development requires creating a 
bridge between regional development policy and higher education policy. 
as outlined by Keane and allison (2000), the first workable framework of 
analysis to create such a link has been the concept of «learning region»8 
(Boekema et al. 2000; morgan 1997; Florida 1995).
the role of Heis in the knowledge-creation process has been developed 
in the literature in general terms (Gibbons et al. 1994; dill 1995) and with 
specific reference to the regional economy (rip 2002).
the academic literature, across different disciplinary fields, presents a 
huge variety of studies about the regional role of universities: with a theo-
retical approach (Oecd 1982), across different nations (for instance dahllöf 
and selander 1994), with specific reference to some regions (for instance 
dahllöf et al. 1998; Hölttä 1998; Krieger and stratmann 1999), to entrepre-
neurship (for instance Williams 2003), to technology transfer (for instance 
Grant et al. 1996; thomson 1998), about start-ups (for instance di Gregorio 
and shane 2003), with both qualitative and quantitative methods.
in a quite original article, peter Vaessen and martin van der Velde (2003) 
argues that «from a learning region point of view, university-society link-
8 in a theoretical discussion about the concept, Hassink defines a learning region «as a region-
al innovation strategy in which a broad set of innovation-related regional actors are strongly 
but flexibly connected with each other, and who stick to a certain set of policy principles» 
(Hassink 2001: 226); it is a more restricted and demanding definition (focusing just on region-
al innovation policy) than the concept developed by cook and morgan (1998), which refers 
also to the general institutional endowments and social capital of a region. 
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age research has to focus on persistence in the relationship between the 
two rather than on incidental schemes like external research and consult-
ing projects»9; it is original because it is just the opposite of what univer-
sity-society linkage research has been doing (Branscomb 1999) and shifts 
research focus on «recurring external face-to-face contacts of individual 
university employees with organisations in the (local) environment»10, con-
sidering leisure social participation of university employees next to their 
professional face-to-face contacts in the environment. they suggest, in fact, 
that the stream of academic knowledge filtering into the local community 
via indirect connections through the spare time social engagements of uni-
versity workers may be considerable. the definition of knowledge we will 
adopt in chapter two will take this into account.
marc Vermuelen’s research (2003) goes in the same direction and is de 
facto in favour of non traditional concept of knowledge for Heis aiming at 
promoting regional development, when it says that «having the right at-
titude is more important than having the required knowledge» and that 
«in this way, the role of education will also drastically change and the em-
phasis will shift from the qualification function (the training of specialists) 
to the selection function»11. the characteristics of future professionals that 
Vermuelen sees as most relevant for the regional economy are interaction, 
process interventions, communicative skills and «an open eye on the shop 
floor», and he suggests to relay on vocational education: colleges and other 
Heis (practice), as they have more a tradition and better networks, could 
interact with universities (reflection) in order to educate valuable «reflex-
tive practioner».
nonetheless the current literature doesn’t provide a comprehensive 
answer about the kind of knowledge that Heis should produce in those 
peripheral regions which are characterised by an industrial base of smes 
involved in very traditional productions; what kind of governance struc-
ture they should adopt and which strategy. the present work, as an explor-
atory study, aims at being a first step for a contribution to that issue.
4. Structure of the thesis and methodology of research
chapter two, taking the italian case and the italian national Bureau of 
statistics’ data about unemployment as a starting point, will develop: 1) an 
original conceptual and theoretical framework to address the problem of 
9 Vaessen p. and van der Velde m. (2003), University knowledge transfer, in rutten r., Boekema 
F. and Kuijpers e. (2003) (eds.), Economic geography of higher education, routledge, london, p. 
89.
10 Ibid.
11 Vermuelen m. (2003), Knowledge still travels on foot, in rutten r., Boekema F. and Kuijpers e. 
(eds.) (2003), Economic geography of higher education, routledge, london, p. 79.
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intellectual unemployment in the knowledge economy; 2) an «operational-
ised» definition of «knowledge» that goes beyond the classic epistemologi-
cal dimension explicit/tacit knowledge (nonaka and takeuchi 1995), and is 
able to favour valuable interactions between Heis and regions.
chapter three will present the results of a case study about the university 
of twente and its region. the choice of twente was determined by the fact 
that the university was established ex novo in a peripheral and declining 
industrial area, focused around textile, and it proved to be a booster for the 
local economy. the university of twente demonstrates that it is possible to 
achieve, starting from unfavourable conditions, poor resources and even 
in a short time, both local economic relevance and frontiers of science, pro-
vided that good management practices, strong entrepreneurial vision and 
will are effectively implemented in the institution.
chapter four will present the results of a case study about the university 
of cardiff and its region. the reasons for the choice of cardiff are similar 
to the ones of twente, being cardiff a peripheral region in a once declining 
industrial area.
While twente gave us the opportunity to critically assess management 
practices inside Heis, cardiff allowed us to conduct a quantitative meas-
ure of its regional and local economic impact and to review the tools avail-
able for this kind of studies.
Both the case studies were an opportunity to critically verify the con-
ceptual framework developed in chapter two which, even if intended to 
explain intellectual unemployment in knowledge economies, allows us to 
suggest a broader definition of knowledge whose main consequences facil-
itate the consistency of higher education and regional development policy.
as far as methodology is concerned, chapter two is based on data from 
the italian national Bureau of statistics (istat) and Oecd (2002) and is 
eminently theoretical.
the case study developed in chapter three took great advantage of the 
time i spent with the people from the «centre of Higher education policy 
studies (cHeps)» and the «centre for studies of science technology and 
society» at the university of twente itself, in march 2003, and in maribor 
in July 2003 at cHeps’ summer school about the «socio-economic role of 
higher education». the case study was mostly based on documents and 
materials i had the opportunity to collect at cHeps’ library and was sup-
ported by a few interviews of an open ended nature with local academic 
leaders, researchers and students. the study tried to read twente’s experi-
ence on the base of the most recent literature on higher education and re-
gional development policy.
the case study developed in chapter four is based on my experience at 
the «centre for advanced social studies» (cas) of the university of cardiff 
in January 2003. the time spent in cardiff allowed me to collect first hand 
documents and material about caridiff university and its region, support-
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ed too by a few interviews of an open-ended nature with academic person-
nel. the case study draws heavily from cas’s library and previous studies 
and would have been impossible without philip cooke’s invaluable assist-
ance and support.
chapter five deals with the theme of «governance shifts» in higher edu-
cation in an international perspective, both at the Heis’ «corporate level» 
and at macro-national level. taking previous chapters as a base, its main 
objective is to identify and compare governance structures across differ-
ent nations, looking for new paths, out of the «Humboltian tradition» and 
«mode-1» science, and able to guarantee both Heis’ regional economic rel-
evance (and sustainability) and international scientific excellence. chapter 
five would have been impossible without the assistance and advice prof. 
Guy neave (director of both cHeps and the european universities 
association, eua, at Oecd) provided me with in Oslo, in august 2003.
as i have already made clear, the present «research» is intended to be 
a step towards the achieving of a practical social objective, that is to give a 
contribution to the solution of a living and present issue. in that sense, em-
bracing a sincere «culture of research» as opposed to a «culture of science» 
(latour 1998), it was not shy of taking some risks and enlarging the debate 
wherever it seemed relevant to: «science is certainty; research is uncertain-
ty. science is supposed to be cold, straight and detached; research is warm, 
involving and risky. science puts an end to the vagaries of human disputes; 
research creates controversies. science produces objectivity by escaping as 
much as possible from the shackles of ideology, passions and emotions; 
research feeds on all of those to render objects of inquiry familiar»12. But 
now it is reader’s duty to decide if the risks we took were worth taking or 
even justified.
12 latour B. (1998), From the world of science to the world of research?, «science», 280, pp. 208-
209.
Chapter 1
Higher education and high intellectual 
unemployment: does education matter? An 
interpretation and some critical perspectives1
1. Globalisation and the knowledge driven economy
What is the nature of the link between «globalisation» and the so called 
«knowledge economy»? Why has globalisation made knowledge such an 
important ingredient for economic performance, according to widespread 
belief? In other words, is globalisation the cause of the great attention paid 
to knowledge and is this attention justified? We believe these questions 
have far less easy answers than expected.
in some ways, «globalisation» does not seem to be anything new in capi-
talistic economy. Wallerstein (Wallerstein 1974), building on the work of «de-
pendency» theorists and the annales of the school of French historiography, 
demonstrates that, since the sixteenth century, capitalism has been a global 
system, even if one of unequal exchange. since 1492 very large movements 
of labour and capital have characterized the whole history of u.s.a., canada 
and the caribbean, and the nature itself of the colonization of the western 
territories by pioneers was a search for fertile agricultural soil to increase the 
production of tobacco, food and raw materials for european markets. in the 
1800s the united states of america had a population of 5.3 million people. 
in 1870 this number had increased to 38.5 million and between 1890-1910 the 
immigration of labour force towards cities like new York, Baltimore, Boston 
reached a level of two million a year (clough and rapp 1975: 357). according 
to a recent report from «the economist»2, in the past decade the u.s.a. has 
1 a shorter version of this chapter has been published in cooke p. and piccaluga a. (2004) 
(ed.), Regional Economies as Knowledge Laboratories, edward elgar publishers, cheltnham, u.K., 
northampton, usa, pp. 20-37.
2 «the economist» (august 24th 2002), Special Report – Demography and the West, «the econo-
mist», p. 21.
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taken in over 11 million immigrants. that compares with 6 million in the 
1970s and 7 million in the 1980s. as far as the largest and most developed 
economy in the world is considered (and indeed, many, nowadays devel-
oped countries, from which this immigration was from), «globalisation» has 
not increased cross-national movements of labour force.
as showed by s.B. clough and r.t. rapp (clough and rapp 1975: 442), 
even cross national movements of capital reached a global dimension long 
before the «post-fordist era» and the «global economy». in an extremely 
original and well documented book, Geminello alvi supports very per-
suasively the highly provocative thesis that the main socio-political events 
of the twentieth century, such as the russian revolution, the two World 
Wars and the final establishment of american supremacy, find their ex-
planation in the movement of capitals and financial relations between the 
u.s.a., united Kingdom, France, Germany and russia (alvi 1996).
One would not go too far from the truth in saying that the u.s.a. and 
canada are the «product» of global world trade economic forces, acting 
largely before anyone even started talking about «globalisation».
even the technological innovations associated with the present «glo-
balisation» do not seem to imply a much more dramatic increase in the 
possibility to move labour, capital or information than did electrical power, 
telegraph, telephone, radio or television during the past century. present 
innovations, for the simple fact of being completely new, appear, in the 
eyes of contemporaries, as much more dramatic than «given for granted» 
innovations of the past but a careful historiographic investigation could 
reveal these beliefs at least exaggerated.
For sure the measurement of socio-economic effects of technological in-
novations deserve much more attention than this chapter can offer. What 
we want to suggest here is that there is no conclusive evidence that present 
innovations have changed the world economy and society much more than 
past innovations. the social benefit deriving from sending a telegraph 
from paris to Berlin instead of riding a horse between the two cities with an 
envelope in one hand could be bigger than the social benefit deriving from 
establishing a videoconference instead of sending a telegraph.
in this sense we do not agree with m. castells (castells 1993) and martin 
carnoy’s belief (carnoy 1998), indeed quite representative of the dominant 
doctrine, that what is special about the «global economy» is that «strate-
gic core activity, including innovation, finance and corporate management, 
function on a planetary scale in real time and that this globality became 
possible only recently because of the technological infrastructure provided 
by telecommunications, information systems, microelectronics machinery, 
and computer-based transportation» (carnoy 1998: 21). 
On the contrary, the innovations of the last two or three decades in high 
tech industry have been large and substantial in improving quality and 
speed of information provision. However, the fact is that they are not the 
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main point in explaining the current attention paid to knowledge and in-
formation as factors for improving economic growth. therefore, we want 
to suggest that it is not recent high tech innovations that have made knowl-
edge fundamental for economic performance.
indeed it can be hypothesized that the high tech «revolution» has made 
information a far less important and strategic ingredient than in the past, 
because it is available much more quickly and cheaply, and for many more 
people than in the past; in many cases it is no longer a rare and inaccessible 
resource.
the current importance paid to knowledge and information derives not 
from high tech innovations but from some structural changes in the com-
position of the world economy that provoked a major change in the «gen-
eral view».
Before analysing these structural changes and their implications for the 
«knowledge economy» doctrine, it is necessary to clarify what we mean by 
«knowledge» and «information».
2. Knowledge and information
according to rationalist epistemology there is a definitional difference 
between «knowledge» and «information». «Knowledge» is what an indi-
vidual receiving a message already has and what changes as a result of 
receiving information. «information» is the message that is transferred. so, 
strictu sensu, rationalist epistemology assumes that only information can 
be transferred, knowledge being something belonging to the individual-
istic sphere. What makes this difference almost irrelevant in the rationalist 
tradition, at least from a practical point of view, is that, as a rule, all knowl-
edge can be translated into information.
the cartesian tradition assumes, in fact, a dualism between an objec-
tive world of physical reality and a subjective mental world of an individ-
ual. rationalist thinking can either reduce the physical reality to mental 
states and processes («idealism») or reduce the mental world to physical 
states and processes («materialism»). in both cases knowledge is a collec-
tion of representations that can be translated into language, thinking is 
their manipulation process and communication is the transfer of information 
(lakoff 1987). language and sentences can deliver a representation of the 
world that can be true or false, coherent or not coherent, but their ultimate 
grounding is in their correspondence with the state of affairs they represent 
(Winograd and Flores 1986). it is the correspondence theorem, between rep-
resentation and physical reality, that allows in principle that all knowledge 
can be translated into information.
the consequence for mainstream economic growth theory, as expressed 
for example in romer’s endogenous growth model (romer 1986), is that 
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growth stands for the accumulation of codified objective knowledge. the 
rationalist epistemology and the correspondence theorem means romer as-
sume that «knowledge» is like a blueprint that has a separate existence 
from that of any individual. according to this doctrine, the enormous accu-
mulation of information (and so knowledge), allowed by recent high tech 
innovations, provides a major and historically unprecedented boost to pro-
ductivity and economic growth. romer argues, correctly, that in the long 
run economic growth is a function of knowledge but we neither agree with 
romer’s definition of knowledge nor with his view about the high tech role 
in accumulating it.
the concept of knowledge developed in the self-organizing approach 
(maturana 1986), as well described by robert a. te Velde (te Velde 1999), 
is much more useful in explaining the relation between knowledge and 
economic growth and the possible impact of high tech innovations.
in 1968, maturana’s neurophysical research on colour vision showed 
that physical reality had only a triggering role in the generation of the col-
our space of the observer (maturana and Varela 1986): the nervous system 
acts as a generator of phenomena, rather than as a filter in mapping of 
reality. living systems live in their own mental world, that is, they refer 
to some ‘external’ environment (a system at a higher scale) that they have 
created themselves, as in Heisenberg’s phenomenological theorem where 
the interpreted and the interpreter do not exist independently (te Velde 
1999: 5). according to maturana’s view the main feature of living systems 
is autopoiesis («self-creation»). they are opened to information but closed 
to knowledge, which is rooted in personal history, personal features, and 
previous knowledge. the main difference with ‘idealism’ is that the corre-
spondence theorem is not true anymore.
But if the correspondence theorem is not true and we live in a world of 
autopoietic systems in which each one is just a source of perturbation to the 
others or, in other words, we have a different world for each single autopoi-
etic system, how is it possible that we have valuable interactions? Maturana 
speaks of ‘structural coupling’ or mutual co-adaptation of two independ-
ent systems. «an autopoietic system will by necessity evolve in such a way 
that its activities are properly coupled to its medium. its structure must 
change so that it generates appropriate changes of state triggered by specif-
ic perturbing changes in its medium; otherwise it will disintegrate – it dies. 
the structural coupling generated by the demands of autopoiesis plays the 
role that the rationalistic tradition naively attributes to having a represen-
tation of the world» (Winograd and Flores 1986). so two agents interacting 
repeatedly with each other might become structurally coupled. «structural 
coupling occurs when the agents develop behaviours that reciprocally 
trigger complementary behaviours. as a result, their actions become co-
ordinated so as to contribute to the continued autopoiesis of each other 
[…]. these interlocked patterns of behaviour form the so-called consensual 
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domains» (te Velde 1999: 5). maturana refers to behaviour in a consensual 
domain as linguistic behaviour when the nervous system has developed in 
such a way that it can interact with its own symbolic descriptions we have 
language. the main function of language is not the transmission of infor-
mation about an external physical reality but the establishment and con-
solidation of a consensual domain through continuous interaction with other 
autopoietic systems. agents are not in a physical reality but in a consensual 
domain: «reality only exists within a consensual domain and is a construct 
of the agents within that domain. reality is therefore neither objective nor 
individual but essentially social in nature»3.
3. Knowledge as ability to generate effective action
On the one hand, these epistemological premises imply that «informa-
tion» cannot be translated into «knowledge» by the simple use of a codified 
language, and knowledge is no more a storable good that can be accumulat-
ed. On the other hand, «knowledge» is always associated with action: you 
cannot attain knowledge without concrete, specified cognitive processes 
operating on experiences obtained through concrete interactions between 
agents (arthur, duralauf and lane 1997). already established consensual 
domains allow meaningful interactions and co-ordinated actions between 
agents. moreover, the point is that the consensual domain is always lo-
cal and social in nature. the individual possibility to attain knowledge is 
strictly linked to the social system and consensual domains in which one 
acts, whether this be a department, a firm, a local system or a region.
the difference between information and knowledge becomes sharp. 
information is an amount of symbolic descriptions produced by individu-
als, which is storable and can exist by itself: it is an evolution of the behav-
iour in a consensual domain, in which individuals can interact with their 
own symbolic descriptions. We called this evolved behaviour as linguistic 
behaviour. the main function of information and language is to improve 
3 te Velde a. robert (1999), p. 6. see also, for a fundamental critique on the autopoietic model 
roth G. and schwegler H. (1990), Self-Organizing and the unity of the world; in Krohn W., Kup-
pers G. and nowotny H. (1990), Selforganization: Portrait of a scientific revolution, Kluwer aca-
demic press, dordrecht. We may summarize the main difference between «autopoiesis» and 
«rationalistic thinking» as follows. rationalist thinking has two forms; it can either reduce 
the physical reality to mental states and processes («idealism») or reduce the mental world to 
physical states and processes («materialism»). in both cases the «correspondence theorem», 
between representation and physical reality, is true and language and sentences can deliver 
a representation of the world that can be true or false, coherent or not coherent, but their 
ultimate grounding is in their correspondence with the state of affairs they represent. On the 
opposite, «autopoiesis» assumes that the «correspondence theorem» is not true any more: 
«physical reality» becomes a product of social interactions among individuals and so a «con-
sensual domain».
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interactions between individuals and through interactions, knowledge. 
there is no direct link between the accumulation of information and the 
increase of knowledge. Knowledge does not exist by itself but only inside a 
community of individuals and is continually regenerated and made exist-
ent through linguistic and non-linguistic activity, and the structural cou-
pling generated by that activity. Breakdowns may occur at any moment 
at the individual as at the social level. this brings us very far from the 
neoclassic growth model, in which knowledge is individually and steadily 
accumulated, almost like a sort of capital. Knowledge becomes a very frag-
ile social product, inseparable by the evolutionary process of actions and 
interactions inside a «local» community of individuals.
if we assume this concept of knowledge it is at least doubtful that the 
new technologies made knowledge more important than it was in the past, 
or even that they significantly enhanced the exchange of knowledge be-
tween people.
the adoption of information technology might greatly improve the 
transfer of information but the critical elements of the «converter» role are 
the human specific qualities to deal with breakdowns and to create con-
sensual domains (Brown and duguid 1998). these technologies could 
play a role in the coordination of action but are at best a supplement to the 
delicate and complicated processes of inter human communication. if the 
share of non-substitutable informal communication is high, the introduc-
tion of information technologies could even damage the existing commu-
nication processes and patterns. as well understood by robert a. te Velde 
«what marks the rise of a knowledge society is the fact that economic value 
is explicitly attributed to the ability to generate effective action. effective 
linguistic behaviour and good language skills are the cornerstones of such 
a knowledge society, not massive databases and ‘intelligent’ expert systems» 
(te Velde 1999: 8).
4. The cultural shift from physical assets to knowledge
so, if it is not information technology that made «knowledge» (as ability 
to generate effective action) so important in the present economy, what did 
produce such a major shift in the western interpretation of economic growth, 
paying much more attention to knowledge in respect to tangible assets? The 
confusion between information and knowledge and the consequent consid-
eration of a database as accumulated knowledge, certainly paid a role in fo-
cusing so much academic and political attention on the supposedly amazing 
potential of information technology in increasing knowledge.
in a sense, according to our new definition, as «ability to generate effec-
tive action», knowledge has always been the major ingredient of economic 
growth. in a fascinating and original book on the nature and history of 
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capitalism (alvi 1989), on chapter ii, L’economia come pensiero, Geminello 
alvi catches the point well. He shows that the major ingredient of econom-
ic growth, in its capitalistic form, is and has always been a state of mind, 
a kind of thought able to produce «precise and widespread computation-
al skills, orderly and prolonged management of production, obsessive te-
nacity in innovation» (alvi 1989: 47). it is very similar to our definition of 
knowledge as «ability to generate effective action».
nonetheless, we agree that knowledge has become a more and more 
important «raw material» in the past two or three decades. Here follows 
our «non it» explanation.
First, after World War two reconstruction and satisfaction of basic needs 
through mass standardized production, economic activity in the major in-
dustrialized countries shifted from material goods to services and informa-
tion-processing activity. in the decade 1949-1959, the percentage of Gnp 
deriving from the service sector was: 41.6% for the usa, 36% for the uK, 
33.9% for France, 30.7% for West Germany and 26.7% for italy (un, 1964, p. 
51). in the year 2002 these percentages have modified as follows: 76.9% for 
the usa, 73.4% for the uK, 68.5% for Germany, 71.6% for France and 66.4% 
for italy4. the percentage has more than doubled everywhere, with the ex-
ception of the usa, where it «almost» doubled because of the already ad-
vanced starting point in respect to the other countries. it is an extremely 
large increase for services and damage for the industrial sector. nowadays 
the service sector employs the following percentages of the labour force: 
73% for the usa, 71% for the uK, 60% for Germany, 69% for France and 
61% for italy5. in the decade 1949-1959, the same percentages were as fol-
lows: 50.6% for the usa, 38.2% for the uK, 29.2% for West Germany, 32.4% 
for France and 25.1% for italy (un 1964). services, involving in general 
a much higher level of interaction between human beings, require more 
complex consensual domains, language skills and abilities to overcome 
breakdowns in relations: so, higher levels of knowledge are needed.
second, changes from mass standardized production to flexible cus-
tomized production, and from vertically integrated large firms to verti-
cally disintegrated, networks between small-medium firms and clusters of 
firms, have produced a «spreading of knowledge» from the centre to the 
outskirts. analysing the reasons for this change in production would bring 
us too far from our purposes but, for certain, this new structure requires 
a much larger diffusion of knowledge between a much greater number of 
economic agents than does vertical integration (lorenzoni 1990). 
third, economic activity, in industry, agriculture and services, is increas-
ingly science-based. as we saw in previous sections, behaviour in a consensu-
al domain is a linguistic behaviour when the nervous system has developed in 
4 «the economist» (2002), Pocket World in Figures, 2002 edition. 
5 Ibid. 
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such a way that it can interact with its own symbolic descriptions (language). 
development has gone so far and scientific language has proved so useful in 
economic activity that this knowledge is now extremely complex and must 
be provided to everyone through that special social activity that we call edu-
cation and training. certain levels of education and training prove unavoid-
able in providing every kind of knowledge but it is in science that they seem 
to be more effective. science and knowledge in general have long been im-
portant for economic growth but as economies evolved and became more 
complex, under increasing competition, they became critical, together with 
the activity of education and training to provide them.
Fourth, increased global competition, initially between the usa and 
Japan, especially during the 1980s, gave clear evidence of the importance 
of «knowledge». during the 1980s the fear that Japan could overcome the 
united states in international competition even produced new research to 
understand the roots of Japan’s competitive advantage. How could a small 
nation like Japan, devoid of resources, political influence and military 
strength, achieve super economic status rivalling and surpassing, in some 
instances, the most powerful, richly endowed nations in the world? This 
research started to highlight the new importance of «knowledge» in the 
competitive advantage of a nation.
What is special about Japan is that its thought never experienced the 
western and cartesian dichotomy between mind and physical reality that 
we discussed extensively in previous sections. as well explained by nonaka 
and takeuchi, the «Japanese have a tendency to stay in their own world 
of experience without appealing to any abstract or metaphysical theory in 
order to determine the relationship between human thought and nature. 
such a basic attitude of the oneness of human and nature is one of the most 
important characteristics of the Japanese intellectual tradition» (nonaka 
and takeuchi 1995: 29). Japan never experienced the western separation of 
body and mind, too, according to which personal knowledge is something 
distinct and separated from other personal experiences (such as emotional 
ones) and physical experiences. the oneness of body and mind, developed 
in Zen Buddhist culture, made personal and physical experience more 
important than intellectual abstraction and indirect experience: «Samurai 
education placed a great emphasis on building up character and attached 
little importance to prudence, intelligence and metaphysics. Being a “man 
of action” was considered more important than mastering philosophy and 
literature, although these subjects constituted a major part of the samu-
rai’s intellectual education» (nonaka and takeuchi 1995: 29). according to 
Kitaro nishida, probably Japan’s first theoretical philosopher, true knowl-
edge cannot be obtained by theoretical thinking but only through one’s to-
tal mind and body (Yuasa 1987). the last major characteristic of Japan’s 
philosophical tradition comes almost as a consequence from the first two, 
the oneness of self and other: in western countries the goal is to promote the 
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freedom, welfare and self-realization of the individual self, whereas «for 
the Japanese, to work for others means to work for oneself. the natural 
tendency for the Japanese is to realize themselves in their relationship to 
others» (nonaka and takeuchi 1995: 31).
if we recall our definition of «knowledge» as the ability to do something 
in a consensual domain nurtured ad sustained through continuous social in-
teractions, we realize that the three philosophical pillars of the Japanese 
tradition, oneness of human and nature, oneness of body and mind, oneness of 
self and other have produced a much more modern concept of «knowledge» 
than the West.
many observers agree in considering this «knowledge» to be the key 
of Japan’s success. nonaka and takeuchi hold that the success of Japanese 
companies is not due to their manufacturing prowess; access to cheap cap-
ital; close and cooperative relationships with customers, suppliers, and 
government agencies; or lifetime employment, seniority systems and other 
human resources management practices – although they consider all these 
factors to be important. instead, they make the claim that Japanese compa-
nies have been successful because of their skills and expertise at «organiza-
tional knowledge creation». By this they mean the capability of a company 
as a whole to create new knowledge, disseminate it through the organi-
zation, and embody it in products, services and systems. Organizational 
knowledge creation therefore becomes the key to the distinctive ways that 
Japanese companies innovate.
the great economic performance of Japan in the 1980s brought to west-
ern countries much attention to and understanding of concepts like learn-
ing by doing, organizational knowledge creation, knowledge-creating company. it 
became evident that the old idea of «knowledge» as something that can be 
completely and individually acquired, taught, and trained through man-
uals, books, or lectures, was not correct. a new concept of «knowledge» 
took centre stage. it was not a fashion idea created by Japan’s contingent 
economic performance, because it has well outlived Japan’s prolonged cri-
sis starting in 1990. On the contrary, the claim has enormously increased 
its force. the «discovery of Japan» produced a lasting epistemological up-
dating of the western concept of «knowledge», between managers, policy 
makers, scholars and even public opinion at large.
as we will see later on, the problem is that in many countries, such as italy 
and even Japan itself, this newly discovered concept of «knowledge» did not 
extend to the management and teaching methods of higher education.
5. Knowledge and education
the increasing importance of knowledge produced, as a consequence, 
an increasing importance of education in policy making, because of the 
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high level of complexity reached by linguistic behaviour. in addition, the old 
western concept of «knowledge» was a major boost for formal education 
and training policies, both at the national and international level.
We can see this evolution through the policy of the World Bank, an insti-
tution that more than others seems to reflect the «western view» of the world 
(Jones 1997). according to the Bank, investment in education «contributes 
to the accumulation of human capital, which is essential for higher incomes 
and sustained economic growth», and more generally it «helps strengthen 
civil institutions and build national capacity and good governance-criti-
cal elements in the implementation of sound economic and social policies» 
(World Bank 1995: 1-2). Between 1947 and 1962 the World Bank had no edu-
cation portfolio. in 1960, $659 million was provided in thirty-one loans to 
twenty-one countries, eighteen in the developing world. nearly one-third 
of available finance went each to power (31%) and transport (29%), followed 
by mining and pipeline construction (18%), agriculture (10%), steel (7%) and 
industry (5%). the cumulative total lending between 1947 and 1960 ($5.068 
million lent, to fifty-three countries, through 265 loans) has a similar distri-
bution: electric power (32%), transportation (30%), industry (16%), european 
reconstruction (10%), agriculture (7%), communications (0,5%), general de-
velopment purposes (4%) (Jones 1992: 29).
the World Bank only took the decision to establish an education port-
folio in 1962, and made its first loan for education in 1963. since 1980 the 
total volume of lending for education has tripled, and its share in overall 
Bank lending has doubled (World Bank 1995: 14). in addition, the quality of 
funding for education became increasingly focused on educational inputs 
and intangibles, more than on buildings and goods, and today the Bank is 
the largest single source of external financing for education in developing 
countries. even if the Bank is giving increasing importance to primary and 
secondary education, because of its main focus on developing countries, it 
is extensively involved in higher education for half its education budget: 
«Bank lending for higher education will support countries’ efforts to adopt 
policy reforms that will allow the sub sector to operate more efficiently 
and at lower public cost. countries prepared to adopt a higher education 
policy framework that stresses a differentiated institutional structure and 
diversified resource base, with greater emphasis on private providers and 
private funding, will continue to receive priority» (World Bank 1995: 16). 
the increasing importance of education and higher education policies has 
not been limited to the international level. as far as the policies of single 
western countries are concerned, both at the national6 and regional7 level, 
6 see for an extensive treatment slaughter s. (1998), National higher education policies in a global 
economy, in J. currie and newson J. (1998) Universities and globalization: critical perspectives, 
sage, london, pp. 45-70. 
7 see for an extensive treatment cooke p. and morgan K. (1998), The associational economy, 
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higher education has received increasing financial, legislative and «asso-
ciative» efforts (cooke and morgan 1998).
the problem is that education and higher education are not enough to 
produce economic growth and, in their traditional methods, they are not 
enough to produce even «knowledge», according to our new definition of 
knowledge. in the republic of Georgia, for example (population 5.4 mil-
lion, number 139 in the world in Gdp per inhabitant at purchasing-power 
parity, number 16 in the world in unemployment rate), half of school leav-
ers now go straight into higher education and another third enter tertiary 
vocational training (largely as a possible back door into university); since 
1991 over 200 new degree-offering institutions have sprung into life along-
side the old state university (Wolf 2002). With half the registered adult un-
employed holding degrees, Georgia is a living example that education is, at 
least, not enough to produce economic growth.
6. Higher education and high intellectual unemployment
What is surprising in this entire scenario is that even some western 
countries, like italy, experienced the highest level of unemployment be-
tween young and highly educated individuals. so, on the one hand, na-
tional and regional governments are making so much effort to improve 
higher education, on the basis that «knowledge» is the key for economic 
growth. On the other hand, these highly educated individuals seem to 
be the most affected by unemployment. there is also a great need for 
workers for positions that require a very low level of education, as im-
migration flows from poor countries and requests for more immigra-
tion by firms suggest. the following data for the italian case are from the 
national institute of statistics (istat 2001), for individuals from 25 to 34 
years old:
Table 1. Unemployment rates for geographic areas and qualifications. Year 2001
north-West north-east centre south
degree and doctorate 5.6 7.9 14.1 28.0
High school 3.8 3.6 9.8 27.3
professional training 4.1 3.2 8.3 26.6
secondary school 5.9 4.0 10.5 24.7
primary or no school at all 11.1 5.8 14.5 35.6
total 5.0 4.3 10.6 26.8
Oxford university press, Oxford.
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according to these official data, from the italian national institute of 
statistics (istat), in every italian region, people with a high school di-
ploma or even just professional training have a better chance of getting a 
job than people with a university degree, assuming they are from 25 to 34 
years old.
in central italy, the level of unemployment amongst young people with 
primary or no schooling is practically the same as that among individu-
als with university degrees (14.1% and 14.5% respectively). according to 
an investigation by the marche region (1998), «the difficulties of young 
italian individuals with high qualifications to enter into the labour market 
are great revealed both in the long time that is needed to get a job (in 1993 
individuals looking for a job for more than 12 months were 59.4%, in 1996 
they increased to 66.4%), that is often disappointing and unstable»8.
even if, according to italian national institute of statistics (istat), the 
scenario improves analysing data for individuals from 34 to 64, that is re-
ally a very small consolation for the «young» generation of a «knowledge 
economy».
italy has the lowest «comprehensive private internal rate of return to 
tertiary education», for males, among Oecd countries: 6.5% (italian data 
for females is not available).
Table 2. Comprehensive private internal rate of return to tertiary education.
united Kingdom 17.3%
united states 14.9 %
denmark 13.9%
France 12.2%
the netherlands 12%
sweden 11.4%
italy 6.5 %
Oecd country mean 11.8%
Oecd countries 2002, males
the rate of return represents a measure of returns obtained, over time, 
relative to the cost of the initial investment in education (the costs equal 
tuition fees, foregone earnings net of taxes adjusted for the probability of 
being in employment less the resources made available to students in the 
form of grants and loans; benefits are the gain in post-taxes earnings ad-
8 Organismo Bilaterale marche (1998), Disoccupazione, offerta di lavoro giovanile e domanda di 
professionalità delle imprese nelle Marche, a. merloni Foundation on behalf of regione marche, 
p. 51. 
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justed for higher employment probability less the repayment, if any, of 
public support during the period of study) (Oecd 2002: 126-134).
italy’s «expenditure on instruction, research and development (r&d) 
and ancillary services in tertiary education institutions as a percentage of 
Gdp» is 0.83%, the lowest among Oecd countries. it is 1.03% for turkey, 
1.11% for mexico, 1.07% for Hungary, 1.10% for spain, 1.07% for the united 
Kingdom, 1.13% for France, 1.06% for Germany; country mean is 1.32% 
(Oecd 2002: 207). Only mexico, poland, Korea and slovak republic among 
the thirty Oecd countries have a lower level than italy of foreign students 
enrolled (Oecd 2002: 236).
it is well known that employment-to-population ratios among young 
adults who are not in education provide information on the effectiveness 
of transition frameworks. employment-to-population ratios for 20 to 24-
years-olds generally exceeds 70 per cent with the exception of some Oecd 
countries such as Greece, italy, poland and turkey. For 25 to 29 age group, 
most Oecd countries have ratios of between 70 to 80 percent, with the ex-
ception, again, of Greece, italy, poland and turkey (Oecd 2002: 255).
according to Oecd data, «in a few Oecd countries, even young peo-
ple who have completed tertiary-level education, probably a first degree 
given the age band involved, are subject to considerable unemployment 
when they enter the labour market. the ratio of unemployed non-students 
to the total youth population among this age group is up to 16 per cent 
or more in Greece, italy, the slovak republic and turkey, and higher than 
13 per cent for 25 to 29-years-old in Greece and italy» (Oecd 2002: 257). 
country mean among the thirty countries joining Oecd is 5.2% for 20 to 24 
age group and 3.9% for 25 to 29-years-olds. moreover, by comparing work 
status for 20 to 24 age group, italy shows a remarkably small gap (in com-
parison to other Oecd countries and country mean) between those who 
have obtained upper secondary education and above and those who have 
not. these data for italy, especially the ones from istat, are so abnormal as 
to require a critical analysis.
certainly, much could be done to improve legislation and coordination 
between the higher education system and firms. However, we believe that 
the main cause of these numbers, at least in the italian case, is a fundamen-
tal contradiction in the educational system. this logical contradiction can 
be summarized as follows: we make the claim that relying on the tradi-
tional western concept of «knowledge», as we explained it in the previous 
sections, the italian system of higher education was built to provide higher 
education as a «positional good», and to provide it to as many as possible. 
this claim requires a full explanation.
the political economy of education markets classifies two broad types 
of commodity produced in education: student goods and knowledge goods. 
student goods are what acquired by students during their course of study. 
Knowledge goods are tradable intellectual property, such as copyrighted 
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books, research data, patented scientific discoveries. student goods divide 
into self-goods and training goods. self-goods are purchased by the student 
or her family in order to enhance attributes of that student. training goods 
are purchased by employers in order to enhance the value creating skills 
of their employees. self-goods are further divided into positional goods, 
which are status goods that provide social advantage, and other goods of 
self-improvement.
in the united states, Japan and most industrialized countries, the most 
desired forms of positional goods are places in élite schools and the pro-
fessional faculties of leading universities. in Japan it is normal that a high 
school student would attend an expensive evening school to prepare ad-
mission examinations to prestigious universities, and it is not so rare that a 
student would spend some years, after ending high school, just in the effort 
to be admitted to the university of tokyo, Faculty of law. admittance to 
this or other élite schools means a high probability to achieve the highest 
and best-paid positions in public administration and private corporations 
(dore 1965). the struggle between students to get a degree from prestig-
ious institutions is no less intense in the united states (duke 1986).
What is special about Japan, in particular, is that its tradition and 
philosophy developed a concept of knowledge very similar to our new 
definition of «knowledge» and its most innovative firms pioneered the 
introduction of this new knowledge into production (as well described 
by ikujiro nonaka and Hirotaka takeuchi in The knowledge-creating com-
pany), whereas its educational system has remained stuck to the tradi-
tional western concept of knowledge. the reason is that the Japanese 
educational system has always been a western one in its main framework. 
When Japan underwent the catch-up phase of its historical development, 
that was a political choice of imitation of western models by the central 
government (duke 1986). during the usa military occupation a strong 
western policy for education was enforced (Hall 1949). so, today, this an-
cient western origin of the educational system is well established in the 
own Japanese tradition of higher education (duke 1986). in our opinion, 
the fact that firms were not managed by the government, as education 
was, allowed them to preserve the concept of «knowledge» typical of the 
Japanese tradition.
coming back to «positional goods», the problem about them, in edu-
cation as elsewhere, is that they are hierarchical in character (by definition 
some are more valuable than others). they are not just «scarce», like all 
economic commodities, but scarce in absolute terms, in the sense that total 
supply is fixed. according to marginson (marginson 1997: 27-50), positions 
of social leadership are finite and cannot be expanded through changes in 
education; and there cannot be universal or equal access to such positions, 
except when education has no positional value. in Hirsch’s words, «posi-
tional competition, in the language of game theory, is a zero-sum game: 
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what winners win, losers lose» (Hirsch 1976: 52), and when the number 
of educated people with a given level of credentials increases, the value of 
these credentials must decline. education may provide knowledge, skills 
and social experiences without limitations, but as long as it is employed 
as a screening device for social positions «advance for everyone» is an il-
lusion: «at any moment in time, and for any one person, standing on tip-
toe gives a better view, or at least prevents a worse one. equally, getting 
ahead of the crowd is an effective and feasible means of improving one’s 
welfare, a means available to any one individual. it yields a benefit, in this 
sense, and the measure of the benefit is what individuals pay to secure 
it. the individual benefit from the isolated action is clear-cut. the sum of 
the benefits of all the actions taken together is nonetheless zero» (Hirsch 
1976: 7). this phenomenon, even if obvious as it appears, is very tricky for 
neoclassical tools and methodological individualism as they tend to miss 
the interdependence between individuals and the negative externalities re-
sulting from education: as a consequence, the full costs of education may 
be underestimated. the methodological individualist assumes, in fact, the 
social good is the arithmetical aggregate of all of the individual goods. But, 
as we can see, this methodology lacks any sense for individual benefits of 
positional investment in education. 
the big difference between italy and, for example, Japan and the united 
states concerns positional goods. in italy places and degrees in prestigious 
universities are almost irrelevant because of extremely egalitarian policies 
between universities: the result being that a simple and ordinary degree is 
the main positional good available in education.
the importance that the labour market has traditionally paid to degrees 
from different italian universities is not comparable to the importance that 
is paid in Japan or the united states. some italian universities are better 
than others but the traditional social screening devices (apart from non ac-
ademic ones that have always paid a major role in italy, such as wealth and 
parents’ education) have always been the level of qualification (primary, 
secondary, university) more than the universities where they have been ob-
tained. as proof of that, until a very few years ago there was free access to 
almost every italian public university to every italian student holding any 
high school diploma or professional training whatsoever; exceptions were 
so few to be almost irrelevant.
the effect of this policy was that the positional good «university de-
gree» lost much of its «positional rent», with all of the typical consequences 
that the political economy of education suggests:
individual investment in education falls short of expectations;
«credentialism»: the growth of educational credentials reduces the po-
sitional information conveyed by each credential and individuals look 
for more credentials;
1.
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the employer intensifies the screening process, raising the required 
level of credentials and forcing ever higher levels of investment in 
education;
professional groups require increasing levels of qualification to enter 
into the profession;
«the race gets longer for the same prize»
education becomes a «defensive necessity»;
as living standards rise, more people can invest in positional goods, 
and positional competition is intensified, especially during econom-
ic stagnation when the scramble for the remaining positional goods 
increases;
the value of positional goods falls and their price rises;
individuals suffer disappointment, frustration and «deadweight» social 
costs.
the logical contradiction implied by a policy whose objective is to pro-
vide the same positional good to everyone, combined with a concept of 
knowledge provided by the educational system, that is merely instrumen-
tal to positional competition and far from the needs of production and so-
ciety, result in a high level of unemployment and dissatisfaction among 
highly educated people.
Here are two possible, not mutually exclusive, ways out for the italian 
and similar cases:
assuming that positional goods are probably the most important 
goods produced in the educational market, the higher education sys-
tem should reject any utopian purpose of egalitarianism and, once it is 
aware of the characteristics and limits of positional goods, introduce 
a hierarchy between universities, making the system coherent with 
the existence of positional goods. shifting positional goods competi-
tion from levels of qualifications to universities would allow a modern 
and widespread policy for higher education without its present logi-
cal contradiction.
remove the old western concept of «knowledge» as information that 
can be indefinitely and individualistically accumulated without action, 
and introduce in the educational system the concept of knowledge we 
defined in previous sections. this new concept, if not able by itself to 
reduce the positional value of education, would imply a closer relation 
between formal education, action, interactions with other individuals, 
local community and work, and would avoid a mere production of po-
sitional goods. this «new knowledge» is not just instrumental to posi-
tional competition but also useful to economic activity and society. in 
this new circumstance, if positional competition goes wrong due to log-
ical contradictions in policy or for some other reason, the result is not «a 
3.
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positional good, education, that doesn’t have a position any more» (and 
is so valueless on the labour market) but a creation of knowledge that is 
economically valuable. indeed, this «new knowledge» does not need a 
positional framework at all.
Fig. 1. The conceptual framework
positional goods competition
Kn in educat. non active     active
Individualistic
Kn in educat. social
    ! Republic of Georgia
         
                                 ! Italy
                          ! Japan
              ! USA
                     
        ! Neatherlands        
           ! U.K.
that second solution seems to be the most interesting as it would reduce 
the socially expensive zero-sum game for positional goods, and would pro-
duce a kind of knowledge and education more respondent to the needs of 
modern firms. its democratic and more egalitarian nature is a plus. the fig-
ure on previous page synthesizes the conceptual framework and the two 
possible policies.
On the vertical axis is the kind of knowledge that the educational sys-
tem provides: «traditional/individualistic» (at the top) or «social» (at the 
bottom) according to our definitions. On the horizontal axis is the degree 
of positional competition: «non active» on the left (because of logical in-
coherence in the system, like in italy, or because not intended, like in the 
netherlands), active on the right.
the square up on the left is the only one, according to our definitions, 
that produces a high level of unemployment among highly educated peo-
ple. the arrows going out of this square indicates the two, not mutually 
exclusive, policies to solve the problem. even if the collocation of countries 
on the figure is only an example to clarify the conceptual framework, the 
uK may well be a case in which both the policies are active.
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if we accept the epistemological view of the previous sections and agree:
on a definition of «knowledge» as ability to produce effective action in 
a social context;
that the educational system must help in producing this kind of 
«knowledge»;
that knowledge is the key factor in economic growth;
that in the present economy the most widely requested form of knowl-
edge are individual competences such as problem solving, relational 
skills, professional communication, team work and cooperation; then 
we understand why firms pay increasingly less attention to positional 
goods such as university degrees, obtained through individualistic ac-
cumulation of «traditional knowledge», and pay increasing attention to 
expensive psychometric tests (Jenkins 1976).
it is also possible to argue that a coherent system of «positional goods 
competition» could work more effectively when the major employers are 
large firms. in this case, because of the great asymmetries in information 
between employer and possible employee, firms could be compelled to re-
ly more heavily on educational «credentials». When firms are very small, 
or on a family base, and embedded in a local network of relations based on 
trust, which reduces asymmetric information, such as is found in typical 
industrial districts of central italy, even a coherent system of «position-
al goods competition» could not work, let alone the incoherent one that 
seems to exist just now. 
the problem of eliminating the «mismatch» between present academic 
knowledge and knowledge requested by firms is too great to be treated 
here and would require a complex system of policy measures such as:
shifting from a passive to an «active» way of teaching (leoni and 
mazzoni 2002), to develop the newly requested competencies and link 
the concept of knowledge to the concept of «ability to produce effective 
action in a social context»;
introducing «stages» and partnerships to allow firms and students to 
know and interact repeatedly with each other through project-based 
working, so that they may become structurally coupled, remembering 
that «structural coupling occurs when the agents develop behaviours 
that reciprocally trigger complementary behaviours. as a result, their 
actions become coordinated so as to contribute to the continued au-
topoiesis of each other» (te Velde 1999) and would build their relation 
on effective interaction, more than through «credentialism» and social-
ly expensive «positional goods competition»;
reforming universities’ funding structure to promote devolution and a 
development of knowledge not just «publishable» but that is linked to 
1.
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the surrounding social community, according to our concept of «knowl-
edge» as a «social behaviour»: «the concentration of effort in achieving 
published research […] can result in high opportunity costs in terms of 
the contributions institutions can make to local economic development. 
there is a need to modify the funding system, so that both the contribu-
tion universities are making […] to social reproduction, social capital 
and social inclusion, and the potential they have for applied research, 
are recognized and encouraged» (morgan 2002: 68). 
7. Conclusion
this chapter does not seek to propose a general policy framework, that 
is far beyond our present objective. What we do want is to show that every 
effective policy framework for filling the «mismatch» between higher edu-
cation and the real economy requires embracing a new concept of «knowl-
edge», as outlined in previous sections.
this concept, well developed from a philosophical point of view, is not 
yet ordinarily held in the educational systems of industrialized countries. 
its adoption would help in explaining phenomena like high unemploy-
ment among highly educated people and would have highly social impli-
cations for local communities.
it would contribute to avoiding the global auction for investment, tech-
nology and jobs operating like a «dutch auction» (Brown and lauder 1998: 
173), in which corporate investors are able to play off nations, communi-
ties, and workers as a way of increasing their profit margins, and down-
ward bidding spirals, impoverishing local communities and workers by 
forcing concessions on wage-levels, rents and taxes in exchange for invest-
ment in local jobs.
if the higher education system is, in fact, going to provide this new form 
of knowledge, together and in full coordination with surrounding commu-
nities, instead of involving itself in the expensive and deteriorating fight 
for positional goods, systems would no longer have an excess of highly ed-
ucated people, nor would they have the more subtle and invisible general 
downsizing in positional competition. people would gradually and men-
tally involve themselves, during and inside their university courses, with 
the economic activities carried on in the communities in which they live, 
and would not just present themselves one day on the market, to sell the 
educational positional goods that they have laboriously obtained through 
individualistic accumulation of «knowledge».
We should probably go back to the classics and the founding father of 
the socio-economic concept of «industrial district», alfred marshall, who 
had a very different view from the following mechanical and formalized 
neo-classical tradition: his «educational principles transcend the school-
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room and highlight the need to ensure young people have contact with 
real life quite early, when their mental elasticity is greater. there is more 
to learn in the workshop than in technical schools, where «imitation has 
to yield the first place to formal instruction» (marshall, Industry and Trade, 
1919: 351). education is also a process of socialization, in which «sympa-
thies» are developed by personal contacts «on the river and in the football 
field» (marshall 1919: 822-823)»9.
that is probably the best answer to «the new international division of 
labour» (carnoy 1995: 211-217) for industrial districts and local commu-
nities: to invest in education to develop this new «social knowledge», in 
order to accelerate the evolution of their own social environment, because 
«reality is therefore neither objective nor individual but essentially social in 
nature» (te Velde 1999). the world would be no more «a representation of 
mine» (schopenhauer 1819), rather it would be «a creation of us» as social 
community.
9 in tiziano raffaelli (2003), Marshall’s Evolutionary Economics, routledge, london, p. 64. 
Management practices and entrepreneurship: 
the case of the University of Twente1
1. Introduction
«Quality» has become an important issue in the higher education de-
bate and it is neither because there was no «quality» and its assessment 
criteria in academia before nor because time has come for universities 
to learn the «secrets» of quality from the much more advanced mana-
gement practices of enterprises. according to Guy neave (1994), in fact, 
quality has been the central item in the affairs of europe’s universities 
since the time of their foundation and what has altered – and that, most 
significantly – has been the ultimate authority which endowed individual 
institutions with the mission of certifying the levels of attainment and 
with the obligation to furnish students with knowledge on which their 
performance and attainment were assessed. the first authority to confer 
such a mission, dating back from medieval times, was the pontifical one 
in the right to grant the licentia ubique docendi (durand-prinborgne 1992). 
the second step was the subsequent passing of such authority from the 
pope to the prince.
in the following centuries, the need to create a modern bureaucracy, 
drawing its recruits through competitive and standardised examinations, 
developed the «modern university» as we have known it during the entire 
20th century. the state developed «quality assurance» systems, fixed the 
contents of subjects, the number and combinations of subjects and very of-
ten the numbers of lectures to be held in order to be eligible to sit the civil 
service examination.
1 a shorter and revised version of this chapter has been published in «european planning 
studies», Vol. 13, n. 3, april 2005, pp. 475-493.
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even «total quality management», correctly seen as a major innovation 
in fordist industry, in point of fact has long existed in higher education in 
the shape of «collegial decision making» (neave 1994). 
Outlining a cross-national history of higher education «quality assuran-
ce» systems would bring us too far and it’s not the objective of this chap-
ter. What we want to argue here is that «quality» has been a central item 
through the entire history of universities and that it was a response to the 
demands of a modernising state.
On the opposite, the emergence of present-day quality assurance mecha-
nisms in higher education has a very different origin. social researchers are 
deeply involved in developing appropriate tools and mechanism but not 
so much effort is paid in analysing the origin of this new demand of quality 
assurance systems.
in the past state employment was the major single outlet for graduates 
and there was a strong correspondence between qualifications and occu-
pations. the increased number of graduates, the currently mass status of 
higher education and the need to provide skills to a high technology-based 
economy (cooke 2003), compelled universities to deal with the problem of 
satisfying the overriding demands of the private sector, the only available 
outlet for most of the graduates.
mass higher education and the «tyranny of numbers» (Wolf 2002) 
produced a sharp deterioration in the conditions under which students 
worked and studied and a strong need to reduce public expenditure. as 
well expressed by Guy neave (1994), there is an «amazing contradiction 
between the expressed purpose of policy to ensure quality in higher edu-
cation and the simultaneous action of national administrations which, 
as a true monument to the concept of effets pervers, neatly ensured the 
contrary. […] rather the financial responsibility which government seek 
to offload is passed back to higher education as a desirable commodity»2. 
staff/student ratios, student debt and every possible indicator testify this 
deterioration of the quality of services provided by universities (Oecd 
2002).
this glaring contradiction between decreasing effective quality and 
increasing rhetoric about quality and duties related to quality assuran-
ce mechanism is made worse by the fact the unemployment is increa-
sing among even the holders of the best diplomas (Wolf 2002). in some 
european regions the level of unemployment among highly educated peo-
ple is astonishingly high and in central italy the level of unemployment 
amongst young people with primary or no schooling is practically the sa-
me as amongst individuals with university degrees: 14.1% and 14.5% res-
pectively (istat 2001).
2 neave G. (1994), p. 100.
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if the main philosophical background of quality is «customer satisfac-
tion» or «accountability to the client» and, in the specific case of universi-
ties, we would say «accountability to very different stakeholders», higher 
education institutions should address these contradictions soon unless 
they want to disappoint customer and stakeholders expectations. the fact 
that rhetoric about quality and formalized quality assurance mechanisms 
are continually increasing these expectations and making them more preci-
se and verifiable, makes the task harder and harder.
this paper argues that the university of twente in the netherlands 
tackled these contradictions effectively and managed to turn problems into 
opportunities. in particular, it managed to satisfy the needs and expecta-
tions of its major stakeholders: students, academic personnel, the region of 
twente and its economy. in fact, as far as the regional economy is concer-
ned we will see that the university twente gave a major contribution to its 
development and revitalization.
there have been many «management fads» (Birnbaum 2001) in higher 
education, such as «program planning budgeting system», «management 
by objectives», «zero-base budgeting», «strategic planning», «bench-
marking» and more recently «total quality management» and «business 
process reengineering». as well shown by robert Birnbaum, none of these 
management practices proved very effective by itself in higher education, 
because «we know from experience that it is no easier to get people to im-
plement a management strategy inconsistent with their values than it is 
to get internal combustion from water»3; if this lesson may be debatable 
for firms it proved undebated for universities. as will shall see, twente’s 
success derived from its ability to change organizational culture and in-
ternal values. as a consequence of these change some of the most popular 
management practices, such as «lup-sum budgeting», proved themselves 
effective in twente.
the case of the university of twente doesn’t provide us with a «rea-
dy-made recipe» (Kitagawa 2003), because there is not such a thing as a 
«ready-made recipe» in the management of higher education institutions. 
On the opposite, it shows us how a university can successfully change its 
organizational culture and values to find his own way: «there is no rea-
dy-made recipe as such. […] institutions have to recruit top chef who can 
create good recipes rather than only manage the organisation; good cooks 
who can find good ingredients (knowledge) and cook them well (carry out 
research), and need good staff who know how to serve the dishes to the 
customers (teach, consult and apply), and even spin-out. needless to say, 
to satisfy the good customers with good ‘quality’ service is always the key 
for a successful business»4.
3 Birnbaum r. (2001), p. xii.
4 Kitagawa F. (2003), p. 15.
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From an organizational point of view, the image of the crossing versus 
the roundabout (Jongbloed 2003) seems quite effective. Both are systems of 
co-ordination. in the traffic light case, a complex steering device controls 
the system. there is little interaction between individuals and a central 
regulator is steering the system from the top. in the roundabout system, 
steering takes place via user decisions (self-steering) in which the users or-
ganize their own production and are heavily involved in interactions with 
each other, creating «knowledge»5 in the form of «organizational culture». 
as a result, in the roundabout case it is the client who is in control.
after a brief description of the university of twente, its organisational 
culture and evolution, this chapter will not provide any «ready-made re-
cipe» for the management of higher education institutions (to satisfy their 
different «stakeholders») but it will give our own reading about the major 
«roundabouts», their nature and functions, we had the opportunity to see 
inside the institution.
the methodology we used is the case study methodology6 as defined by 
robert K. Yin (1989) and our unit of analysis is basically the university of 
twente even if we paid due attention to the region in which the university 
is embedded. 
We used multiple sources of evidence: direct observation by making a 
field visit to the case study «site»; some interviews of an open-ended nature7 
to students, administrative personnel and academic personnel; documenta-
tion, especially in the form of formal studies and evaluations of the same 
«site» under study and from different disciplinary perspectives. the docu-
mentation was the hugest source of evidence and it is entirely listed in the 
references.
2. Twente’s View
in 2003, Jan curie, richard de angelis, Harry de Boer, Jeroen Huisman 
and claude lacotte, produced a detailed cross-case study and a compari-
son among the university of avignon (France), the university of twente 
(netherlands), the university of Oslo (norway) and the Boston college 
(u.s.a.), and contrasted the results with australia as archetype of anglo-
american country. they conducted a qualitative study, based on 131 inter-
views with a small number of senior administrators and an approximately 
equal number of academic staff from professional schools (education, ap-
5 We define knowledge «as the ability to produce an effective action in a consensual domain 
nurtured ad sustained through continuous social interactions»; see chapter 2 for more details 
and references.
6 Yin r., (1989), Case study research. Design and methods, sage pubblications, usa.
7 robert K. Yin, (1989), p.89.
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plied languages, law), sciences and social sciences. the sample included 
37 individuals from Boston, 32 from avignon, 31 from Oslo, and 31 from 
twente. the measures of economic and social levels of the five countries 
are very similar: high-income, high standard of living, industrialized na-
tions with mid to high Gdp per capita.
the interviews investigated issues currently debated in higher edu-
cation such us privatisation, competition, entrepreneurialism, university 
governance, accountability, employment flexibility and new technologies. 
these interviews reveal that the university of twente is the only one in 
which practices and attitudes are favourable to significant private sector 
and competitive reforms, while elsewhere such changes are partial, prag-
matic, and subject to immediate modifications if they fail to work. even 
in the wholly private, american, nonprofit Jesuit Boston college, there is 
support for many practices that are not inspired by private, corporate or 
capitalist models, such as widespread tenure, academic autonomy and 
freedom, widespread consultation, support for academic fields by criteria 
of academic excellence and freedom.
in avignon and Oslo the language is «central authorities have cut exi-
sting budgets». in Boston and twente it is «management requested to seek 
more funds from outside sources»: in twente 97% of the interviewees said 
that the management did; in the Boston college this percentage is 76%. 
it may be interesting to underline that in its mission statement twente 
describes itself as «an entrepreneurial university for academic education 
and research, offering training courses in both technical and social disci-
plines» (clark 1998). it combines technological and social sciences and its 
main focus concerns excellent research and labour market needs, ensuring 
that graduates have little difficult finding employment.
twente’s idea of explicitly declaring itself an «entrepreneurial universi-
ty» dates back to the early 1980s, when it decided to establish close links to 
regional industries and to follow its aspiration to be leader in information 
and communication technology. starting from the early 1980s, twente has 
adopted in research competition practices very similar to those adopted 
within anglo-american universities and very different from the european 
ones. according to a senior twente’s academic in social sciences, very re-
presentative of the general view «we are already considered the most entre-
preneurial university in the netherlands […]. We have to find money from 
the market. We do it well both in social sciences and in engineering. there 
is a lot of contract research and setting up of companies. there is even the 
idea of making students become young entrepreneurs as well»8. at twente, 
many people emphasize that contacts with industry satisfy students’ desire 
to work at thing that are real and provide greater academic freedom: «the 
8 currie J., de angelis r., de Boer H., Huisman J. and lacotte c. (2003), p. 64.
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advantage is gaining greater academic freedom. if we can get funds outsi-
de of government funding, it gives us more financial autonomy»9. 
What we want to stress here is that the university of twente’s view 
about entrepreneurship helps it to produce a kind of «knowledge» that is 
the result of actions and interactions with the social and economic commu-
nity in which the institution is embedded10.
twente’s view about «accountability», as «answerability for performan-
ce»11 or «obligation to report to others, to explain, to justify, to answer que-
stions about how resources have been used and to what effect»12, is no less 
interesting.
in 1985 the netherlands decided to shift from a rather dominant system 
of state control to a system of state supervision. the white paper Higher 
education autonomy and Quality (HOaK), stated the government’s view 
on higher education for the following years. the major point was the shifting 
from ex ante measures, controlling quality and setting the rules and procedu-
res in detail, to ex post evaluations of quality, making the institutions them-
selves primarily responsible for maintaining the quality of education.
in the netherlands the university of twente was among the first ones to 
respond actively to this change in government’s strategy and four different 
methods for monitoring performance of academics were established: an-
nual individual reviews without sanctions, teaching surveys, reports from 
the department chair, annual reviews with bonuses and task reassignmen-
ts. What is special about twente and makes it different from many other in-
stitutions is that most of the academics appreciated the monitoring system 
and considered it effective13. this declaration is representative of the belief 
of the majority: «Yes, i think they do have positive influences in the long 
run. i’ve been working at the university for 20 years, and in the beginning 
there were few monitoring activities in research or in teaching. and now 
i would say that these monitoring activities have improved the quality of 
teaching and research»14.
as far as academic employment is concerned, twente and the dutch 
system in general have moved toward a much greater flexibility than other 
9 currie J., de angelis r., de Boer H., Huisman J. and lacotte c. (2003), p. 68.
10 see chapter two for this concept of knowledge and its relations with intellectual employ-
ment: it is possible to argue that the objective to produce «knowledge» as «ability to produce 
an effective action in a consensual domain» may be the best way for higher education insti-
tutions to deal with the problem of intellectual unemployment or to provide a career to their 
students.
11 romzek s. (2000), p. 22.
12 trow m. (1996), p. 310.
13 Over half of the responses indicated that the measures were effective (54 per cent), accor-
ding to the survey conducted by currie J., de angelis r., de Boer H., Huisman J. and lacotte 
c. (2003), Globalizing practices and university responses, praeger publishers, Westport, mass. 
(usa), p. 134.
14 Ibid.
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european countries, with the only exception of the u.K. academic person-
nel seem to accept these changes and are not concerned about academic 
freedom, may be because of the traditional dutch tolerance of diversity 
and freedom of speech: «our status of workers in this university will be 
more like [in] companies. there are quite a few restrictions on being fired. 
even in the private sector it is not too easy to get rid of personnel, but they 
can. the differences between public and the private sector employees are 
diminishing. so the civil servant rules are systematically changing in the 
direction of private companies, and that’s a national policy. and the system 
of companies is to have some sort of open-ended contract where you can be 
fired if there are financial problems or the factory is closing down. there is 
a series of steps to be taken, but once these are guaranteed than that should 
serve for all employees, whether private or public (twente, senior, male, 
manager)»15.
the appearance is that twente and the dutch system in general ha-
ve maintained the legal status of civil servants for academic staff, like in 
France, italy, spain or norway. in reality, even if the government didn’t 
abolish the public character of higher education and transform universities 
into completely private enterprises, according to de Weerte and van Vucht 
tijsen (1999) the devolution of responsibilities for salary negotiations to in-
stitutions is a strong shift from the «public service relationship», typical of 
european countries, to the «contractual one», typical of anglo-saxon coun-
tries, where higher education institutions are not formally part of the state 
and have an autonomous status.
according to the study conducted by Jan currie (2003), the university 
of twente has the highest percentage of responses against tenure or per-
manency («no»): it’s 32 percent in twente, 5 percent in avignon, 11 per-
cent at the Boston college and 0 percent in Oslo. On the opposite side, if 
asked about their favour for tenure, many people are in a «dilemma» or 
«in favour under specific conditions» but again the number of people «de-
finitely in favour» of tenure is the lowest («Yes») in twente: it is 29 percent 
in twente, 44 percent at the Boston college, 53 percent in Oslo, 63 percent 
in avignon. in Oslo and twente there is strong evidence that older faculty 
favour tenure more than younger faculty.
many statements from academics in twente can give a flavour of what 
is going on there: «no, i don’t think you should keep permanency. there 
are people who get older and slow down. i think you should be able as a 
university to say, “Okay you did a great job, but now it’s over”»16 (Junior, 
Female, academic, sciences); «You may offer permanency to your top pro-
fessors and top academics, but it should be your own institutional choice 
to do so. in the current civil service system, you have a national rule about 
15 currie J., de angelis r., de Boer H., Huisman J. and lacotte c. (2003), pp. 140-141.
16 currie J., de angelis r., de Boer H., Huisman J. and lacotte c. (2003), p. 154.
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after working two years in a place, and then automatically have the right 
to permanency. that’s bad. i recognize the need of the university to have 
some sort of mix of short contracts, longer contracts, and when you want to 
keep your quality academics, you have to offer open ended contracts and 
say, “well you can stay here”. if not and they are good enough, then you 
feel the national and international competition, “Okay, bye-bye, i have a 
better offer in Hamburg”»17 (senior, male, academic, sciences).
3. The idea of an Entrepreneurial University
the university of twente was officially created in 1961 by the dutch 
government and the first 250 students were enrolled in 1964. it was loca-
ted in enschede, in the netherlands region of twente, in the province of 
Overijssel, close to the German border.
it is one of the youngest of the thirteen dutch universities and it’s ori-
ginal name was «twente university of technology», as from the begin-
ning it was supposed to take a place between the previously established 
technological universities of delft, founded in 1842, and eindhoven, foun-
ded in 1956. the government, in fact, expected at that time shortages in 
engineers and scientists especially in chemical, mechanical and electrical 
engineering.
in the 1960s twente, with about 600 thousand inhabitants, was a textile 
region and had a «mono» industrial culture centred on textile and machi-
nery. the sharp and sudden decline of the textile industry, as firms fled 
to cheap-labour locations in other countries, was a major factor in the go-
vernment’s decision to establish the new university in twente and not in 
the other candidate locations, that were arnhem, deventer and Zwolle. 
Because of the decline in the textile industry twente became a european 
union Objective 2 region (it has now lost this status) and received money 
to develop the knowledge infrastructure (through the european regional 
development Fund, erdF) and to develop its human resources (through 
the european social Fund). the commitment of the local industries and 
cities in twente and the availability of a superior and huge «greenfield» 
location, very unusual for europenan standard, finally settled the location 
matter of the «campus university» in enschede.
Very soon the university realized that it was located in a pastoral and 
green site, full of nice landscapes, lakes and forests but with no industrial 
structure to connect with, as the textile one was disappearing, leaving emp-
tied textile mills on its back as ghostlike and depressing memories of what 
had been. even from a geographic point of view twente was at a disadvan-
17 currie J., de angelis r., de Boer H., Huisman J. and lacotte c. (2003), p. 152.
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tage, as the most talented young people in the netherlands prefer to study 
and live in the West, where most of the cultural, economic and political life 
is going on.
the number of students grew very slowly and was 2,000 by 1970 and 
less than 4,000 by 1978. twente was very marginalized in the dutch higher 
education system and with serious financial problems.
at the beginnings of the 1980s there were rumours that some faculties 
and even the university as a whole would have been closed down by the 
dutch government.
at that same time a professor of mechanical engineering, Harry Van 
den Kroonenberg, a high profile public figure and strong-minded acade-
mic, with a reputation for leadership and imposing speeches, was appoin-
ted as rector magnificus. He was in office from 1979 to 1982 and again 
from 1985 to 1988. He successfully delivered the idea, at every level inside 
the organization, that the university of twente should transform itself in-
to «the entrepreneurial university». it was a real and hard campaign, with 
advertisings, speeches, public meetings and declarations to win hearts and 
minds inside the organization and to prepare the ground for what was 
going to happen. the mathematician erik Bolle was appointed as admini-
strative director.
Burton r. clark (1998), referring to universities, uses the term «entrepre-
neurial» and «innovative» as loosely synonymous, so implicitly adopting 
a schumpeterian view about entrepreneurship18, but at the end he chooses 
the much more uncomfortable and debatable term «entrepreneurial» over 
«innovative», «because it points more powerfully to deliberate local effort, 
to actions that lead to change in organizational posture […] a wilful ef-
fort in institution-building that requires much special activity and energy. 
taking risks when initiating new practices whose outcome is in doubt is 
a major factor. an entrepreneurial university, on its own, actively seeks to 
innovate in how it goes about its business. […] entrepreneurial universities 
seek to become «stand-up» universities that are significant actors on their 
own terms»19.
according to clark (1998), five elements are needed, as an irreducible 
minimum, to transform «a traditional university» into an «entrepreneurial 
university»:
a strengthened steering core; this factor concerns the internal organiza-
tion of a university;
18 schumpeter J. (1934), The theory of economic development, Harvard university press, mass. 
(u.s.a.); following this same tradition Fazzi r. (1982), Il Governo d’impresa, Giuffré, milano, 
vol. i.
19 clark r.B. (1998), Creating entrepreneurial universities, organizational pathways of transforma-
tion, issues in Higher education press, Oxford (uK), p. 4.
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an expanded developmental periphery; this factor addresses the way 
in which a university interacts with its environment and the type of or-
ganisational units and means and programmes a university implements 
for the interactions;
a diversified funding base; an entrepreneurial university should not 
be solely dependent on government funds, but also use other types of 
funds, from example from industry or from the european union;
a stimulated academic heartland; that is an excellent quality of 
research;
an integrated entrepreneurial culture; an atmosphere of entrepreneur-
ship and innovation should permeate every layer of the organisation;
Of the five factors, this last one, in our view, is the most vital and fragi-
le, universities being «heavy bottom» institutions in which opposition or 
passive attitude of personnel can paralyse whatever effort from whatever 
strengthened, competent and well funded steering core.
the university of twente, thanks to the credibility of its leadership and 
institutional idea, managed to create an integrated entrepreneurial culture 
inside itself and only thanks to that base it could implement successful ma-
nagement practices to improve quality.
according to Van der sijde and Van tilburg (1998), five factors are nee-
ded to enhance entrepreneurship and create an entrepreneurial climate:
educational resources (particularly for higher education)
quality of labour;
quality of government (open attitude and ability to stimulate en-
trepreneurship via such means such as venture capital or support 
organisations);
telecommunications;
quality of life;
even if it’s impossible to provide a recipe to create entrepreneurial cul-
ture inside universities, it’s a fact that it was possible in a very marginalized 
university, in a depressed area, without high-tech industries, without spe-
cial financial resources and inside a higher education system traditionally 
very centralized.
indeed, it’s possible to argue that this marginalization was the main rea-
son why the members of the organisation felt they should work together 
towards change.
twente’s entrepreneurial attitude, at all levels, shows itself in many 
ways; here are some of the main ones:
1/3 of the total financial support deriving from the private sector and 
from competitive sources;
2.
3.
4.
5.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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a real lump-sum budgetary system for faculties, departments and re-
search centres;
437 spin-off companies from the university; 219 of which under a sche-
me designed by the university itself (tOp – temporary entrepreneurial 
placements); of the total number of companies 68% are still in business 
offering employment opportunities to 3,134 people; survival rate for 
tOp companies is 75%, for non-tOp companies it is 61%20;
it has been estimated that in 44% of the cases spin-off companies are to a 
large or very large extent based on knowledge and contacts established 
in the university of twente, which served as consultant and mentor du-
ring the start-up phase and often provided office spaces21;
a Business and science park, occupying more than 40 hectares, home to 
some 195 companies and 4,000 jobs;
an effective business incubator, Btc-twente ltd., whose main sha-
reholder is the university of twente itself, which managed to bridge the 
gap between the Business and science park and the newly born spin-off 
companies located inside the university;
an active role in providing employment to students after graduation;
consciousness that knowledge is generated by people and that esta-
blishing personal contacts between people from universities, industry 
and commerce is a precarious process which must be supported by the 
building up and maintaining of networks of personal relations, throu-
gh the creation of programmes and schemes designed for this specific 
purpose.
the lup-sum budgetary system, in particular, which was designed by the 
administrative director and mathematician erik Bolle, also known in ma-
nagement studies as responsibility-centre budgeting, proved one of the most 
effective tools in educating an entrepreneurial spirit inside academics. it 
gave faculties and departments complete freedom and responsibility about 
how to spend the sum of money annually provided, producing a shocking 
shift towards «accountability» and «responsibility».
4. Governance and management
the main issue of governance in higher education institution is «who 
are the people that are entitled to rule?». 
it’s commonly held, in a democratic view, that the people entitled to 
rule should be the people whose interests are affected. the point is that 
20 Karnbeek a. J. (2001), Spin-offs and the University of Twente, twente university press, enche-
de (nl), p. 5.
21 Karnbeek a. J. (2001), p. 7.
•
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modern universities, having a key role in the transformation of industrial 
societies into the so called «knowledege-based societies», have a multiplici-
ty of functions and are actually affecting many different interests: studen-
ts, academic and administrative personnel, regional governments, national 
government, local communities, industries and agencies.
this transformation became clear in the 1980s, just when twente de-
cided to evolve into «the entrepreneurial university». untill the 1980s, 
universities, were «cultural institutions» whose main functions were «em-
bodying and fostering the cultural heritage of a country»22. From around 
1970 on, society was also asking the universities to leave their ivory tower 
and become relevant to society; this was part of the critical movements, but 
also visible in governance, for example through democratisation of univer-
sities, including having non-academics as member of the university coun-
cil. What was new in the 1980s was the emphasis on serving economic and 
policy goals, rather than general relevance. starting from the 1980s, society 
began to ask much more and to consider universities as «public service 
institutions». everywhere political decision makers began to demand that 
quasi-public institutions such as universities presented useful and applica-
ble results linked to concrete social, political and economic goals and su-
bmitted to an assessment procedure regarding their efficiency in terms of 
input and output. «the lack of transparency concerning the fruitfulness of 
scientific activities, the shutting-off of university life from social and eco-
nomic demands […] were often criticised. the protective aura of a cultural 
institution begins to pale, forcing the universities to base their legitimacy 
on new foundations»23.
as a consequence, the issue of identifying the different «stakeholders» 
for a university and to design an effective governance, is a crucial task.
according to the famous and cited clark’s «triangle»24, advanced in-
dustrial countries have developed different forms of co-ordination of hi-
gher education which are located between three axes: a more market-like 
co-ordination (usa), a more state-induced co-ordination (sweden) and a 
form of co-ordination which is based on the rule of the academic oligarchy 
(italy)25.
many other attempts followed to systematise governance systems in hi-
gher education but the most explicative one for the case of twente seems 
22 Braun d. and merrien F. (1999), Towards a new model of governance for universities? A compara-
tive view, Jessica Kingsley publishers, london, p. 12.
23 Braun d. and merrien F. (1999), p. 14.
24 clark B. (1983), The higher education system. academic organizations in cross-national perspective, 
university of california press, Berkley ca, p. 143.
25 Giliberto capano documents that in italy universities are firmly in the hands of academics 
despite strong formal powers of the state: capano G. (1999), Italy: the endless transition, in 
Braun d. and merrien F. (1999) (eds.), Towards a new model of governance for universities? A com-
parative view, Jessica Kingsley publishers, london.
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the one from van Vught (1989), who reduces the clark’ triangle into two 
models:
a state control model, typical of many european countries, with strong 
authority of both academic oligarchy and state bureaucracy and a 
weak management inside the university; the government intrudes 
into higher education by means of strict and detailed regulation and 
strict control;
a state supervising model, typical of the anglo-saxon tradition, in which 
state bureaucracy is very weak and the power is divided between the 
academic oligarchy and the internal management;
in the netherlands there are 13 universities and till the beginning of the 
1970s there was in all of them a strict separation between management of 
academic affairs (the senate, representing the academic oligarchy) and non-
academic affairs (the college van curatoren or «board of curators», represent-
ing the state bureaucracy).
in 1970 the act of university Governance abolished both the senate and 
the college van curatoren.
they were replaced by: 1) a «university council»; 2) a «chief executive 
board» and 3) a «board of deans». the «university council», representing 
academics (one third), non-academics personnel and general public from 
outside the university (one third) and students (one third), had a «legislati-
ve function» and approved the budget. the «chief executive board» (college 
van bestuur) consisted of five members, including the rector magnificus: the 
national government appointed the rector and two other members (choo-
sing among the nominations submitted by the «university council» and the 
«board of deans»), the «university council» elected the other two members. 
the «chief executive board» had all the powers previously held by the col-
lege van curatoren. the «board of deans» had mainly advisory powers re-
garding teaching and research.
in 1997 the act modernizing university’s Governance structures defini-
tely shifted the system from a state control model to a state supervising model 
in which «a new hierarchical management system based on appointments 
replaced the old, democratic system, inclusive of all interested groups ba-
sed on elections»26. the new system consisted of: 1) the «university coun-
cil» with an advisory function (it no longer approved the budget or had 
legislative powers); 2) a «supervisory body» (raad van toezicht), consisting 
of five members appointed by the minister and accountable to him, respon-
sible for the strategic management and the planning of the institution; 3) an 
«executive board», with much more powers than the previous college van 
26 currie J., de angelis r., de Boer H., Huisman J. and lacotte c. (2003), p. 94.
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bestuur and consisting of a maximum of three people, including the rector, 
all of them appointed by the «supervisory body».
the new act gave much more power to faculties and deans (these ones 
appointed by the «executive board» who can choose people coming from 
outside the university) and favoured single-headed authorities and mana-
gerialism, meaning strengthened executive leadership. the act also shorte-
ned the «chain of command» eliminating many «departments» and leaving 
just advisory powers to faculty councils (half of the faculty council mem-
bers, whose size varies from 3 to over 20, must be student).
it can be important to add that in twente it has always proved difficult 
to find people who want to be elected in representative bodies so that elec-
tions prove to be a difficult job and the appointment system was quite a 
relief for everyone.
When Van den Kroonenberg was appointed rector, and one of the five 
members of the «chief executive board» (college van bestuur), in 1979, he 
had not just the leadership but also the executive powers to establish an 
office (Transferpunt) with two main objectives: 1) looking for additional in-
come to deal with reducing sources from the government; 2) helping the 
declining local economy, providing assistance to students who wanted to 
start their own business. in 1984 this led to the establishments of a very 
successful program, called the tOp program (temporary entrepreneurial 
placements).
the main objective of tOp was to encourage and help graduates from 
the university to start their own knowledge-based company. What a gra-
duate needed was a credible business plan and a business idea matching 
with the interest of staff members in one of the research group of the uni-
versity. during the first year the knowledge-based company could stay in-
side the university (taking free advantage of office-space, communications, 
laboratory facilities, courses about entrepreneurship and a small personal 
loan). in the following two years the company was supposed to move out 
of the university and into the business incubator, just on the border of the 
campus (Btc), where it was supposed to pay for the provided services (the 
main stakeholder of Btc is the university of twente itself). When the com-
pany was too big for the business incubator it was supposed to establish 
itself into the «Business and science park» surrounding the campus. as we 
have already seen, 219 companies were born under the tOp program and 
75% of them are still alive.
the university of twente began very early to consider itself a «public 
service institution» for local development more than a «cultural institu-
tion» and coherently began to monitor quality and the efficiency and ef-
fectiveness of its mission. the mission was embodied at every level of the 
institution and personnel were active and cooperative.
the different accountability mechanisms were well accepted by per-
sonnel, because they were perceived as tools to achieve that mission, and 
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the lump-sump budgeting system (which makes faculties pay the central 
administration for the use computing facilities, lecture halls, libraries and 
office spaces) made everyone aware that «there is not such a thing as a free 
lunch».
Very early the university made internal funding for research as com-
petitive as the funding from outside sources and in the late 1990s it even 
selected excellence centres for extra money. the achievements in strategic 
science (arie rip 2002) were of a high quality and in fields such as mem-
brane science and technology, biomedical materials and technologies, na-
notechnology and ict.
Following arie rip (2002) we define strategic science as a «regime» of 
more or less stabilized rules of how to proceed, in doing science as well as 
in organizing it and legitimating it. under this regime the distance between 
scientific research and eventual applications disappears and scientists have 
internalised the social pressure for relevance of research: the new scientific 
establishment promises to contribute to wealth creation and sustainability 
(and working toward it) and forges new alliances with policy makers and 
social actors on this basis. under this regime not every research program-
me ends in an actual prototype or commercial product, of course, but ho-
rizontal mobility of scientists and lateral combinations benefit industrial 
innovation. this was often the case in twente, for example when physici-
sts, chemists and electronic engineers worked together in a research pro-
gramme to find a micro-optics alternative to microelectronics. the research 
programme was not successful but the «various participants were reasona-
bly successful in taking up other, but related research and linking it with 
national research programmes and relevant industrial actors»27.
5. An «embedded university»
as well underlined by philip cooke «probably one reason greater pres-
sure is now put on universities to take the lead in regional economic de-
velopment, apart from the obvious one that they are heavily implicated as 
sources of potential knowledge commercialisation, is that they are among 
the few organizations in any given region with legitimate authority to 
speak knowledgeably on science, technology and, it is hence believed, in-
novation and the policy to support it»28. as a consequence universities are 
corner stones of the governance structure of «knowledge economies» or, 
even more often, local systems and regions whose ambition is to become 
«knowledge economies».
27 rip a. (2002), Regional innovation systems and the advent of strategic science, «Journal of tech-
nology transfer», n. 27, p. 126.
28 cooke p. (2003), Knowledge economies, routledge, london, p. 50.
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in his recently published deep investigation about «Knowledge 
economies» (cooke 2003), philip cooke draws the policy lesson that 
«cut-throat» competition works against competitive, let alone co-opera-
tive advantage, while vertical interaction in the governance sphere and 
horizontal interaction and regional partnership for collective learning 
produce promising results for policies seeking to promote knowledge 
economies.
it is a conclusion not different from the one he theorized for «traditional 
economies» in The associational economy (1998) but its much more detailed 
on the policy level, with the new concepts of multi-level governance and 
«cultural embeddedness as an evolutionary process»29.
We believe that the model developed by philip cooke well applies to the 
region of twente and its university, because the university had a leading 
role in the creation of a «knowledge economy», through an evolutionary 
process in which regional partnerships for collective learning and vertical 
interaction in a «multi-level governance framework» were both promoted 
(the eu, the national government, the regional and local government, all 
played a key role).
in 1997 the university of twente presented a study about its effects on 
the region of twente and the province of Overijssel30, based on the model 
developed by Florax in 198731. it concluded that the university of twente 
had substantial effects on the region and classified them into several cate-
gories: demography, politics, economy, infrastructure, culture, attraction, 
education, social effects.
even if, at a first glance, it may be argued that the benefits for the region 
of twente (600,000 inhabitants) and the province of Overijssel are not equal-
ly distributed and mostly concentrated within a range of 20 km around the 
university (in the «Business and science park enschede»), where the con-
centration of spin-off companies is more visible and higher, an investiga-
tion conducted on a sample of 189 spin-off companies showed that more 
than a half of them (55.2%) located head offices elsewhere in twente and 
only 23.2% located in the direct vicinity of the university32:
29 «an analysis of exemplary characteristics of accomplished regions showed that a high de-
gree of administrative competence and regional embeddedness is of crucial importance to 
mobilization and capability to achieve govern innovation policy, an exemplar new regional 
function. the development of embeddedness is itself an evolutionary process, important ele-
ments of which can be learned, though not necessarily imitated directly». cooke p. (2003), 
Knowledge economies, routledge, london, p. 71.
30 university of twente (1997), The University of Twente as the motor of the economy of Twente; a 
study of the economic effects of the University of Twente in the region of Twente, internal report from 
the university of twente, in dutch: cited in Van alsté J.a. and Van der sijde p.c. (1998), The 
role of the university in regional development, twente university press, enchede (nl).
31 
32 Karnbeek a.J. (2001), Spin-offs and the University of Twente, twente university press, enche-
de (nl), p. 27.
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Table 1. 
Location of head office
total tOp Other
n % n % n %
ut campus 9 4.8 4 3.4 5 6.8
enschede B and s park 43 22.8 23 19.8 20 27.4
enschede / Hengelo 72 38.1 46 39.7 26 35.6
elsewhere in twente 24 12.7 18 15.5 6 8.2
Elsewhere in Overijssel 9 4.8 2 1.7 7 9.6
Groningen 2 1.1 1 0.9 1 1.4
Friesland 3 1.6 3 2.6 0 0.0
drenthe 1 0.5 0 0.0 1 1.4
Gelderland 10 5.3 5 4.3 5 6.8
Flevoland 1 0.5 1 0.9 0 0.0
noord-Holland 4 2.1 4 3.4 0 0.0
Zuid-Holland 7 3.7 5 4.3 2 2.7
Brabant 2 1.1 2 1.7 0 0.0
limburg 1 0.5 1 0.9 0 0.0
Zeeland 1 0.5 1 0.9 0 0.0
tOtal 189 100.0 116 100.0 73 100.0
the data about the distribution of tOp companies and non tOp com-
panies clearly show that twente is not just a «science park phenomenon» 
but a «regional development phenomenon» in which policy (e.g. the tOp 
program) played a major role. the following table shows the same data in 
a less detailed version33:
Table 2
Regions where the head offices are located
total tOp Other
n % n % n %
twente 148 78,4 91 78.4 57 78.0
Elsewhere in the province of Overijssel 9 4.8 2 1.7 7 9.6
elsewhere in the netherlands 32 16.8 23 19.9 9 12.4
tOtal 189 100.0 116 100.0 73 100.0
33 Karnbeek a.J. (2001).
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the tOp program (temporary entrepreneurial positions programme) 
which played such a major role in the development of spin-offs companies 
and was established to encourage graduates of the university to start their 
own knowledge-based business, is the result of a cooperation among the 
university of twente, the national government, the regional government 
and the european union, through a vertical interaction in a «multi-level 
governance framework». it started as a «bottom-up» programme, from a 
«leading university», when prof. Van den Kroonenberg decided to support 
his own students with his own money and, the program being very succes-
sful, it received financial support and attention from the dutch ministry of 
economic affairs and later from the european social Fund; regional authori-
ties and mentors from industry supported the program from the very begin-
ning. an extrapolation of 297 companies out of 437 that have sprung from 
the university of twente (68% of which are still in business) shows that they 
provide 3,134 employment positions in high-tech industries and with increa-
sing trends in the number of jobs per company (Karnbeek 2001):
Table 3
2000 1997 1993 1990 1984 1980
employment positions 3,134 1,836 895 1,094 295 141
number of companies 297 211 179 144 82 38
number of jobs per 
company 10.6 8.7 5.0 7.6 3.6 3.7
the most important fields of study that the companies surveyed consi-
der crucial to their activities are mechanical engineering (37%), information 
and communication technology (36%), microsystems technology (22%), 
chemical technology (12%), biomedical technology (6%) and management 
studies (45%) and most of them had important contact with the university 
of twente during the start-up phase34:
Table 4
contact during the start-up phase
total (%) tOp (%) nontOp(%)
consultative/mentoring function 46.8 61.4 24.3
use of ut facilities 20.2 22.8 16.2
use of ut trainees and/or student 11.7 14.9 6.8
Occasional client referral from the 
ut 11.7 13.2 9.5
34 Karnbeek a.J. (2001), p. 40.
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completion of assignments for the 
ut 10.1 12.3 6.8
Solving specific technological 
problems 6.9 9.6 2.7
We occasionally provide visiting 
lectures to the ut 4.3 5.3 2.7
We outsource work for the ut 3.2 5.3 0
We occasionally refers clients to 
the ut 2.1 2.6 1.4
the ut and us engage in joint 
promotion campaigns 1.6 0 4.1
use of ut trainee research 
assistants 0.5 0.9 0
no contact whatsoever with ut 17.1 7.9 31.1
Other 3.7 0 9.5
do not know 3.7 2.6 5.4
all the ut faculties or departments had contact with spin-offs compa-
nies during the start-up phase (the most active was «mechanical enginee-
ring» who had contact in 18.9% of the cases; the less active was «applied 
mathematics» with 1.6%; «philosophy and social sciences» scored a surpri-
sing 3.3% the same percentage of the «Business school») and in many cases 
these contacts were maintained well beyond the start-up phase35:
Table 5
current contacts
total (%) tOp (%) nontOp(%)
consultative/mentoring function 30.7 37.1 20.5
use of ut facilities 14.8 16.4 12.3
use of ut trainees and/or student 14.3 15.5 12.3
Occasional client referral from the 
ut 9.0 10.3 6.8
completion of assignments for the 
ut 7.9 7.8 8.2
Solving specific technological 
problems 4.8 5.2 4.1
We occasionally provide visiting 
lectures to the ut 4.2 4.3 4.1
35 Karnbeek a.J. (2001), p. 47.
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We outsource work for the ut 3.7 5.2 1.4
We occasionally refers clients to the 
ut 3.7 4.3 2.7
the ut and us engage in joint 
promotion campaigns 3.2 0 8.2
use of ut trainee research 
assistants 1.1 1.7 0
no contact whatsoever with ut 35.4 31.0 42.5
Other 2.6 2.6 2.7
do not know 0.5 0 1.4
and with a high degree of satisfaction with the contact reported by the 
companies36:
satisfaction with current contact
total tOp other
n % n % n %
Highly satisfied 43 35.2 22 27.5 21 50.0
Satisfied 75 61.5 55 68.8 20 47.6
Dissatisfied 3 2.5 2 2.5 1 2.3
Highly dissatisfied 1 0.8 1 1.3 0 0.0
tOtal 122 100.0 80 100.0 42 100.0
We conclude that the university of twente played a leading role in the 
development of a «knowledge economy» in the region of twente, through 
regional partnerships for collective learning and vertical interaction in a 
«multi-level governance» framework (cooke 2003) and it successfully pro-
duced «knowledge» by means of actions and interactions with local agents. 
We believe that the university of twente involved itself in the production 
of a kind of «knowledge» strictly linked to application and action in the 
surrounding community and very similar to a definition of knowledge «as 
ability to produce an effective action in a consensual domain, nurtured ad 
sustained through continuous social interactions»37.
6. Conclusion
the university of twente has been for a long time a «regional booster», 
developing a «knowledge economy» according to philip cooke’s defini-
36 Ibid.
37 see chapter ii.
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tion and model of development (cooke 2003), starting from a previously 
depressed local and regional economy, achieving a relevant position in the 
world of strategic science internationally and with all of its graduates fin-
ding good jobs. Whatever priorities we want to assign to a university, su-
ch as achievements of research, graduates employment or contribution to 
local and regional development, the university of twente, starting from a 
very unfavourable position, has reached high quality standards.
But which is the secret of this success and is there any lesson we can 
learn from this single case?
We are not able to give a general conclusion about the secret of twente’s 
success but we are able to draw a much more general conclusion from our 
single case study and that is, citing arie rip (2002), that «the two sides of 
strategic sciences, relevance (local) and excellence (global), can actually be 
pursued at the same time. mode 2 of knowledge production, as Gibbons et 
al. (1994), would call it, is finding its institutional forms»38. We now know 
that local economic relevance for universities and their international excel-
lence are not incompatible objectives because they were not in twente and 
under very unfavourable conditions.
the emergence of mode 2 of knowledge production makes the tradi-
tional division of labour between fundamental and applied research ir-
relevant in many cases and with it the functional distinctions between 
universities’ labs and industrial research. in this new situation it’s much 
easier for universities to produce a kind of knowledge both relevant for the 
local economy and for the global search for new knowledge: «post-modern 
universities will include overlaps and alliances with centres (of excellence 
and relevance), public laboratories of various kinds (themselves on the mo-
ve!) and various private organisations managing and performing research. 
the boundaries between the university and the outside world are porous, 
and such «porosity» is sought explicitly»39.
it’s obvious that twente’s experience cannot be duplicated everywhere, 
cultural embeddedness being an evolutionary process (cooke 2003), but 
nonetheless it’s a relevant point to see that it was possible there under very 
unfavourable circumstances, through the ability of a newly born university 
to produce an «effective action»40 in the surrounding community, creating 
its own responsive agents for future «knowledge interactions».
38 rip a. (2002), regional innovation systems and the advent of strategic science, Journal of 
Technology Transfer, n. 27, p. 128.
39 rip a. (2002), Strategic research, post modern universities and research training, paper presented 
at the International conference on science, training and career: changing modes of knowledge produc-
tion and labour markets, university of twente, 21-22 October 2002, p. 6.
40 see charter ii.

The local and regional economic role of 
universities: the case of the University of 
Cardiff1
1. Introduction
the theoretical interest in the regional and local impacts of universities 
has been increasing since the early 1960s and focused on local buying of 
goods and services, lodging of the university population, and the recruit-
ment of students and employees. this increasing attention was the result of 
the emergence of a booming mass higher education in need of new build-
ings and new institutions. the establishment of new «regional universi-
ties» became at that time a major policy issue at the local and regional level 
(neave 1979: 21-22).
in the 1960s the decentralization of higher education was perceived as 
one aspect of a much more general decentralization on national welfare 
for equity and efficiency motives. Geographical decentralisation of high-
er education could better guarantee equality of educational opportunities, 
better satisfy local demand of highly qualified labour and contribute to the 
local economy through local public spending (cook 1970; strang 1971).
in the late 1970s and the 1980s, the focus shifted from the regional «ex-
penditure impacts» of universities to the regional and local significance 
of the university’s production of knowledge («knowledge impacts»); this 
production can be classified through three types of output: human capital, 
research-based knowledge and knowledge related external services. We 
have analysed in a different chapter the reasons for this increased impor-
tance paid to knowledge in the general economy but as far as universities 
are concerned early success stories, such as cambridge (segal Quince and 
1 a shorter and revised version of this chapter has been published in «transition studies re-
view», Vol. 14, n. 3, 2007, pp. 505-522.
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partners 1984), silicon Valley and route 128 (saxenian 1985), paid a major 
role.
this chapter will deal with the impacts on regional and local welfare 
produced by universities, both «expenditure impacts» and «knowledge 
impacts», and will show the results of a case study conducted on the 
university of cardiff and its region.
2. The «decentralisation» of higher education
Before going on, a clarification is needed about the meaning of «decen-
tralisation» of higher education. according to raymond Florax (1992) it’s 
possible to identify three different aspects of decentralisation: «functional 
decentralization», «organisational decentralization», «geographic decen-
tralisation» and «control decentralisation».
We have «functional decentralization» when the higher education sys-
tem is organising itself outside the traditional university sector, through 
the establishment of new institutions and the upgrading of already exist-
ing secondary schools: the university sector is not any more the only pro-
vider of higher education (World Bank 2002: 32-41). On the opposite side, 
we have «functional centralisation» when the university sector engages 
itself not only in purely academic activity but also in higher vocational 
education. 
We have «organisational decentralisation» when there is an increas-
ing in the number of institutions providing higher education, both in the 
university sector and outside it. We have «geographical decentralisation» 
when we have a dispersion of higher education institutions to less central-
ised regions.
«control decentralisation» is the transfer of discretionary power and 
functions from the national government to universities, regional and local 
governments.
a deep process of decentralisation in organisation, geography and con-
trol has affected the european higher education systems, but divergent 
tendencies can be registered at the functional level.
3. The regional role of the university: methodology for an economic 
impact assessment
universities can produce regional impacts through their three main 
tasks: 1) research; 2) education; 3) and services to the community. these 
regional impacts, that are produced as direct or indirect consequences of 
university activities, can be classified according to the different regional 
subsystems they affect: political (participation of academics and students 
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to local political life), demographic (population size, structure and mobil-
ity), economic, infrastructural (such as housing, traffic, libraries) cultural 
(increased market for cultural goods), educational (participation rate and 
quality of education) and social (quality of life, leisure industry, influence 
of students and academics on social life).
these subsystems are directly and indirectly interrelated in various 
ways. For example, the university may have an impact on the cultural sub-
system, which may affect the political subsystem. the political subsystem 
may affect the economic subsystem, which may affect the demographic 
subsystem (for instance immigration inflow may increase in a certain re-
gion because of an improved economic situation). the demographic sub-
system, directly affected by the economic subsystem, may itself affect the 
economic subsystem and the cultural subsystem and the process may start 
again.
the complexity by which the university is linked up with the region-
al system can be conceptualised by means of a multidimensional impact 
framework. in a multidimensional impact model the main characteristics 
of a given region r can be represented by a compound profile vector vr 
= (vr,1,vr,2,… vr,l) where i = (1,2,…,l) indexes the sub-vectors corresponding 
to the different subsystems (political, demographic, economic, infrastruc-
tural, cultural, educational, social). each subsystem is made up of a set of 
indicators.
if it is assumed that the regional system is closed, the elements of vr are 
influenced by each other within and among the different subsystems, ei-
ther in a casual or interdependent way. if the regional system is assumed 
open, exogenous «shocks» and governmental measures should be taken in-
to account for all the regional profile elements of the different subsystems, 
sr = (sr,1,sr,2,… sr,J), where j = (1,2,…,J). Being regions very open and dynamic 
systems, a space-time setting could be provided too, for universities’ im-
pacts, to take into account interregional linkages and their dynamics. the 
impact framework would become eminently complicated and far beyond 
the possibilities of this work.
it is important to be aware of the full picture but it is also important to 
be aware that the explicatory power, applicability and reliability of such a 
model could be, indeed, very weak and disappointing in comparison to the 
efforts, information, unrealistic assumptions and compromises it requires.
We will limit our attention to what we have described as «expendi-
ture impacts» and «knowledge impacts» and we will see the tools avail-
able in the literature to assess both of them. let’s start from «expenditure 
impacts».
the first studies about universities’ local expenditure impact were de-
veloped in the late 1940s (tully 1949) but they were limited to direct ex-
penditure and it was only in the late 1960s that more comprehensive tools 
were developed.
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We have four main groups of methodological tools: economic base 
models, caffrey and isaacs models, Keynesian multiplier models and in-
put-output models. they have been used in studies on the expenditure im-
pacts of various universities and they are theoretically linked (Florax 1992). 
the caffrey and isaacs model (1971) and the ones that were developed 
from it (esrG 1972; Booth and Jarret 1976; sotherden et al. 1978; may and 
Hauck 1981; lange 1983; mason et al. 1983; elliot and meisel 1987) are ac-
counting models specifically designed for assessing the university’s impact 
on regional income and regional employment, the economic base mod-
els (tiebout 1962; mischaikov and spratlen 1967; Vizard 1967; cook 1970; 
Bellenger 1971; Wilson 1973; moore 1979), the Keynesian multiplier mod-
els (Guyton and mcFarland 1968; Johnson 1970; demopoulos 1973; taylor 
and Byrden 1973; Brownrigg 1974; moore and sufrin 1974; Fowkes 1983; 
mallier and rosser 1986; lewis 1988) and the input-output models (Bonner 
1968; strang 1971; anselin 1988) are, on the opposite, more general eco-
nomic methods for assessing the impact on the entire regional economy.
the economic base model divides the economy in two sectors: the serv-
ice sector, producing for local or regional needs, and the basic sector pro-
ducing for exports; the regional or local economic growth is explained 
through the growth of the basic sector which produces an induced growth 
in the service sector. the main limits of the model are its restrictive as-
sumptions: price, wages, technology and income distribution are assumed 
to be fixed; perfect elasticity of supply and stable relationship between local 
production and local consumption are assumed. the economic base model 
results to be purely demand driven and, because of not paying attention 
to interregional feedbacks, very dependent on the definition of the area. 
moreover, it’s very difficult to say if the university belongs to the basic or 
service sector and the economic base multiplier, being an average regional 
multiplier, may not be accurate when applied to the university.
the Keynesian multiplier models are a step forward in respect to the 
economic base models, because they consider some negative impacts of 
the university, such as commercial services provided by the university 
reducing the demand in local business. still, as main limits, they are very 
demand driven, with perfect elasticity of supply and fixed wages and 
prices. 
the input-output model provides much more details about the differ-
ent sectors in the economy but much more data and an input-output table 
is needed. it allows taking into account fully the pattern of spending and 
re-spending, include interregional feedbacks and provide regional multi-
pliers disaggregated by sector. main limits, generally, are the static nature, 
perfect elasticity of supply and fixed wages and prices.
the input-output technique has been adopted to measure the expendi-
ture impact of the university of twente on regional income and employ-
ment in the province of Overijssel, in 1990 (Florax 1992): in 1990 income 
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and employment effect accounted for approximately 1.3 per cent of total 
income and employment in Overijssel.
From a methodological point of view, measuring the university’s «knowl-
edge impact» is a much more difficult task. the methodologies available 
include comparative analysis (antikainen 1981), quasi experimentation by 
means of surveys and single equation models with policy instruments and 
either a smaller (stenberg 1990) or larger number of non-policy variables 
(anderson et al. 1990). Quasi-experimental techniques based on question-
naires and interviews have serious and well-known methodological draw-
backs, such as «loss of memory», high percentage of «non response» and high 
costs. Whenever possible single equation approaches tend to be favoured.
a very well founded model to measure the university’s «knowledge im-
pact» on the regional economy is the one from raymond Florax. He argues 
(Florax 1992) that the knowledge produced at universities may be a de-
terminant of the regional investment by the manufacturing industry and 
measures the «knowledge impact» through a multiregional model for in-
vestments in non-residential structures and equipment, based on the neo-
classical theory of capital accumulation.
in general however, regional economic research has used three main ap-
proaches to assess the «knowledge impacts» of universities: 1) location anal-
ysis; 2) spatial innovation research; 3) regional economic growth model.
the location analysis rates the relevance of location factors for firms 
and especially high tech firms, through extensive surveys and sometimes 
multivariate regression analysis. through that approach it was possible to 
show (molle 1985) that both the awareness of the availability and the actual 
use of university services are largest among firms located in peripheral and 
less urbanised regions. Van der sijde and Van tilburg (Van der sijde and 
Van tilburg 2000) showed that, even in a small and uniform country like 
the netherlands, contacts with the knowledge transfer agencies of the uni-
versities are to a considerable extent regionally based. many location stud-
ies found that spin-offs tend to cluster around the university from which 
they originate.
spatial innovation research has studied the role of universities in im-
proving and accelerating innovations. numerous studied have pointed out 
the regional economic significance of universities for innovation (davelaar 
1991) but their main limit is that it’s very difficult to distinguish the produc-
tion of innovations from mere adaptation of innovations or purchasing of 
innovations and the use input/output indicators, such as r&d manpower, 
r&d expenditures or the number of patents and licenses obtained, are not 
always satisfactory tools, especially for smes and industrial districts.
regional economic growth models are a much more quantitative ap-
proach than location analysis or spatial innovation research and they adopt 
the neoclassical production function as a starting point. their main asset (and 
liability) is that they can rely on neoclassical theory and regional economics.
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a basic methodological problem of the production function approach 
for measuring knowledge impacts of universities is the operationalisation 
of the knowledge variable. anderson et al. (anderson et al. 1990) use the 
number of full professors as measure of university’s regional «knowledge 
impact» but this measure takes the risk of mixing up both «expenditure 
impact» and «knowledge impact». the number of patents obtained by the 
university is even more debatable because innovations not always result in 
patents and because patents only partly reflect the economic importance of 
innovations.
From an econometric point of view, the model developed by Florax 
(Florax 1992) makes a step forward in the tradition of regional economic 
growth models but it’s still affected by the general methodological short-
comings of neoclassical economics. in particular, Florax’s model takes into 
account the spatial diffusion of knowledge as a continuous variable and 
led to a conclusion about the spatial distribution of economic activity: «the 
division of labour with regard to universities and private companies re-
quires intensive knowledge interactions. this interaction may take place 
via contagious and/or hierarchical diffusion of knowledge. if the former 
dominates, a clustering of economic activity around universities may be 
expected. if hierarchical diffusion dominates, a clustering around central 
places instead of around universities will be apparent». 
Florax’s type of model draws the following further conclusions for the 
netherlands:
neither the geographical proximity to academic knowledge production 
nor the geographical proximity to core areas with a high population 
density and good access to transportation, communication and knowl-
edge infrastructure are significant determinants of the investments by 
industry;
there is some evidence that geographical coincidence of academic 
knowledge infrastructure and industrial firms accelerates the process of 
economic obsolescence, in peripheral regions;
as a consequence, the establishment of a university in a peripheral re-
gion, given the existence of an industrial complex, implies not just the 
redistributive feature of regional income and employment growth re-
sulting from the expenditure impact of the university because the accel-
erated investment in equipment (there is no evidence of an accelerated 
investment in buildings) may be interpreted, to a considerable extent, 
as generative growth;
as a further consequence of point 2, the establishment of a university in 
a peripheral region can have much greater effects if a potential for de-
velopment is already present in the form of an industrial complex;
in peripheral regions the presence of a university is not a decisive factor 
in the location behaviour of firms (this result may be typical of a very 
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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small-scale country like the netherlands) and it is an irrelevant factor in 
core regions;
Given the high density of academic education and research facilities in 
core regions, it seems likely that the regional expenditure impacts of 
these institutes will not change much if a new university is established 
or a university is closed down. the opposite is true for peripheral re-
gions where knowledge impacts may occur in the form of industrial 
investments in equipment.
it’s necessary to keep in mind that the netherlands is a small and uni-
form country with a very open economy. as a consequence, the results pro-
vided by Florax may not be applicable to major european countries.
nonetheless, our review of the available literature and tools to assess 
the economic impact of universities is necessary to introduce, with full 
methodological awareness, our case study about the economic impact of 
cardiff university.
4. The economic impact of Cardiff University: the data
in 1996 the Centre for Advanced Studies in the Social Sciences produced a 
report for cardiff university’s marketing department about the economic 
impact of the university on its local and regional economy. a summary of 
the study was published in 1997 (cooke and Huggins 1997). We will show 
the methodology and main findings of the study, repeat the exercise for 
the financial year 2000-2001 and compare the results. the financial state-
ments for the year 2000-2001 were the last ones available during our visit at 
cardiff university in January 2003. 
the methodology used is based on the Keynesian multiplier theory: an 
injection of expenditure into a university leads to expenditure by that insti-
tution on staff salaries, goods and services, which together with spending 
by students coming into the local area raises output and hence income in the 
area. these (first-round) increases in income in the region lead to subsequent 
rounds of spending by those benefiting from the expenditure. therefore, 
any increase in expenditure feeds its way through a number of sequential 
rounds with each round declining in size to reflect deductions from income 
in the form of taxation, social security payments, indirect taxes, savings and 
spending on imports to the area. usually, the smaller the region, the smaller 
the multiplier because the bigger the spending on imports.
the area upon which the impact is analysed is the city of cardiff at one 
level, and on a second level the three counties of south Glamorgan, mid 
Glamorgan and Gwent, which constitute the south east Wales.
even if the analysis is confined to single base years (1994-1995 and 2000-
2001), the full impact of any expenditure injection is likely to occur over a 
6.
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number of years. the table below sets out the main components of expend-
iture associated with the annual operation of the university:
Table 1. Direct expenditure by Cardiff University in different financial years
Direct expenditure by Cardiff University (£ 000) 1994-1995 2000-2001
Academic and related staff 45,666 n.a.
Non-academic staff 10,117 n.a.
total salaries and wages 55,783 84,990
non-wage expenditure
residences, catering and conferences 5,284 6,338
consumable and laboratory expenditure 6,960 7,106
Books and periodicals 1,267 2,266
Fellowships, scholarships and prizes 388 n.a.
Heat light water and power 1,480 1,811
repairs and general maintenance 1,308 2,070
provision for long term maintenance 1,450 4,610
Grants to university students’ union 1,323 1,545
research grants and contracts 4,904 15,369
Other services rendered 1,653 2,821
cost of early retirements 813 144
Other provisions 2,563 n.a.
rents 30 n.a.
auditors’ remuneration 28 28
auditors’ remuneration in respect of non-audit 
services 79 17
Other expenses 6,152 n.a.
total non-wage expenditure 36,013 56,925
interest payable 9 2,329
depreciation 10,010 8,099
Total expenditure by Cardiff University (£ 000) 101,815 152,343
cardiff university is the largest employers in cardiff, with 2,500 staff in 
1994-1995 and 2,962 in 2000-2001 (the «strategic plan» 2002 reports a staff 
of more than 3,300). the number of students was 13,935 in 1994-1995 and 
over 16,000 (drawn from 110 countries) in 2000-2001.
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in order to assess the expenditure impact of cardiff university, it’s im-
portant to assess the percentage of students and staff living in the area as 
well as purchases placed with local businesses.
in 1994-1995 the number of undergraduates residing in cardiff for a 
minimum of 30 weeks of the year were 11,035, while the number of full-
time postgraduates residing in cardiff for a minimum of 30 weeks of the 
year were 2,146 (students from overseas were 2,213). if we assume the pro-
portion unchanged, these same numbers for the year 2000-2001 are respec-
tively 12,670 and 2,464 (students from overseas 2,540).
in 1994-95 the universities purchased goods and services to the value 
of £ 36,013,000 (£ 56,925,000 in 2000-2001). In order to assess the extent of 
purchasing in cardiff, south east Wales and elsewhere, a sample survey 
representing some £ 9,310,210 or 25.85% of expenditure was conducted. 
the survey revealed that approximately 31.9% of goods and services were 
purchased in cardiff, 39.7% in south east Wales (including cardiff) and 
58.1% elsewhere. We assume these percentages unchanged for the finan-
cial year 2000-2001. as far as quality of purchases is considered, the ones 
placed with local businesses tend to be in the £ 1-500 range, with a large 
proportion of catering, foodstuffs and building services.
let’s see the residential location of staff (we assume it unchanged from 
1994-1995 to 2000-2001) as resulting from personnel database:
Table 2. Residential location of staff: percentage of staff living in Cardiff, South East Wales 
or elsewhere
location academic academic related research clerical technician manual
Cardiff 55% 68% 85% 66% 55% 84%
south east Wales 97% 99% 97% 100% 99% 100%
elsewhere 3% 1% 3% 0 2% 0
student expenditure in cardiff and south Wales was measured through 
a questionnaire survey of 500 students. the 258 (51.6%) usable respons-
es showed that the average total weekly expenditure of students in 1994-
1995 was £ 81.17 and that only 9.6% of this took place outside of Cardiff or 
south east Wales. We assume the weekly expenditure in 2000-2001 as a re-
valuation of the expenditure in 1994-1995 and so £ 93.26 and consider un-
changed the proportion of expenditure that took place outside of cardiff or 
south east Wales.
5. Cardiff University «expenditure impact» model
in this paragraph we will illustrate the model employed by philip 
cooke and robert Huggins (1997) to measure the expenditure impact in 
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1994-1995 and, using last paragraph data, we will apply it to the financial 
year 2000-2001.
the model involves a number of stages. at the outset this involves esti-
mating the size of the initial monetary injection into the local economy. the 
expenditure base is given as:
e = l + G
Where «e» is the expenditure base, «l» labour services bought by the 
university, «G» goods and services bought from outside the university. «e» 
excludes pensions, depreciation and self-financing operations (residences, 
catering) whose effect will be seen through student expenditure.
the first step is to measure «first-round gross local output (GlO)», 
where GlO is the equivalent of what at the national level would be called 
national income or Gross domestic product (the money value of all goods 
and services produced in the local economy):
Y1 = l + a + hG
Where «Y1» is the «first-round GlO», «h» is the proportion of G generat-
ed locally and «a» the additional labour income of university employees.
the second step is to measure the «first-round local disposable income 
(d)», which is the remainder of local income after taxes and other deduc-
tions (pensions contributions and national insurance):
d1 = (1 - t)(Y1 – hiG)
Where «d1» is the «first-round impact on disposable incomes of local 
residents», «i» is the indirect tax rate and «t» the direct tax rate.
the third step is to measure the «second-round GlO»:
Y2 = vZ + wc d1
Where «Z» is the total spending by students, «v» the proportion of stu-
dent expenditures made on local produced goods and services, «c» mar-
ginal propensity to consume.
the fourth step is to measure the «second-round disposable income»:
d2 = (1 - t)(1-i)Y2
the full multiplier for GlO is:
Yf /Y1 = (Y1+Y2+Y3 + …)/Y1 = 1+(1+wc(1-t)(1-i)+…)Y2 /Y1 =
= 1+Y2 /[1-wc(1-t)(1-i)]Y1
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Where «Yf » is the final GlO, after all rounds of the multiplier process.
the full multiplier for local disposable income is:
df /d1 = (d1+d2+d3 + …)/d1 = 1+ (1-t)(1-i)(1+wc(1-t)(1-i)+…)Y2 /d1 =
= 1+(1-t)(1-i)Y2 /[1-wc(1-t)(1-i)]d1
Let’s now apply the model to the financial year 2000-2001 (£ 000).
6. Cardiff University «expenditure impact» model applied to the 
financial year 2000-2001
Initial injection 
this is given as: e = l + G
l = total labour costs – pensions = 84,990 – 7,853 = 77,137
G = expenditure on goods and services – depreciation = 56,925
e = 77,137 + 56,925 = 134,062
First round gross local output
this is given as:
Y1 = l + a + hG
as we know from previous section h = the proportion of G generated 
locally = 31.9% for cardiff and 39.7% for south east Wales. «a» is the addi-
tional labour income of university employees, and a coefficient of 0.075 has 
been used for estimating a proportion of academic and academic related 
salaries (Blaney 1992).
Y1 = 77,137+(0.075)(56,925)+(0.319)(56,925) = 99,565 for cardiff
Y1 = 77,137+(0.075)(56,925)+(0.397)(56,925) = 104,006 for south east Wales
First round local disposable income
this is given as:
d1 = (1 - t)(Y1 – hiG)
assuming unchanged the direct tax rate (42%) and the indirect tax rate 
(14%) from 1994-1995 to 2000-2001 we have:
d1 = (1 – 0.42)[99,565 – (0.319)(0.14)(56,925)] = 56,273 for cardiff
d1 = (1 – 0.42)[104,006 – (0.397)(0.14)(56,925)] = 58,849 for south east Wales
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Second-round gross local output
this is given as:
Y2 = vZ + wc d1
total spending by students per annum, «Z», is given by the weekly 
student spending (£ 93.26) that multiplies the number of undergraduates 
(12,670) in residence for approximately 30 weeks and the number of gradu-
ates (2,464), in residence for approximately 40 weeks. part-time postgradu-
ates are excluded as it is assumed that most of them are from the locality 
and would already be in place. therefore: 
Z = [(93.26)(30)(12,670)] + [(93.26)(40)(2,464)] = 44,640 (approx.);
the proportion of student expenditures on goods and services in the 
locality, «v», has to take into account the spending outside the locality and 
the spending within the university. therefore,
v = 1 – (spending outside the locality) – (spending within the 
university).
We saw in paragraph four that only 9.6% of total student expenditure 
took place outside cardiff or south east Wales in 1994-1995 and it is safe 
and reasonable to assume that this percentage for both cardiff or south 
east Wales will be the same as almost all student spending in the region 
takes place within cardiff. in 1994-1995 for 60% of students (those living 
in private accommodation) the spending within the university equalled 
14.4%. For the 40% of students living in university-owned accommoda-
tion this rose to 59.9%. Given the limited increase in university-owned 
accommodation and students, we assume these data unchanged in the fi-
nancial year 2000-2001. Hence a weighted average of the two = [(60)(14.4) + 
(40)(59.9)] /100 = 32.6%. therefore, 
v = 1- 0.096 - 0.326 = 0.58.
in 1994-1995, using retention factors generated by robson et al. (robson 
et al. 1995), the proportion of staff spending on locally produced goods and 
services, «w», has been estimated as 0.28 for south east Wales and 0.31for 
cardiff. We assume these factors unchanged in 2000-2001.
the marginal propensity to consume from the Family expenditure 
survey is estimated to be 0.90. therefore:
Y2 = (0.58)(44,640) + (0.31)(0.9)(56,273) = 41,591 for cardiff
Y2 = (0.58)(44,640) + (0.31)(0.9)(58,849) = 42,310 for south east Wales
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Second-round local disposable income
this is given as:
d2 = (1 - t)(1-i)Y2
therefore:
d2 = (1-0.42) + (1-0.14)(41,591) = 20,746 for cardiff
d2 = (1-0.42) + (1-0.14)(42,310) = 21,104 for south east Wales
Third-round gross local output
this is given as:
Y3 = wcd2
therefore:
Y2 = (0.28)(0.90)(20,746) = 5,228 for cardiff
Y2 = (0.31)(0.90)(21,104) = 5,888 for south east Wales
Third-round local disposable income
this is given as:
d3 = (1 - t)(1-i)Y3
therefore:
d3 = (1-0.42) + (1-0.14)(5,228) = 2,608 for cardiff
d3 = (1-0.42) + (1-0.14)(5,888) = 2,937 for south east Wales
Fourth-round gross local output
this is given as:
Y4 = wcd3
therefore:
Y4 = (0.28)(0.90)(2,608) = 657 for cardiff
Y4 = (0.31)(0.90)(2,937) = 819 for south east Wales
Fourth-round local disposable income
this is given as:
d4 = (1 - t)(1-i)Y4
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therefore:
d4 = (1-0.42) + (1-0.14)(657) = 328 for cardiff
d4 = (1-0.42) + (1-0.14)(819) = 409 for south east Wales
Fifth-round gross local output
this is given as:
Y5 = wcd4
therefore:
Y5 = (0.28)(0.90)(328) = 83 for cardiff
Y5 = (0.31)(0.90)(409) = 114 for south east Wales
Fifth-round local disposable income
this is given as:
d5 = (1 - t)(1-i)Y5
therefore:
d5 = (1-0.42) + (1-0.14)(83) = 41 for cardiff
d5 = (1-0.42) + (1-0.14)(114) = 57 for south east Wales
Sixth-round gross local output
this is given as:
Y6 = wcd5
therefore:
Y6 = (0.28)(0.9)(41) = 10 for cardiff
Y6 = (0.31)(0.9)(57) = 16 for south east Wales
Sixth-round local disposable income
this is given as:
d6 = (1 - t)(1-i)Y6
therefore:
d6 = (1-0.42) + (1-0.14)(10) = 5 for cardiff
d6 = (1-0.42) + (1-0.14)(16) = 8 for south east Wales
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Seventh-round gross local output
this is given as:
Y7 = wcd6
therefore:
Y7 = (0.28)(0.9)(5) = 1 for cardiff
Y7 = (0.31)(0.9)(8) = 2 for south east Wales
Seventh-round local disposable income
this is given as:
d7 = (1 - t)(1-i)Y7
therefore:
d7 = (1-0.42) + (1-0.14)(1) = 0 for cardiff
d7 = (1-0.42) + (1-0.14)(2) = 1 for south east Wales
Eighth-round gross local output
this is given as:
Y8 = wcd7
therefore:
Y7 = (0.28)(0.9)(0) = 0 for cardiff
Y7 = (0.31)(0.9)(1) = 0 for south east Wales
Eighth-round local disposable income
this is given as:
d8 = (1 - t)(1-i)Y8
therefore:
d8 = (1-0.42) + (1-0.14)(0) = 0 for cardiff
d8 = (1-0.42) + (1-0.14)(0) = 0 for south east Wales
total Gross local Output (GlO) generated by cardiff university ex-
penditure in the financial year 2000-2001 is to equal to the sum of the out-
puts for each round spending.
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Table 3. Estimated Gross Local Output for Cardiff and South East Wales in the financial 
year 2000-2001 (£ 000)
Cardiff south east Wales
round 1 99,565 104,006
round 2 41,591 42,310
round 3 5,228 5,888
round 4 657 819
round 5 83 114
round 6 10 16
round 7 1 2
total 147,135 153,155
therefore cardiff university expenditure in the financial year 2000-
2001 has the effect of generating a gross local output in cardiff of 147 mil-
lion pounds and 153 million pounds in south east Wales. in the financial 
year 1994-1995 it was, respectively, 97 million pounds in cardiff and 102 
million pound in south east Wales (cooke and Huggins 1997). as we have 
already said, the university expenditure in a given financial year doesn’t 
necessarily produce all its effect in the same financial year and may well go 
beyond a one-year time.
total local disposable income (ldi) generated by cardiff university ex-
penditure in the financial year 2000-2001 is to equal to the sum of the in-
comes for each round spending:
Table 4. Estimated Local Disposable Income for Cardiff and South East Wales in the financial 
year 2000-2001 (£ 000)
Cardiff south east Wales
round 1 56,273 58,849
round 2 20,746 21,104
round 3 2,608 2,937
round 4 328 409
round 5 41 57
round 6 5 8
round 7 0 1
total 80,001 83,365
therefore cardiff university expenditure in the financial year 2000-2001 
has the effect of generating local disposable income in cardiff of 80 million 
pounds and 83 million pounds in south east Wales. in the financial year 
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1994-1995 it was, respectively, 53 million pounds in cardiff and 55 million 
pound in south east Wales (cooke and Huggins 1997). as we have already 
said, the university expenditure in a given financial year doesn’t necessar-
ily produce all its effect in the same financial year and may well go beyond 
a one-year time.
The full multiplier for GLO (all rounds):
this is given as:
Yf /Y1 = (Y1+Y2+Y3 + …)/Y1 = 1+(1+wc(1-t)(1-i)+…)Y2 /Y1 =
= 1+Y2 /[1-wc(1-t)(1-i)]Y1 =
= 1 + 41,591/[1-(0.28)(0.9)(1-0.42)(1-0.14)](99,565) = 1.48 for cardiff
= 1 + 42,310/[1-(0.28)(0.9)(1-0.42)(1-0.14)](104,006) = 1.47 for south east 
Wales
The full multiplier for Local Disposable Income (all rounds):
this is given as:
df /d1 = (d1+d2+d3 + …)/d1 = 1+ (1-t)(1-i)(1+wc(1-t)(1-i)+…)Y2 /d1 =
= 1+(1-t)(1-i)Y2 /[1-wc(1-t)(1-i)]d1
=1+(1-0.42)(1-0.14)(41,591)/[1-(0.28)(0.90)(1-0.42)(1-0.14)](56,273)= 1.42 
for cardiff
=1+(1-0.42)(1-0.14)(42,310)/[1-(0.28)(0.90)(1-0.42)(1-0.14)](58,849)= 1.41 
for seW
in the following table we summarize our main findings about the effect 
of the operation of cardiff university on the city of cardiff and south east 
Wales in the financial year 2000-2001 and will compare the results with the 
financial year 1994-1995:
Table 5. The effect of the operation of Cardiff University on the City of Cardiff and South 
East Wales in the financial years 2000-2001 and 1994-1995 (£ 000)
Cardiff south east Wales
1994-1995 2000-2001 2000-2001 1994-1995
expenditure base (e) 85,802 134,062 134,062 85,802
first round GLO (Y1) 64,269 99,565 104,006 67,079
first round LDI (D1) 36,343 56,273 58,849 37,745
second round GlO (Y2) 28,785 41,591 42,310 30,157
second round ldi (d2) 14,358 20,746 21,104 15,042
final GLO (Yf) 97,192 147,135 153,155 102,111
final LDI (Df) 52,764 80,001 83,365 55,227
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GlO expenditure base 
multiplier Yf/e 
1.13 1.10 1.14 1.19
ldi expenditure base 
multiplier df/e 
0.61 0.60 0.62 0.64
the local income impact analysis we have just developed can be ex-
tended in a manner that allows the generation of employment figures that 
although fairly reliable, must be regarded as less accurate than the income 
effects on which they are based. cardiff university contribution to local 
employment can be divided in two parts: 1) direct employment associat-
ed with the university (2,747 employees in 1994-1995, 2,962 in 2000-2001); 
2) additional jobs created by the income multiplier effects, elsewhere in 
cardiff and south east Wales.
using the multipliers estimated by cooke and Huggins (cardiff em-
ployment multiplier = 1.22; south east Wales employment multiplier = 
1.24), we have:
Total University related employment in Cardiff in 2000-2001 is (1.22)(2,962)= 
3,614;
Total University related employment in SEW in 2000-2001 is (1.24)(2,962)= 
3,673;
therefore the methodology suggests that as well as sustaining 2,962 
direct employees, cardiff university is responsible for creating and sus-
taining some 652 additional jobs in cardiff and a further 59 in the rest of 
south east Wales. these figures put cardiff university among the largest 
employers in Wales and according to the figures available in 1997 as the 
seventh employer.
Table 6. Largest employers in Wales
1 south Wales electricity 6,658
2 Welsh Water Group 6,500
3 tesco 5,045
4 asda 4,500
5 sony 3,500
6 British Gas 3,000
7 Cardiff University 2,747
8 Ford 2,500
9 lloyds Bank 2,500
10 Barclays Bank cymru 2,400
source: Western mail, 11 October 1995, in cooke and Huggins (1997).
Our exercise has updated the results of cooke and Huggins (1995) 
study and has shown that it is possible to estimate fairly accurately the 
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economic impact of cardiff university on its locality and sub-region. Our 
exercise suggests that in the 2000-2001 period the university had the effect 
of creating a total local income of £ 147.14 million pounds in Cardiff and £ 
153.16 million pounds in south east Wales as a whole. When taxes, pension 
contributions, national insurance, etc. are taken into considerations the re-
mainder amounts to a local disposable income of £ 80 million pounds in 
Cardiff and £ 83.37 million pounds in South East Wales. The modelling 
exercise also suggests that well as supporting 2,962 direct employees, its 
consumption patterns generate a further 652 indirect jobs in cardiff and 59 
in the rest of south east Wales.
7. Cardiff University «knowledge impact»: destinations of graduates 
or «people impact»
if we recall our definition of «knowledge» as «ability to produce an ef-
fective action in a consensual domain» that we gave in a previous section, 
then we believe that the destination of graduates from cardiff university 
may be a valuable hint of its ability to produce a «knowledge impact» on 
its region and locality.
in september 2001 the Centre for Advanced Studies at cardiff university 
collected information (coombes, page and Wilson 2002) on graduates 
from a postal survey asking for information about their activities fourteen 
months after graduation. the survey was mailed to the entire cohort of 
1999/2000 uK domiciled full-time graduates of Welsh higher education in-
stitutions who obtained a first degree or a postgraduate qualification such 
as a doctorate, masters or Higher Bachelor degree.
cardiff university 1999/2000 cohort includes 3,299 students. the re-
sponse rate to the survey (a single mailing) was 21.8% and so 695 returns 
were received. the following table shows the main activities of graduates 
fourteen months after graduation:
Table 7
Main activities of graduates from Cardiff University – 1999/2000
Full time employment 54.7%
Full time employment still seeking graduate level job 13.1%
part-time employment 2.6%
part-time employment still seeking graduate level job 2.3%
self-employed 1%
Full-time study 19.1%
unemployed seeking work 2.5%
unemployed not seeking work 4.7%
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the full time employment rate fourteen months after graduation is the 
highest among Welsh higher education institutions and huge differences 
exist depending on the subject of study: medicine (87.8%), computer sci-
ence (77.9%), engineering (71.2%) and mathematics (66.7%) graduates were 
most likely to be in full-time employment; media, arts and design (35.4%), 
humanities (36.9%), social sciences and politics (38.3%) were among the 
less likely to be in full-time employment. High unemployment levels were 
found among those graduates who had studied a combination of subjects 
(15.6%), arts (11.7%) and humanities (10.3%). low unemployment rates 
were found among those who had studied medicine and related subjects 
(3.4%), education (3.4%) and engineering (4.7%).
even if we register differences depending on the subject of study, the 
mean percentage of unemployed seeking work (2.5%) is extremely low and 
may be below the frictional and natural unemployment rate we would ex-
pect even in a situation of full employment. the data allow us to conclude 
that, in general, graduates from cardiff university do not face an intellec-
tual unemployment phenomenon. 
the interaction among students and local economy is quite intensive 
during the years spent at the university, especially through work expe-
rience, and we believe it’s a very relevant sign that cardiff university is 
involved in the production of that «social» type of knowledge we have al-
ready defined in a previous chapter. With work experience increasingly 
highly valued by employers, it’s encouraging to find that 85.8% of gradu-
ates has gained some form of work experience:
Table 8
Work experience undertaken by graduates – cohort 1999/2000 – at Cardiff University (all 
graduates N = 2605)
Part-time job while at University 49.3%
Vacation placement 24.7%
No work experience 14.2%
Teaching practice or clinical placement 11.4%
Sandwich year 7.3%
Industrial placement as part of the course 5.4%
Graduate placement 2.3%
Other 16.6%
«Other» includes placements at secondary school, voluntary work, 
work abroad and other types of work experience.
the number of graduates from cardiff university with «no work» ex-
perience at all is then 14.2%. according to the national survey of italian 
graduates by the «consorzio interuniversitario almalaurea», a huge and 
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methodologically well founded investigation presented in Bologna in 
march 2004, that same data is 37.0% for italy, and was 42.0% in 19982. the 
number of italian graduates with some form of work experience is estimat-
ed to be 51.0% as opposed to 85.8% in cardiff.
it’s interesting to see that the majority of graduates in cardiff thought 
that work experience was an important asset when seeking employ-
ment, with 33.8% seeing it as «important» and 55.2% as «very important». 
employers seemed to have a similar view; in fact there is a positive rela-
tionship between work experience and employability:
Table 9
employment activity in september 2001 by work experience - graduates cohort 
1999/2000 – at Cardiff University
with work experience with no work experience
full time employment 50.3% 40.4%
unemployed still seeking work 3.4% 5.4%
as far as employment locations of graduates is concerned, it may be 
interesting to observe that south east Wales experienced a net inflow of 
graduates and that graduates originally domiciled in south east Wales ex-
hibited a strong attachment to home region, with 71.8% of them having an 
employment there.
as far as quality of employment is concerned 68.4% of the graduates 
working in south east Wales were in graduate level employment compared 
to 66.9% in Greater london and 70.2% of all those working in england.
as with the graduate survey, the Centre for Advanced Studies (coombes, 
page and Wilson 2002) conducted a survey on employers. the sample of 
graduate employers was drawn from the employers of the respondents 
from the graduate survey. Overall, the sample comprised 1,424 graduate 
employers from Wales and outside Wales. response rate, after two «re-
mainder to return questionnaires», was 17.7% and so 252 returns were 
received. corresponding with the large proportion of graduates in the 
graduate survey who were employed in south east Wales, a quarter of em-
ployers (24.3%) were also located in the same region, 47.6% in Wales and 
52.4% in the rest of uK. around four out of ten respondents were large or-
ganisations with over 500 employees; 19% of respondents had less than 25 
employees while overall 55% of the returns were from organisations with 
more than 25 and less than 500 employees. Just over 36% of respondents 
were from public administration, education and health, 17.4% from busi-
2 cammelli a. (2004), La qualità del capitale umano delle università, introduction to consorzio 
interuniversitario almalaurea (2004), Condizione occupazionale dei laureati, indagine 2003, <ht-
tp://www.almalaurea.it/universita/profilo/profilo2002/premessa.shtml> (01/09).
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ness services with a further 22.4% from architecture, engineering and other 
services.
attributes that employers consider to be most important to their organi-
sation are a very important indication of why «individualistic accumula-
tion of knowledge» is not a valuable answer to both employers’ needs and 
students’ expectations:
Table 10
Attributes that employers consider to be most important to their organisation
communication skills 58.7%
team working skills 50%
showing initiative 45.6%
understanding customer needs 39.7%
problem solving skills 38.5%
ability to learn 38.5%
organisational skills 29.4%
literacy 27.4%
basic it skills 26.6%
knowledge of subject area 24.6%
arithmetical skills 23%
job specific skills 22.6%
management skills 20.6%
organising own learning/development 15.9%
practical skills 13.1%
advanced skills 12.7%
welsh language skills 4.8%
foreign language skills 2.8%
the five by far most important attributes (communication skills, team 
working skills, showing initiative, understanding customer needs) can-
not, by definition, be developed through «individualistic accumulation of 
knowledge» but require, on the opposite, a continuous practice that can be 
developed only through social interactions inside a community sharing a 
common ground of beliefs and behaviours or what we defined in more ab-
stract terms as a «consensual domain».
traditional western higher education has been used to develop stu-
dents’ attributes that are now receiving far less appreciation by employers, 
at least in respect to the others attributes we mentioned above. this is the 
case, for example, of «national language skills», «knowledge of subject ar-
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ea» or «arithmetical skills». and it would be wrong to think that employers 
are demanding more practical skills to the detriment of more theoretical 
«knowledge», not fully realizing the importance of this last one, because 
practical attributes, such as «job specific skills», «practical skills», «ad-
vanced it skills» and «foreign language skills» receive even less apprecia-
tion than theoretical knowledge. What seems to make a real difference for 
employers, in fact, are not «practical skills» (opposed to theoretical ones) 
but «social skills» such as «communication skills», «team working skills», 
«showing initiative», «understanding customer needs».
it may be interesting to observe that a «lack of work experience» was 
the main disadvantage for recruiting graduates in the eyes of Welsh em-
ployers (67.6%), followed by «high expectations with regard to career de-
velopment» (58.8%). these data are a further hint of the importance of 
work experience during the university years and of the dangers of what 
we defined in a previous section as «positional competition» or positional 
expectations. «demand for higher wages» that, according to human capital 
theory, should be the main «disadvantage or cost» of recruiting graduates, 
was considered a disadvantage only by 32.4% of respondents in respect to 
the above mentioned percentages of 67.6% and 58.8% (the percentage is 
even lower – 20.4% - for employers based outside Wales who generally ex-
perienced far higher graduate wage levels than Wales).
the methods of screening applicants seems to reveal a low level of ef-
fective positional competition in higher education and a high interest in 
what we have defined «knowledge as ability to produce an effective ac-
tion»: in fact, relevant experience was the most important criteria used by 
employers to screen out applicants for a post (68.6%), followed by work 
experience (55.1%), while university of study (4.2%) and A-level grades (18.6%) 
received far less attention.
the employer survey also revealed something very peculiar to graduate 
recruiters in Wales. in Wales, 72.6% of employers would contact a local univer-
sity compared to 41.7% of employers based outside Wales. this could suggest 
that Welsh employers have a preference for Welsh domiciled graduates.
the employer survey also investigated linkages between employers 
and Higher education institutions (Heis). in fact, a recent report by the 
department for skills and education found that partnerships between 
employers and higher education are valuable in promoting work-related 
learning and for improving the quality and quantity of such experiences 
(dfes 2002). the national assembly for «Wales’ strategy statement» (2002) 
also encouraged the He sector to work closely with local business and to 
respond to their needs. the strategy also emphasised that academia no 
longer works in isolation from business, industry and the public services 
and has a responsibility for enhancing the employability of graduates.
the strategy supported by the policy maker seems to be very well en-
dorsed by both employers and Heis: the majority of employers supported 
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links with Heis with 61% of Welsh employers and 62% of non-Wales based 
employers having links with Heis:
Table 11. Linkages between employers and Higher Education Institutions 
type of link companies based in Wales
companies based 
outside Wales
links with individual departments 77.3% 67.1%
Links with individual members of staff 44.5% 46.1%
links with careers services 45.5% 43.4%
research and development links 39.4% 34.2%
involvement in academia/industry networks 34.8% 43.4%
a difference emerged between smes and large organisations. in fact 
smes were less likely to have developed links with higher education in-
stitutions compared to larger organisations. the only field in which smes 
seemed to be slightly better than larger organisations was links with individ-
ual members of staff. it is in fact possible to hypothesise those smes, thanks 
to their less formalised and personal way of establishing links, may have 
an advantage in respect to larger organisations in keeping personal links:
Table 12. Linkages between employers and Higher Education Institutions 
type of link smes larger organisation
links with individual departments 68.1% 74%
Links with individual members of staff 47.2% 46.6%
links with careers services 34.7% 53.4%
research and development links 27.8% 46.6%
involvement in academia/industry networks 30.6% 50.7%
a large majority of employers (66.7%) favoured closer links between 
universities and employers with again a large difference between smes 
and larger companies. in particular, 82.5% of larger companies favoured 
closer links compared to 69.3% of smes.
When asked to specify the form that links should take, employers were 
particularly keen to develop better communication networks with higher 
education institutions and for universities to have a greater understanding 
and knowledge of business needs and skill requirements. Other sugges-
tions included:
having the opportunity for employers to talk to students;
providing advice to institutions on course design;
•
•
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giving students experience during studies;
collaborating in research project;
creating a database of graduates and their needs;
employer/Hei forums;
information sharing.
But what employers seem to favour most to strength links with Heis is 
graduate work experience itself: since 47.6% of companies would support 
the establishment of more work placements and a further 23% would like to see 
an increasing number of sandwich placements. Four out of ten employers even 
supported greater employer input into courses while university-business incu-
bator was supported only by 15.1% of respondents.
the experience gained from work placements appeared to be highly val-
ued by employers as they provide the opportunity for graduates to acquire 
social skills and give employers the opportunity to assess, without any obli-
gations, potential future recruits. indeed only 21% of employers rated work 
experience as either unimportant (14%) or very unimportant (7%) while eight 
out of ten rated it as either important (51%) or very important (28%).
in line with such findings, 72.4% of all employers had taken part in some 
form of graduate/student work placement scheme and employers based in 
Wales were more likely to have taken part in work placements compared 
to employers based elsewhere: 75.7% of Welsh employers compared with 
69.9% of non-Welsh employers had offered graduate/student placements. 
similarly, employers from larger organisations were more likely to have 
been involved in work experience placements with 76% of larger organisa-
tions involved in such schemes compared with 69.5% of smes.
When they did participate in graduate/student placements, 48.7% of 
Welsh employers had taken part in recognised placement schemes com-
pared with 26.7% of employers based outside Wales.
consistent with the views of employers, the majority of graduates (79%) 
have also recognised the importance of work experience, considering prac-
tical work experience as important or very important when searching for 
employment.
8. Cardiff University «knowledge impact»: a broader view
data showed that Wales’ ability to establish associational links between 
Heis and employers is superior to the rest of england and as in the case of 
twente that may well derive from being a peripheral region.
the potential for innovating in the periphery was recently acknowl-
edged by «the times Higher education supplement» when it said: «Wales 
has the supreme good fortune to be far away from Whitehall. it has been 
possible for the universities, colleges and funding councils there to work 
•
•
•
•
•
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away quietly at devising a system for post-compulsory education without 
too much attention or interference from the centre […] it is smaller and its 
institutions more homogeneous than those in england»3. 
cardiff university had to face the social and economic legacies of the 
once-dominant coal and steel industries. these industries were heavily re-
liant on external capital and an immigrant business class with few ties to 
the localities in which it invested. When they ceased to dominate the re-
gional economy, regional and local poly makers couldn’t rely on an indig-
enous business class or on local capital to design an industrial policy and 
manual skills, developed among workers with little or no scope for career 
advancement, didn’t help.
Given the absence of a strong internal dynamic it was a natural and al-
most unavoidable choice to look for foreign direct investments (Fdis): in 
the early 1990s, Wales, with just 5 per cent of the uK population was said to 
be «the number one performing region, attracting around 20% of new for-
eign projects entering the uK annually»4. Wales became a living example 
of regional and local ability in attracting Fdis. these include: Ford, Valeo, 
General electric, Bosch, northern telecom, trw.
contrary to the popular stereotype that portrays these branch plants as 
low-pay, low-skill, assembly-based operations, with limited linkages with 
firms and training institutions in the regional economy, philip cooke docu-
mented (cooke and morgan 1998) that in the case of Wales they had a large 
positive effect. it is, in fact, possible to show that «the most important sourc-
es of low pay in Wales are not branch plants – as the stereotype would have 
it – so much as the public and private service sectors»5 and many of Wales’ 
branch plants established innovative interactions with local actors, begin-
ning to act as learning laboratories: «there is more scope for innovative ac-
tivity at the level of branch plant than is commonly thought, both within 
the plant itself […] and between the plant and its local milieu (through 
interactions with training collages, suppliers, regional development agen-
cies, universities, etc.)»6. even the low level of r&d that is registered in are-
as where branch plants are located may be largely overestimated. many of 
these plants and smes around them are, in fact, leading units in innovation 
but «r&d is recorded not in branch plants but in registered offices, while 
many smes undertake development work but rarely account for it sepa-
3 «the times Higher education supplement», 1996; in cooke p. and morgan K. (1998), The 
associational economy, Oxford university press, Oxford (uK), p. 145.
4 Hill s. and munday m. (1994), The regional distribution of foreign manufacturing investment 
in the UK, macmillan, london; in cooke p. and morgan K. (1998), The associational economy, 
Oxford university press, Oxford (uK), p. 145.
5 cooke p. and morgan K. (1998), The associational economy, Oxford university press (uK), p. 
148.
6 cooke p. and morgan K. (1998), cit., p. 150.
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rately»7: it is the case of General electric’s aircraft maintenance plant, which 
first in the Ge empire introduced the concept of «supervisory-less» factory, 
through the use of autonomous work teams; the radical productivity im-
provement at Ford’s Bridgend plant is a second paradigmatic example.
cardiff university played a part in the development of innovative 
clusters around the Fdis-driven industrial complexes in automotive and 
electronic engineering, acting as a local host for joint research and develop-
ment programmes with automotive companies such as lucas and rover. 
moreover, as we already saw in a previous section, in Wales large compa-
nies are the most keen on employing graduates. 
the automotive sector r&d undertaken by the university focused on 
systems engineering, new materials and robotics. the electronic sector r&d 
undertaken by the university focused on it, semiconductors and magnetics. 
it is estimated that universities in Wales conduct some six million pound in-
dustrial research per year, of which two million pound is basic research.
a survey conducted by cooke p., davies s. and Huggins r. (1995), on 
200 technology based firms in south Wales, revealed that 30% of the com-
pany in the locality use the technical services of higher education or further 
education colleges and cardiff university was cited almost twice as any 
other institution.
the survey also revealed that the significant majority of links with uni-
versities and higher education institutions are at the local or regional lev-
el, rather than national or international. under this assumption, in march 
1996 the university of cardiff launched the «cardiff university innovation 
network» (cuin). the main activity of cuin, that is still active today, is 
to hold periodical meetings among companies and university personnel 
to favour and encourage networking. since its creation 5,000 people in to-
tal have attended more than 60 events for local businesses and innovators. 
according to Graham Waters, a regular presence at cuin meetings and di-
rector of Pentwyn Splicers, which produces devices for joining thread, typi-
cally used in the textile and carpet industry, «we joined the network hoping 
to pick up the odd idea, and the odd contact. the reality was different. 
Our links with the university are now so close that any new idea, which i 
may have, is automatically “mapped” in my mind on my picture of what is 
available in the university. cardiff inputs, whether practical or intellectual, 
have become part of my innovation process. that’s the truth…»8.
the cardiff Business and technology centre (cBtc) was created in 
1987 to provide land owned by cardiff university to new innovative firms 
(software companies, computer and communication companies, medical 
companies involved in r&d); to provide assistance to existing smes to 
modernise and diversify; to promote technology transfer. even if it may be 
7 Ibid.
8 cardiff university innovation network, <http://www.innovation-network.org.uk> (01/09).
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argued that the main success of cBtc, like for many such centre and parks, 
derives from the quality of its buildings and surroundings more than to 
closeness to university, nonetheless a survey conducted in 1995 showed 
that 63% of centre’s tenants gave contracts to university departments to 
perform work for them, or to use the university’s facilities and 37.5% of 
companies were university spin-outs (Griffiths and Hampson 1995).
as in the case of the university of twente, links with the local economy 
didn’t damage quality of research. the latest British Government’s research 
assessment exercise (rae 2001), which is undertaken every five years, 
ranks cardiff university seventh of 106 British universities and colleges 
(just after cambridge, 1st, imperial college, 2nd, Oxford, 3rd, london school 
of economics, 4th, Warwick, 5th, university college london, 6th). the eight 
places higher than in the 1996 assessment underlines the growing reputa-
tion of cardiff as one of the leading uK universities. What may be worry-
ing, on the opposite and from a regional point of view, is the widening gap 
between the university of cardiff and other Welsh universities. the assess-
ment (rae), which is essentially based on publishable research, is a crucial 
input into what is termed Qr funding and accounts for about 90% of the 
research funding awarded to universities: cardiff university has by far the 
largest share, creaming off 41% of the entire Welsh Qr research budget 
with only 19.9% of Welsh students (morgan 2002). moreover, in 2001 the 
Welsh development agency awarded «centre of excellence» status, for ex-
tra money, to seven specialist research centre at the university of cardiff: 
the manufacturing engineering centre, the centre for sustainable energy 
and process management, the Wolfson centre for magnetics technology 
– all in the school of engineering; the centre for multidisciplinary 
microtechnology in physics and astronomy and engineering; the centre 
for research in the Built enviroment in architecture; the centre for 
pest management and ecotoxicology in Biosciences; and the centre for 
advanced and intelligent systems in computer science.
Bob morgan (2002) argues that rae and «the concentration of effort in 
achieving published research, however, can result in high opportunity costs 
in terms of the contributions institutions can make to local economic devel-
opment»9, especially in Wales. morgan’s article and argumentation may be 
fascinating in its distinction between an «elite model» of university, focused 
on publishable research and global issues, and an «outreach/diffusion ori-
ented model», focused on teaching, building of a social capital10 and local is-
9 morgan B., (2002), Higher education and regional economic development in Wales: An opportunity 
for demonstrating the efficacy of devolution in economic development, «regional studies», 2002, n. 
36, p. 68.
10 «universities can play a key role in the building of social capital. it requires a wider view of 
universities, however, as more than just places of learning and research. universities must be 
institutions which act as catalyst for civic engagement and collective action and networking» 
(morgan B., 2002, op. cit., p. 66). 
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sue, but cardiff university (like the university of twente) proves that under 
the «strategic science regime» (arie rip 2002) the distance between scientific 
research and eventual applications disappears and a world-level publishable 
research may well need and benefit local economy, avoiding any traditional 
dichotomy local/global or basic research/applied research11.
Table 13. Higher Education and Regional Development
elite model Outreach/diffusion oriented model
research and development social reproduction
technology transfer tying down the global
New firm development social inclusion
academic entrepreneurs social capital development
Formulation of economic strategy
But even morgan must admit «the question was raised as to whether 
an institution of higher education can, in the long run, produce excellent 
teaching results without teaching staff being involved in research»12.
it is, anyway, undeniable that the «high rated research university of 
cardiff» is paying due attention to local and regional economic needs. the 
research assessment exercise 2001 gave the highest rating to the school of 
Journalism, media and cultural studies, ranking it in the top three depart-
ments in the uK, and the city of cardiff is hosting a vital and booming me-
dia cluster. a survey of cardiff media industry (cooke and Hughes 1999) 
revealed, in fact, a very knowledge intensive cluster of firms producing 
on- and off-line products such as cds composed of film and tV clips for 
entertainment, cd-interactive musical instrument tutoring, geographical 
information systems, financial trading cd databases, media business cd 
databases, vocational trading cds, Web page design, computer graphics, 
animation and digital tV.
Following 1990s’ deregulation13, cardiff Bay media cluster was stimu-
lated by the rise of independent tV, directly through spin-offs from tradi-
tional tV programme producers or indirectly as part of a growing market. 
11 «the research assessment exercise is essentially based on the amount of published resear-
ch in academic journals. should this be the sole goal for the academic research community in 
Wales, however, or should there be a grater emphasis on exploiting academic talent in Wales 
for the improving of Welsh economy? This is not to say that the research community should 
become too parochial. the challenge surely is to device a system that allows all universities 
in Wales to develop a research capability that will contribute to the development of the Welsh 
economy, whilst still being part of the uK’s research community» (morgan B., 2002, op. cit., 
p. 70). 
12 morgan B., (2002), op. cit., p. 71. 
13 the uK Broadcasting act of 1990 required broadcasters such as the BBc to outsource 25% 
of tV production to independent production companies and it is because of this deregulatory
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even if we agree that the main reasons for the rise of a media industry in 
cardiff Bay rely in Welsh language, cheap rents and new buildings in a 
lovely Bay (cooke 2002: 153-154), cardiff university provided the neces-
sary young and educated people, the cultural climate they need to be crea-
tive, and acted as a responsive institution by updating and re-designing its 
long lasting centre for Journalism studies (founded in 1970).
«cardiff university strategic plan 2001» indicates as «aim three» - titled 
the Univerity and the region – «to make a major contribution to the economic, 
educational and cultural life of Wales and of cardiff, and thereby promote 
the strengths of the region in the uK and the world» as «the higher educa-
tion sector is a major player in economic development and, as a research-
led university, cardiff has a central role to play in wealth creation and in 
today’s knowledge-based society […] the university will promote entre-
preneurship and continue to forge productive links with other economic 
development agencies in the region»14.
We have already discussed and showed why «strategic plan 2001 aim 
three» - the Univerity and the region – is not a contradiction with cardiff’s 
vision «to be a world class university» and cardiff university’s aim one «to 
pursue research of international excellence recognised for its quality and 
impact on both academic and user communities, measured by a place in 
the top five uK universities when judged by accepted indicators»15.
What may, indeed, by true is that, at least in the short run, competition 
among Welsh universities16, in order to receive a better rae ranking, may 
produce inequalities among them and even a «winner takes all» situation: 
«the majority of institutions in Wales, under the present arrangements, have 
no or very little research to plan. serious considerations therefore need to 
be given to develop a research strategy for all Welsh institutions. the major 
issue here that needs to be addressed is the role of cardiff. the argument is 
 act that a substantial number of independent media and, subsequently, multimedia firms, 
emerged in Wales. the sector is overwhelmingly made up of small and very young businesses 
with less than ten staff and micro businesses and self-employed/freelancers. the informa-
tion regarding the numbers of suppliers working in the new electronic media is also likely 
to be volatile on account of the rapid development of technology and the market, and the 
relatively low cost of entry at the bottom end. Welsh broadcasters, s4c, BBc Wales and HtV 
are the customers for most activities in these areas (for a theoretical discussion about cardiff 
new-media cluster see de laurentis c., cooke p., and Williams G., Barriers to the knowledge 
economy-new media cluster in the periphery, paper presented at the regional studies association 
international conference, scuola superiore sant’anna, pisa, 12th – 15th april 2003). 
14 as submitted to the Higher education Funding council for Wales and available on the web 
<http://www.cf.ac.uk/> (01/09). 
15 Ibid. 
16 Wales has 13 Heis with a total of 92,747 students (number of students in 2000/2001 in brac-
kets): Glamorgan (14,541), aberystwyth (9,067), Bangor (8,699), cardiff university (18,459), 
lampeter (5,148), swansea (11,715), cardiff medical (2,908), uWi cardiff (7,610), uWc 
newport (7,031), neWi (4,337), swansea iHe (4,034), trinity camerthen (1,544), Welsh cmd 
(580).
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often used that Wales needs one major world-class research university. […] 
if it is the case […], then funding arrangements have to be such that other 
equally important elements of university provision are protected»17. 
9. Conclusion
the present chapter studied the regional and local economic impact of 
the university of cardiff dividing its effects into two major sides: «expend-
iture impacts» and «knowledge impacts». 
the chapter presented the major tools and methodologies available 
in the literature to assess the two sides of regional and local economic 
impact.
it measured the «expenditure impact» in the financial year 2000-2001 
through a Keynesian multiplier model developed by the Centre for Advanced 
Social Studies (cass) in order to measure that same impact in the financial 
year 1994-1995.
according to the conceptual framework we developed in a previous 
chapter to explain intellectual unemployment, the present chapter as-
sessed the university’s «knowledge impact» through two main directions: 
1) employment and destination of graduates or «people impact»; 2) kind of 
knowledge produced.
Our results suggest that in the 2000-2001 period the university had the 
effect of creating a total local income of £ 147.14 million pounds in Cardiff 
and £ 153.16 million pounds in South East Wales as a whole. When taxes, 
pension contributions, national insurance, etc. are taken into considerations 
the remainder amounts to a local disposable income of £ 80 million pounds 
in Cardiff and £ 83.37 million pounds in South East Wales. The modelling 
exercise also suggests that as well as supporting 2,962 direct employees, its 
consumption patterns generate a further 652 indirect jobs in cardiff and 59 
in the rest of south east Wales.
as far as the «knowledge impact» is concerned cardiff university’s 
graduates enjoy a full-employment situation with a less than frictional or 
natural level of unemployment (2.5%) fourteen months after graduation.
according to our conceptual framework, data available allow us to clas-
sify cardiff’s higher education system as very similar to the university 
of twente: «non-active» positional competition and «social knowledge» 
production.
it is possible to conclude that positional competition is «non-active» be-
cause: 1) only 4.2% of employers declared that the university of study was 
a relevant piece of information during the screening process; 2) only 18.6% 
17 morgan B., (2002), op. cit., p. 70.
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of them said that A-level grades is an important criteria for selection. On 
the opposite relevant experience was the most important criteria (68.6%), fol-
lowed by work experience (55.1%). 
nonetheless, the regional leadership that cardiff university is acquir-
ing in research, as Bob morgan (2002) pointed out correctly, may well re-
veal the very early emerging of a positional competition in the cardiff case 
that was, on the opposite, absent in twente. the British higher education 
system has, in fact, a long lasting tradition of positional competition that 
makes it, in general, a very different system from the netherlands (in our 
diagram we put nl and uK in two different quadrants just to take into ac-
count the «positional variable» but we considered both of them as produc-
ing a social kind of knowledge).
there may be no doubts in classifying cardiff university’s «knowledge 
production» as «non-individualistic» or «social» and that because of the 
thick, institutionalised, frequent and fruitful interactions among all the 
territorial actors. south east Wales was one of the four european cases 
presented by philip cooke and Kevin morgan (1998) in order to theorize 
their Associational economy (chapter Vi – Wales Global-local interaction), 
together with Basque country, emilia romagna and Baden-Wurttemberg: 
cardiff university’s students (85.8% of them) gain work experience during 
their studies, in most of the cases through institutionalised schemes; com-
munication skills (58.7%), team working skills (50%), showing initiative (45.6%), 
understanding customer needs (39.7%) are by far the most appreciated at-
tributes by employers and 77.3% of companies based in Wales have links 
with university departments. these are just three of the many examples 
we cited in previous sections to sustain our argument.
We conclude our chapter saying that the university of cardiff with 
its city and region is a second living and paradigmatic example, like the 
university of twente, of a peripheral university able to achieve both world-
class research and local economic relevance, starting from very unfavour-
able conditions.
Both of them have been able to solve the typical global-local dilemma 
of many universities and have become the «brain» of their regions and lo-
calities. their next, future and much harder challenge will be to balance 
«market competition» and «knowledge integrity»: «the number of claims 
on a university is unlimited. therefore, university authorities must retain a 
balance between the change to market competition and their role as places 
of special competence and knowledge»18.
18 cooke p. and Huggins r.  (1997), The economic impact of Cardiff University: innovation, lear-
ning and job generation, «Kluwer academic publishers», april 1997, p. 337
Governance shifts in higher education: a 
cross national comparison1
1. Introduction
the increasing importance of knowledge as a driver of growth in the con-
text of global economy has already been discussed in a previous chapter.
that increased importance of knowledge has produced major pressure 
and changes on higher education systems across the world with specific 
reference to «tertiary education», as defined by Oecd.
tertiary education has, in fact, a critical role in supporting knowledge-
driven economic growth strategies and the construction of democratic, so-
cially cohesive societies.
to successfully fulfil their traditional functions such as education, re-
search and service to the community, to satisfy their increasing stakehol-
ders, to respond to the numerous, new and multifaceted demands placed 
on them, Heis across the world are transforming themselves and someti-
mes «reinventing» themselves.
according to the World Bank (2002) education policy makers are facing 
a numerous set of questions. Here are some of them:
1  nature of education and training experience
How can sufficient direct communication and human interaction on 
wired campuses and in Web-based courses be promoted in order to 
build up critical thinking and social learning? What is the appropriate 
mix of face-to-face and online teaching?
can a student choose effectively an adequate academic path among so 
many unregulated and always changing courses and among so differ-
ent higher education institutions?
1 a shorter and revised version of this chapter has been published in «european educational 
research Journal», 2006, Vol. 5, n. 1, pp. 18-37.
•
•
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What are the prospects for humanities and social sciences in a market-
driven higher education system?
How can a strong sense of identity and community be maintained, and 
knowledge useful on local markets produced in Heis that serve inter-
national and heterogeneous student populations?
2.  academic management
What types of mechanisms and arrangements are desirable and effec-
tive for introducing flexibility and strengthening the system’s capacity 
to change, adapt and innovate rapidly? How can stability be maintained 
in an ever-changing environment? What is the future of tenure?
How can interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary be promoted across 
traditional faculty and program boundaries?
How should program and courses for part-time students and return-
ing graduates be organized? Should they be integrated into regular pro-
grams or organized as separate programs?
3. use of technology
What is the appropriate balance between «high tech» and «high touch» 
(degree of human interaction)?
4. Financing
How can a booming tertiary education sector be financed sustainable?
How can tertiary education keep an international perspective if finan-
cial sources are becoming increasingly regional and even local?
How can tertiary education institutions remain viable as financial sup-
port shifts to consumers, faculty members become more independent 
and degrees fade in importance?
5. Governance
How can Heis’ governance take into account the increasing number of 
stakeholders and demands with a decentralised set-up (that is with au-
tonomous faculties and departments)? 
How can a sense of academic mission be maintained in an environment 
of emerging corporate behaviours?
How can academic freedom and long lasting integrity be preserved as 
corporate behaviours and corporate financing of research programs 
grow?
6. Quality assurance
How can national authorities exercise quality control over foreign in-
stitutions established in their countries? How will rulings by the World 
trade Organization (WtO) and decisions under the General agreement 
on trade in services (Gats) affect national governments’ ability to reg-
ulate these HEIs?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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What evaluation methodology, accreditation mechanisms and methods 
are appropriate for online and distance education programs?
should governments have different policies for not-for-profit and for-
profit private institutions?
How can students access current information on the quality of online 
institutions and programs?
How are credit transfer arrangements between campus-based and vir-
tual universities and among virtual tertiary institutions to be organized 
and regulated?
How should the competencies and qualifications of students taking a 
multi-institutional academic path be assessed?
How is the demand for rapid program and course development to be 
reconciled with the need for careful quality review?
7. intellectual property
How should intellectual property rights and academic freedom of pro-
fessors to be reconciled with the rights and interests of their home in-
stitutions? Are professors limiting the development of knowledge and 
undermining their own academic freedom in their search for protection 
of intellectual property rights?
the present chapter will focus only on one of the challenges we have 
listed above and that is «governance» or, as we have titled the chapter, 
«governance shifts in higher education». nonetheless it is important to be 
aware of the entire spectrum of challenges that Heis are currently facing.
tertiary education landscape has, in fact, seen the appearance of a va-
riety of new institutions alongside the traditional universities such as vir-
tual universities, franchise universities and corporate universities. they 
have created a «borderless» tertiary education market.
the phenomenon is now much more evident in the u.s.a. and develo-
ping countries with free market economies than continental europe, but 
it seems a matter of time when european Heis will have to deal with the 
problem because of rulings by the World trade Organization (WtO) and 
decisions under the General agreement on trade in services (Gats).
From a technical point of view it’s possible for foreign institutions and 
providers to compete with local universities and reach students anywhe-
re and in any country. the phenomenon is already well rooted in the 
u.s.a. (Olsen 2000) but is actually spreading in many countries: the Virtual 
University of Monterrey, mexico, offers 15 master’s degree programs using 
teleconferencing and the internet to reach 50,000 students in 1,450 learning 
centres throughout mexico and 116 other centres all over latin america; 
Tun Abdul Razak University in malaysia is already operating in neighbou-
ring countries; the African Virtual University and the Francophone Virtual 
University are pioneering virtual education in sub-saharan africa; there 
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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are fifteen virtual universities in Korea, offering 66 B.a. programs that rea-
ch 14,550 students (World Bank 2002).
in recent years, especially in south and southeast asia and the formerly 
socialist countries of eastern europe, there has been a proliferation of over-
seas «validated courses» offered by franchise institutions operating on behalf 
of British, u.s.a. and australian universities. Bennel and pearce (Bennel 
and pearce 1998) estimate that one-fifth of the 80,000 foreign students en-
rolled in australian universities are studying at offshore campuses, mainly 
in malaysia and singapore, and the cost of attending these franchise insti-
tutions is usually one-fourth to one-third what it would cost to enrol in the 
mother institution.
the World Bank (2002) estimate that worldwide there are now about 
1,600 corporate universities, up to 400 only 10 years ago. some of them ope-
rate through their own network of physical campuses (such as disney, 
toyota and motorola, this last one managing training sites in 21 countries); 
or as virtual universities (examples are iBm and dow chemical); or, the 
most important of all, through alliances with existing tertiary education 
institutions (examples are Bell atlantic, united Health care and united 
technologies) and because of these alliances in a borderless higher educa-
tion environment, a few of them have been officially accredited and enjoy 
the authority to grant formal degrees.
the emergence of a borderless tertiary education sector, operating on a 
worldwide scale, present an unprecedented challenge for quality-assuran-
ce mechanisms and it may be dangerous to rely entirely on market forces.
new «clients», such as individuals wishing to change professions, re-
turning graduates who want to update their skills and retired people pur-
suing personal growth interests, are knocking at Heis’ doors asking for 
their aims being satisfied.
the increased competition among Heis, for financing and students, has 
made students more important actors: not just learners but clients and con-
sumers. as a consequence Heis need to change their management practi-
ces to interact properly with students and to satisfy their demands.
as regards organizational structure, Heis need to articulate traditional 
disciplines differently to respond to the emergence of new scientific and 
technological fields. they need to take into account the shift toward a pro-
blem-based mode of production of knowledge, away from the discipline-
led approach, and the blurring of the distinction between basic and applied 
research: «even ph.d. programs are increasingly affected by this change, 
as students become less involved in the production of new knowledge and 
more involved in contributing to the circulation of knowledge across tradi-
tional disciplinary boundaries»2.
2 World Bank (2002), Constructing knowledge societies: new challenges for tertiary education, Wor-
ld Bank, Washington d.c., p. 37.
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the increased flexibility in academic careers, new pedagogical methods 
induced by new technologies and the considerable investment in equip-
ment required by these new technologies are just a few additional factors 
in a very fast changing environment. in this environment the traditional 
hegemony of classical universities, as the main source of higher education, 
is far from granted unless they decide to act and consider the new challen-
ges as opportunities. as well expressed by the World Bank «institutional 
differentiation is bound to accelerate, resulting in greater variety of organi-
sational configurations and patterns, including the emergence of a myriad 
of alliances, linkages, and partnerships, within tertiary institutions, across 
institutions, and even extending beyond the tertiary education sector»3. an 
affective and new «governance» is needed by universities to react affecti-
vely in these changing environment.
2. Alternative theoretical models of governance
Heis’ governance is and has always been tightly linked to the alterna-
tive models of governmental steering in higher education and for that rea-
son it doesn’t make sense to analyse single institution governance without 
taking into account steering models and policy instruments operating in 
the higher education system as a whole.
the most popular and successful conceptual framework developed is 
Burton clark’s famous «triangle of coordination» (clark 1983). the triangle 
depicts the state authority, the market, and the academic oligarchy, as the 
three forces that determine, through their interaction, the way in which a 
higher education system is coordinated.
    Academe 
State    Market 
the framework is also employed to depict developments in national 
steering systems, such as move from state control to state supervising and 
vice versa.
3 World Bank (2002), p. 41.
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according to clark, advanced industrial countries have developed dif-
ferent forms of «coordination» which are located between the free axes: a 
more market like co-ordination (such as the u.s.a. and nowadays lots of 
developing countries and eastern european ones), a more state-induced 
coordination (such as sweden) and a form of co-ordination which is based 
above all on the rule of the academic oligarchy (such as italy).
clark doesn’t provide any clear criteria of classifying the countries in 
question and of locating them inside the triangle and his model is often cri-
ticized for being too simplistic and naïf. nonetheless, it is a fact that clark’s 
triangle has been adopted much more frequently and successfully, to study 
and compare higher education systems, than its more sophisticated deve-
lopments. so that it may be possible to argue that being simplistic or naïf is 
its main asset.
in fact, Van Vught (Van Vught 1989) even tried to reduce clark’s three 
dimensional space of governance to a two dimensional one, differentiating 
between a state control model and state supervising model.
according to Van Vught’s view, the state control model is the typical one 
of the european continental tradition, in which the state intervenes to «re-
gulate the access conditions, the curriculum, the degree requirements, the 
examination systems, the appointment and remuneration of academic staff 
etc.»4; while the academic community retains a considerable authority in 
the regulation of internal university affairs, especially concerning the con-
tent of education and research. in the state control model the authority is sha-
red among scientists and state bureaucrats/politicians, while administrative 
personnel and internal management are very weak and subordinated. 
the state supervising model depicted by Van Vught is the one typical of 
the anglo-saxon tradition, in which the weakest authority is the one retai-
ned by state bureaucrats and politicians. in this model most of the power is 
shared between a strong academic community and internal management. 
the state influence remains remote and «steering at a distance»: «the state 
sees it only as its task to supervise the higher education system, in terms 
of assuring academic quality and maintaining a certain level of accounta-
bility. Government does not intrude into the higher education system by 
means of detailed regulation and strict control»5.
the distinction developed by Van Vught has the limit of reducing the 
governance issue to a power game among bureaucrats, academic mana-
gement and academic oligarchy as well as to two general philosophies 
of government intervention (interventionist in the state control model, 
«steering at a distance» in the state supervising model). However, it has 
the merit of introducing something more in respect to clark’s triangle 
4 Van Yught F.a. (1989), Governmental strategies and innovation in higher education, Jessica King-
sley publishers, london, p. 331.
5 Van Yught F.a. (1989), p. 333.
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and that is the dimension of organisation and intermediary organisatio-
nal actors.
Building on Van Vught’s distinction, Berdahl (Berdahl 1990) developed 
a distinction between the «academic freedom» of the individual scientist at 
the university and the «organisational autonomy» of universities. He defi-
nes academic freedom as «that freedom of the individual scholar in his/her 
teaching and research to pursue truth wherever it seems to lead without 
fear of punishment or termination of employment for having offended so-
me political, religious or social orthodoxy»6; and he distinguishes between 
two dimensions of «organisational autonomy», a substantive autonomy (uni-
versities’ authority to decide what to do in order to fulfil their objectives 
and missions) and a procedural autonomy (the question of how to do it).
dietmar Braun and Francois-Xavier merrien (1999) included a third di-
mension of «belief system of governments concerning universities» («cul-
tural institutions» as opposed to «service institutions») to Berdhal’s model 
and ended up with a three dimensional cube of governance, integrating 
clark’s triangle with the organisational dimension. the cube’s three di-
mensions are:
a) substantial control: tight or loose;
b) procedural control: tight or loose;
c) belief system: cultural or service;
combination of dimensions, according to the tight and loose distinc-
tion, allows Braun and merrien to identify six different models of gover-
nance and to locate them on the quadrangle. to compare effectively the 
new conceptual framework with the most famous one developed by clark 
in 1983, Braun and merrien, in 1999, fix the comparison among countries 
in 1983. let’s see the six different governance models applying them to the 
national higher education system in 1983.
1. loose substantial and procedural control with a cultural belief system: 
the «collegium» governance model.
the «collegium» governance model was the typical one of united 
Kingdom in 1983: very low government intervention in universities’ in-
ternal affairs and a belief system very focused on the cultural role of 
Heis. it is also the model typical of many ancient medieval universities: 
the early universities of paris and Bologna, in fact, gradually emerged 
in the decentralised and fragmentary society of the middle ages and, 
opposite to contemporary oriental schools that were dependent or con-
trolled by the ruling elite, they were a free community of masters an 
6 Berdahl r. (1990), Academic freedom, autonomy and accountability in British universities, «stu-
dies in Higher education», n. 15/2, p. 172.
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scholars, with statues, seals, administrative personnel, financial autono-
my and they fixed curriculum and degree procedures (cobban 1975).
2. loose substantial control and tight procedural control with a cultural 
belief system: the «bureaucratic-oligarchic» governance model.
the «bureaucratic-oligarchic» governance model was the typical one of 
italy or West Germany in 1983: very tight procedural control from the 
national government (for instance regarding curricula and procedures 
to employ and remunerate academic personnel, etc.) and very loose 
substantial control (for instance about the right to decide on goals and 
programmes), with a belief system focused on the cultural role of Heis 
and not actually interested in the Heis’ service function.
as well depicted by the World Bank (2002), «the ownership of tertiary 
institutions has often shifted away from those who should be the main 
clients (student, employers, and society at large) to control by the tea-
ching staff. the raison d’être for some institutions has become to provi-
de staff employment and benefits rather than to serve as educational 
establishments focused primarily on the needs of the students and the 
labour market»7, so that the bureaucratic-oligarchic governance model 
could be considered a deviation of purpose and «almost be described 
as a form o privatisation of public institutions to the benefit of specific 
internal stakeholder groups»8.
this governance model can, however, allow a second more virtuous 
and rare configuration, that is when loose substantial control and ti-
ght procedural control are associated with a service belief system. 
according to Braun and merrien this could be the French case in 1983. 
this configuration of the «bureaucratic-oligarchic» governance model 
is rare because academics, which keep most of the power in it, tend to 
emphasize the cultural function of universities.
3. loose substantial and procedural control with a service belief system: 
the «market» governance model.
this governance model allows us to draw a distinction in the anglo-
saxon world between the u.K. medieval tradition and the utilitarian 
orientation being fostered more clearly in the united states. in the 
«market governance model» we have a very low government inter-
vention in university internal affairs, both susbstantial and procedural, 
with a belief system focused on the service role of Heis.
this model is the most fast spreading around the world, especially in 
developing countries, eastern europe, central asia and south east 
asia.
7 World Bank (2002), p. 62.
8 Ibidem.
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in sub-saharan african countries the number of private sector institu-
tions grew from an estimated 30 in 1990 to 85 in 1999 (World Bank 2002: 
69): Kenya (21 institutions), tanzania (14), Ghana (12), uganda (11), 
sudan (8), democratic republic of congo (6), mozambique (5).
there were no private tertiary institutions in eastern europe and central 
asia at the beginning of 1990s, but today close to 350 private institu-
tions operate there. the average proportion of students in private Heis 
in czech republic, Hungary, poland and romania is 22 per cent, similar 
to that in the united states. in romania 54 private Heis, 15 of which are 
about to receive full accreditation, compete with 57 public institutions. 
in armenia the private sector has reached 36 per cent of total enrol-
ment. there are more than 100 Heis in Kyrgyz republic and ukraine 
and over 300 in russia and in «Kazakhstan, where, only two years after 
private higher education was legalised, 65 private institutions were in 
operation, Kazakhstan’s president has recently announced a plan to pri-
vatise the entire tertiary education sector over the next five years»9.
in the philippines and Korea the private sector represents 80 and 75 per 
cent of total enrolment, respectively. in india and indonesia more than 
half of all students attend private institutions. in latin american and 
caribbean «enrolment in private institutions represents more than 40 
per cent of the total student population, the next highest proportion in 
the world after east asia»10.
even if privatisation is not a necessary condition and not even sufficient 
to identify a «market governance model», nonetheless the growth of 
private Heis is the most evident sign of the spreading around the world 
of this specific governance model.
4. loose procedural control and tight substantial control with a service 
belief system: the «new managerialism» governance model.
the «new managerialism» is the mix of procedural freedom and of a 
government intervention which adheres to a more utilitarian stance 
with the willingness to direct more actively educational and research 
affairs in universities: «it is well known for example that countries like 
the united Kingdom and new Zeland have been among the forerun-
ners to have used the new managerialism model and that they have im-
plemented the model as a radical modernisation device for state action 
[…] as part of a general strategy to abolish a state-oriented model and 
introduce a supervisory state by radical reforms taken at the top level of 
government, thus by the central state»11.
9 World Bank (2002), p. 70.
10 World Bank (2002), p. 71.
11 Braun d. and merrien F. (1999), Towards a new model of governance for universities? A compara-
tive view, Jessica Kingsley publishers, london, p. 24.
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this model requires a considerable change of attitude at the «corporate 
level» for many public Heis, as they need to consider themselves as ser-
vice institutions more than as cultural ones and have to employ conside-
rable procedural freedom to reach the objectives induced or promoted 
by the central government. considering the fact that «academic autho-
rity is extreme in its complexity, diffusion, bottom-up nature and deci-
sion-making by accretion»12 the new managerialism governance model 
can be very difficult to apply in public Heis with a long tradition.
5. tight substantial and procedural control with a cultural belief system: 
the «bureaucratic-etatist» governance model.
in this model the government accepts the cultural value of universities 
but keeps an eye on how universities are dealing with financial and or-
ganisational matters; it interferes in some way with educational and 
research affairs, without, however, demanding a clear devotion of uni-
versities to concrete social, economic and political aims.
this governance model is however rare because a government, keeping 
a tight substantial and procedural control upon universities, tends to 
favour a service belief system and to use universities for its own social, 
economic and political purposes. For not doing so, such a government 
should be authoritarian and very interfering on one side and respectful 
of Heis’ cultural mission on the other.
6. tight substantial and procedural control with a service belief system: 
the «corporatist-statist» governance model.
this governance model is the most obvious consequence of the previous 
one: a government keeping a tight substantial and procedural control 
upon Heis uses them for its own social, economic and political purpo-
ses. this model is the most typical one under dictatorships and north 
Korea is a paradigmatic example.
3. Governance shifts in higher education: an overview
the «new managerialism governance model» seems to be the most 
promising in Western europe and may be in the entire europe, after 
eastern europe’s early infatuation for the «market governance model» is 
disappeared.
this model cannot be studied only at Heis’ «corporate level» of univer-
sities as it requires specific conditions and attitudes on both sides, at the 
«government level» and at the «corporate level». the higher education sy-
12 clark B.r. (1983), The higher education system: academic organisation in cross national perspecti-
ve, university of california press, Berkeley, p. 20.
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stem is, in fact, not just a cluster of Heis, like a cluster of firms, but a com-
plex and integrated system of government, Heis and public agencies.
the new managerialism governance model needs an evolved society 
and an effective government, it demands a high level of responsibility and 
accountability from the different actors, so that it may prove very difficult 
to employ this model in developing countries where the government is not 
able to gain a «substantial control» on Heis without a «procedural control». 
as a consequence the «market governance model», with loose substantial 
and procedural control from the government, is spreading easily and fast 
in developing countries but its future results are highly debatable.
the reason why there is an increasing attention for the new manage-
rialism governance model in Western europe relies on the fact that gover-
nments, given the increased and recognised importance of knowledge for 
economic growth and national development, consider important to keep a 
substantial control on higher education and «steer» it for social and econo-
mic benefits. But they realized that a «procedural control» on the entire hi-
gher education system is inefficient and ineffective and, given the present 
booming of tertiary education, may be financial unsustainable.
after World War ii, higher education in Western europe was affected 
by an intensification of government regulation, as most european gover-
nments believed that an increasingly heterogeneous and complex higher 
education system could be steered most effectively through an extensive 
set of laws and regulations.
that belief proved wrong because of high drop-out rates, the long ave-
rage time it took students to graduate, the long time needed by Heis to 
change and adapt to the changing environment (because of extensive regu-
lations but also because of the anti-entrepreneurial, formalistic and passive 
attitude produced by «procedural control»), inefficiently run institutions, 
ideological refusal of university-industry relationships, financial unsustai-
nability produced by mass higher education, and sometimes low perceived 
quality of staff and graduates. it became clear that higher education was 
unable «to meet the pace of changes as defined from outside that insti-
tution and […] to respond with a speed which the policy agenda, set by 
governments, requires»13. «Governments demanded that their higher edu-
cation systems react quickly to developments in society but the very nature 
of the established relationship between government and higher education 
made it practically impossible for higher education institutions to fulfil this 
requirement in a satisfactory way»14.
Because of the depicted situation, the problem of the effectiveness of 
government steering in higher education became a major issue and in re-
13 neave G. and van Vught F.a. (1991), Prometheus bound; the changing relationship between go-
vernment and higher education in Western Europe, pergamon press, Oxford, p. x. 
14 maassen p. (1998) Governmental steering and the academic culture, cHeps, p. 8.
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cent years, in Western europe, a number of articles and books have been 
published on governmental «steering» strategies for higher education15.
the new managerialism governance model requires a strengthened in-
termediate administrative level to manage the gained operational freedom 
and procedural autonomy (the question of how to do things) and to satisfy 
substantial aims fixed by the government. these positions may be held by 
academics in the short run, especially in those Heis coming from a bu-
reaucratic-oligarchic model, because the tradition of academic self-rule is 
accompanied by a strong self-esteem of the academic community as being 
ultimately responsible for academic affairs; and the strengthening of inter-
mediate administrative levels weaken the influence of academic interests. 
But in the long run, because of the increasing procedural complexity and 
administrative duties, the lack of recruiting of non academics professionals 
from outside can be obtained only to the detriment of efficiency/efficacy 
and academic quality.
it may be possible to argue that the shifts in the distribution of authority 
in Western europe have produced a reducing of authority at the national 
level and at the faculty level and an increasing at the institutional or admi-
nistrative level. in many countries, in fact, executive boards have gained 
more authority to the detriment of democratic councils and academic sena-
tes, which have become advisory bodies.
Government’s steering of Heis in order to keep a substantial control 
on higher education has gradually shifted from ex ante planning to ex post 
evaluation (neave 1988), so that evaluation has become a major policy tool. 
the european country with the oldest tradition of evaluation for Heis is 
the united Kingdom but the phenomenon has spread everywhere and the 
search for new evaluation indexes, both qualitative and quantitative, is a 
very fast growing field of study.
the success of what Guy neave provocatively defines the «evaluative 
state» (neave 1988) derives from the fact that the government is able to 
maintain an overall strategic and substantial control upon a continuously 
enlarging and changing higher education sector, through fewer, but more 
precise, policy levers and indexes. this control would be very inefficient 
and ineffective and may be financially unsustainable through ex ante plan-
ning or procedural control.
in european Heis the combination of collegial and political model of 
decision-making is replaced to a large extent by so-called «entrepreneurial 
management» (neave and van Vught 1991), whose main characteristics are, 
as we had the opportunity to see for the case of the university of twente: 1) 
more influence of external constituencies on central level institutional de-
cision-making; 2) more emphasis on developing and implementing insti-
15 see maassen p. (1998).
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tutional strategies; 3) more interest in management techniques developed 
and applied in the corporate world.
the overall process still going on in the governance balance between go-
vernment and Heis has been well summarised by Goedegebuure, et al. in 
1994: «it does appear that the dual process of relaxing government control, 
and strengthening institutional management and autonomy, will continue 
in several countries. this process […] will be accompanied by enhanced 
institutional competition, a degree of privatisation in funding of both tea-
ching and research, and some degree of reliance on market-like regulation. 
at the same time, institutions will be held more accountable for their qua-
lity and services»16.
4. Governance shifts in higher education at the «corporate level»
to analyse governance shifts at Heis’ micro level or «corporate level» 
we need to introduce in more details the concept of «stakeholders».
using concepts like «corporate level» and «stakeholders» doesn’t mean 
we think a university can be run just like a business but we cannot avoid 
confronting ourselves with the most popular concepts and conceptual 
frameworks in the current international literature. indeed we agree with 
Karmel (Karmel 1991) that a university cannot be run like a business en-
terprise with a chief executive in command, seeking to maximise relati-
vely simple variables, as consultative processes are essential and, while 
leadership is of great importance, such a leadership must be consensual. 
notwithstanding this, the modern university is usually a large complex or-
ganisation. as such it needs to be managed. thus «tension between collegial 
and managerial style is bound to be chronic»17.
the term «stakeholder» has received many definitions and classifica-
tions in the management literature and we could well adopt the general de-
finition from Freeman (1984), as «any group of individuals who can affect 
or is affected by the achievements of the firm’s objectives»18. But that is not 
enough, since there is something more concealed under the simplicity or 
banality of this definition.
as well pointed out by Guy neave «it is a banality of the highest or-
der to see students as stakeholders» as «essentially, that is what they have 
always been» 19. the point is that the term «stakeholder», just like the term 
16 Goedegebuure l., Kaiser F., maassen p., meek l., van Vught F. and de Weert e. (eds.) (1994), 
Higher education policy. An international comparative perspective, pergamon press, Oxford,
17 Karmel p. (1991), Higher education – tensions and balance, «Journal of tertiary educational 
administration», 13 (1). 
18 Freeman r.e. (1984), Management the stakeholders approach, pitman, Boston.
19 neave G. (2002), The stakeholder perspective historically explored, in enders J. and Oliver F. 
(2002), Higher education in a globalising world. International trends and mutual observations, Klu-
wer academic publishers, p. 18.
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«accountability», is one of those concepts that carries with it the anglo-
saxon’s view on Heis and their relationship with society.
the translation of «stakeholders» in French, with «ayant droits» or «ac-
tionariat», or in italian with «portatori di interessi» doesn’t actually have 
the same meaning. in the anglo-saxon world, in fact, «stakeholding» re-
fers to the local community and the people that own and founded the uni-
versity; and we want to underline the term «own». in continental europe 
«stakeholding» refer to an abstract «theory of regulated order» which di-
stinguishes traditionally between three spheres of negotiation: 1) the state: 
parliament, ministry of education, ministry of Finance20; 2) the estates of 
higher learning; the academic estate; the administrative estate; the student 
estate; 3) external constituencies. they are collective categories and no di-
stinction is made between different degrees of ownership and their impact 
vis a vis government, because public universities are considered as comple-
tely «owned» by the nation. so, as far as governance of higher education in-
stitutions is concerned, «individual ownership» is irrelevant in continental 
europe.
On the opposite, in the anglo-saxon tradition, religion (Weber), philo-
sophy (John locke), classical economy (adam smith) and politics linked the 
concept of «ownership» to the «single individual», allowing macpherson to 
write about the «rise of possessive individualism»21. Higher education insti-
tutions are not an exception. so, as well described by Guy neave (2002), in 
contrast to the theory of a «protected space» which the state erected around 
the universities serving the nation state (the so called «Humboldtian tradi-
tion»22), the anglo-saxon conceived a close and direct relationship between 
individual institution and local, external stakeholders interests; decisions 
as to the status of external and local stakeholders – whether legitimate or 
not - rested firmly in the hands of the individual establishment, its owners 
or trustees, rather than on indirect national legislation. in Britain owner-
ship in academia was in the form of property-owning corporation, like in 
Oxford and cambridge. in the united states it was in the form of trustees 
or regents who represented the local external community.
the British and american models are very different for the place that 
internal and external stakeholders have in each of them. in the British mo-
20 For this see neave G., de Groof J. and svec J. (1998), Governance and democracy in higher 
education, vol 2, in the council of europe series legislating for higher education in europe, 
dordrecht, Kluwer (nl).
21 macpherson c.B. (1962), The political theory of possessive individualism, clarendon press, 
Oxford.
22 see for the Humboldtian tradition neave G. (1988), On being economical with university au-
tonomy: being an account of the retrospective joys of a written constitution, in tight m. (1988) (ed.), 
Academic freedom and responsibility, Guildford and milton Keynes, Open university press; or 
Berchem t. (1985), University autonomy: Illusion or reality, «Oxford review of education», 
11(3), pp. 245-254.
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del, what we called «the collegium» in a previous paragraph, the prime 
stakeholders are the internal ones: those largely self-governing «fellows» 
that gained independence from medieval guild, thanks to charitable, indi-
vidual endowments and accumulated resources. in the american model, 
because of an historical pattern of shared governing that coalesced around 
the turn of the 20th century, the prime stake-holder status is conferred to an 
external stakeholder: the local community and its representatives in the 
board of regents or trustees. But something very fundamental is in com-
mon and differentiates the two anglo-saxon models from the continental 
europe ones: «the traditional english universities and their counterparts 
in the united states both subscribed to the principle of ownership of indi-
vidual institutions rather than to the incorporation of universities into the 
nation or the national community»23.
so, it may happen that continental european and anglo-saxon are 
using the word «stakeholders» in higher education issues, thinking they 
are speaking about the same thing but they are not, since they have very 
fundamental differences about the concepts of «community» (national in 
continental europe, local in the anglo saxon world) and «ownership» of 
universities (obviously and irrelevantly national in continental europe, of 
the local and funding community in the anglo saxon world).
it may be argued convincingly (neave 2002) that the rise of the «stakehol-
ders society» reflects, in effect, the rapid erosion of the unitary state as the 
prime force of co-ordination and authority in higher education. that process 
of erosion has produced, as a consequence, the defeat of the Humboldtian 
tradition of «protected space» and the continental european model of «natio-
nal ownership». the continental european model and concept of «stakehol-
ding» find themselves orphan since their father nation is «off-loading» 
universities to the regional and local communities, which involves giving 
them back such functions as internal budgetary allocations, grater initiatives 
to seek sources of revenue and to contract services to bodies other than those 
in the public sector, together with the right to make senior staff appointmen-
ts without clearance from the national administration: «in the place of ties 
with the national community, the rise of the stakeholder society set particular 
store by ties directly negotiated with external interests, with employers, in-
dustry, service partners, sometime proximate, sometime distant»24. it’s a full 
victory of the american concepts of «community» and «stakeholding» and 
we wouldn’t commit a major mistake by declaring, provocatively, that it’s the 
old american tradition the champion of «newly discovered» european uni-
versities as service institution for local communities.
the collapse of the «protected area» affected the «student estate» too. 
students are no more member of a protected estate under a regulated order 
23 neave G. (2002), p. 28.
24 neave G. (2002), p. 33.
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or an elite. in the «stakeholder society» (american version) they are a sub-
set of a broader category of economic actors higher education institutions 
are dealing with, and so «consumers».
the reason for the rising of the «stakeholders society» (american ver-
sion) in higher education relies in the advent of mass higher education 
and governments’ answer to it, with its economic and political implica-
tions: «possessive individualism […] stands at the ideological heart of the 
stakeholder society. However, whilst the original notion of possessive in-
dividualism was conceived as upholding stability in the social order by 
giving the individual a stake to defend, its contemporary edition rever-
sed this purpose. Having a stake, investing in oneself and assuming the 
burdens and obligations this entailed, was seen by governments and their 
advisers as a way of forcing the pace of change»25.
Our interest is however more focused on the consequences of the rising 
of the stakeholder society more than on the causes. and one of the main 
consequences is that higher education institutions are establishing much 
more thick and strong ties with local communities than in the past.
this scenario can be seen as a process of reorganisation of the joined hi-
gher education governance between Heis and central government, in whi-
ch this second one is going to be reduced from an exclusive interlocutor to 
no more than a primus inter pares; or as a more general process of decentra-
lisation and devolution toward the regional and local governments (neave 
et al. 2001).
What is relevant for our purposes is that because universities need local 
communities and have to serve local communities in order to establish a 
relation with them and survive, it follows that the local community (accor-
ding to the belief of the stakeholder society) should have a «stake» in Heis 
and universities should change their governance structure for that purpose 
and to interact effectively with local communities.
5. The Netherlands
Henry etzkowitz, the father of triple Helix model26, correctly said that 
when «an entrepreneurial academic culture exists, lack of an institutio-
nal framework may not be of great importance in encouraging technolo-
gy transfer. However, when such a culture is lacking, or is only incipient, 
then institutional initiatives are crucial to generating technology transfer 
and knowledge based economic development»27. the first case may be true 
25 neave G. (2002), p. 32.
26 etzkowitz H. and leydesdorff l. (1997) (eds.), Universities and the global knowledge economy: 
a triple helix of academic-industry-government relations, cassel, london.
27 etzkowitz H. (1999), Academic agonistes, the triple helix of academic-industry-government rela-
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for many Heis in the united states, the second one for most continental 
european ones. let’s now see some concrete and institutional examples of 
governance shifts in higher education.
the netherlands are one of the most centralized nation in the Western 
world and, as we had the chance to see for the case of twente, it was af-
fected by deep changes at Heis’ governance level, as it shifted from a so 
called «democratic system», which had its origins in the early 1970s, to 
the «new managerialism model», starting from 1997. the new manage-
rialism model produced an emphasis on customer choice, the creation 
of markets or quasi-markets, a greater scope for individual and private 
sector provision, the growth of contractual and semi-contractual arran-
gements, flexibility of pay and conditions and, in general, an eruption 
into the academe of values and technicalities injected from the business 
world.
the netherlands have 13 public universities. the oldest one is the 
university of leiden (founded in 1575), the newest the university of 
maastricht (founded in 1976). the governance structure that was in effect 
until 1997, had three main levels: 1) the central level; 2) the faculty level; 3) 
the base unit level.
the actors at the central level where the university council, the execu-
tive board, the rector magnificus and the board of deans. the university 
council was a representative body of 25 members: at least one-third aca-
demics, a maximum of one-third non-academic staff, a maximum of one-
third students; all the members were elected by and from the university 
community. the university council could be integrated by the presence of 
lay members representing the general public, coming from outside the uni-
versity community; but their number could not be superior to five. the 
university council, whose meetings were public, had the final say with re-
spect to the budget, institutional plans, annual reports, general academic 
procedures, and university rules and regulations.
the executive board, whose meetings were not public, had all the powers 
that were not explicitly assigned to the university council, such as policy 
design, financial advice, building and grounds, personal matters and po-
licy implementation. it consisted of the rector magnificus and two other 
components, all of them appointed by the minister of education (the uni-
versity council and the board of deans had the rights to submit nomina-
tions to the minister of education).
the board of deans submitted nominations to the minister of education 
for the selection and appointment of the rector magnificus, who chaired 
the board of deans itself. it had just advisory powers about teaching and 
research.
tionships in the United States, in Braun d. and merrien F. (1999) (eds.), Towards a new model of 
governance for universities? A comparative view, Jessica Kingsley publishers, london.
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the actors at the second level of governance within dutch universities 
were the faculty board, the faculty council, the dean, the research commit-
tee and the education committee. the separation of roles between the facul-
ty board and the faculty council were similar to that between the executive 
board and the university council at the central level.
the faculty council consisted of a maximum of 15 people: at least half of 
them academics and the remaining members non-academic staff and stu-
dents. as its central counterpart, it could extend its membership by the ap-
pointment of five laypersons from outside the university community. the 
faculty council had the following duties: 1) it approved the budget; 2) it 
elected the dean (among the full time professors of the faculty), who remai-
ned in office for two or three years and chaired both the faculty council and 
the faculty board; 3) appointed the members of the research committee (with 
a majority of academic members) with advisory powers with respect to the 
design and implementation of faculty research programmes; 4) appointed 
the members of the education committee (with half of its members being stu-
dents), with advisory power with respect to faculty teaching programmes 
and examination procedures.
the faculty board had all the powers at the faculty level, which were not 
explicitly assigned to the faculty council. it consisted of a maximum of five 
people and was accountable to both the executive board, which it had the 
right to advice, and the faculty council.
at the third level of governance within the old dutch higher education 
system were the disciplinary research groups, clusters of professors and assi-
stants (sometimes including non-academic staff and students) working in 
the same field and accountable to the faculty boards. their main objective 
was to design and study research programmes, according to the procedu-
ral rules fixed by the faculty council and faculty board.
a chief executive office at the faculty level and the secretary of the university 
at the central level coordinated the numerous administrative unites, but 
the ultimate responsible for the management authority was the executive 
board at the central level.
in 1997, after two years of discussion on new models for the governance 
of universities, the governance structure that had been in place from 1970 to 
1997, and that we have just described, came to an end and an act on a new 
governance structure was published: the «modernisering universitaire 
Bestuursorganisatie» (muB).
the muB gives universities much more freedom to design their own 
structures, choosing among several available options, so that today there is 
not only one model of university governance in the netherlands but many 
different ones. a general framework is nonetheless traceable.
at the central level we still have an executive board and a university coun-
cil but even if the names are unchanged, functions and powers are very 
different. the university council doesn’t approve the budget any more, whi-
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ch was its most relevant power, and has only advisory and representative 
functions and the right to comment with respect to important issues and 
documents such as the strategic plan. as a point of the fact the university 
council, which was the heart of dutch democratic rule in higher education, 
has been reduced from a decision making power to an advisory body, with 
two possible options for universities: 1) an «undivided or combined body», 
consisting of representatives of both employees (academic and non-acade-
mic) and students, 50 per cent employees, 50 per cent students for a total 
number of 16-24 members; 2) a «divided system of representation», with 
separate advisory bodies for employees (academic and non-academic) and 
for students, each one with a total number of 9-21; six universities have de-
cided to install a divided university council and seven of them have opted 
for the single body model28.
the executive board, with still three components, among which the rector 
magnificus, has significantly greater powers than its namesake in the old 
governance structure and moreover the ministry of education does not no-
minate its components any more. the supervisory board, in fact, appoints 
them.
the supervisory board is a new actor at the central level, with five com-
ponents all appointed and accountable to the minister of education. the 
supervisory board nominates the three components of the executive board, 
approves the budget plan, the strategic plan and all the most important do-
cuments and decisions. it is the highest authority inside the university with 
a direct link and mandate from the minister of education itself.
still at the central level, the board for doctoral degrees takes the place of the 
board of deans with more or less the same functions, such as the granting 
of doctoral degrees, even if it is now slightly less powerful.
also at the faculty level, the muB favours executive and single-headed 
powers in respect to collegial bodies: universities can choose between dean-
ship and a faculty board and most of them have chosen to adopt deanship, 
with the dean appointed by the executive board at the central level, choo-
sing also among people outside the university. in the same way as at the 
central level, the faculty council, in the new governance structure, has just 
advisory powers and can choose between an «undivided or combined bo-
dy» and a «divided system of representation», with half of its components 
being students. the number of the faculty councils varies from three to 
more than 20 members.
at the third level of governance the muB substituted the «disciplinary 
research groups» with research directors, creating a dramatic vulnus in the 
Humboldtian tradition of collegial decision-making in the research field 
28 de Boer H. and Huisman J. (1999), The new public management in Dutch universities, in Braun 
d. and merrien F. (1999), Towards a new model of governance for universities? A comparative view, 
Jessica Kingsley publishers, london.
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among scholars, shifting the governance structure towards a management 
oriented model. However, since universities have some degrees of freedom 
in designing their own structures, they can keep some form of disciplinary 
research groups but these groups do not have formal powers any more.
the governance shift we have just described, from the 1970-1997 model 
to the one established by the muB act in 1997, can well be identified as a 
shift towards what we called the «new managerialism model». the dutch 
government kept, in fact, a firm «substantial control» on universities (for 
example through those functions attributed to the newly established super-
visory board) and relaxed «procedural control», leaving it into the hands of 
a much stronger internal management; the «service belief system» being 
already well rooted in dutch universities.
de Boer from cHeps (de Boer, denters and Goedgebuuve 1998) argues 
that there is no evidence that the muB act produced a dramatic change 
and suggests that day-to-day practice of university governance under the 
old act – more democratic and collegial – was gradually changed to a sy-
stem of executive leadership. in his view the new act did not produce any 
striking discontinuity with the past but just codified existing practice. de 
Boer’s research may help to cast new light on the following question: natio-
nal reforms on governance structure produce changes inside universities 
or if it is the other way round, with national government ratifying what 
is already happening inside university? However, in our view the most 
relevant point that de Boer’s research suggests is that the causes that are 
behind changes in the governance structure are so strong that they can pro-
duce these changes despite of the existing legal frameworks, and can some-
times even produce themselves national reforms to take them into account 
on a legal basis.
as far as the «service belief system» is concerned it may well be consi-
dered as a product of that «mass higher education» that has been a reality 
for a long time in the netherlands. as suggested by scott (1996), in fact, 
modern systems of higher education, which are also inescapably mass sy-
stems, can no longer be regarded as instruments for producing, and repro-
ducing, human capital, whether in the form of high-level skills (graduates) 
or codified knowledge (research and scholarship); they must also be re-
garded as arenas for the consumption of much desired cultural goods and 
services: «in other words, marketing life-styles is as important as promo-
ting life-chances in the mission of mass university»29. this sign of times was 
made explicit in the uK in 1995, when Britain’s technology Foresight exer-
cise designed a new industrial sector, called leisure and learning, accounting 
29 scott p. (1996), University governance and management. An analysis of the system and institutio-
nal level changes in Western Europe in maassen p. and Van Vught F. (1996) (eds.), Inside academia. 
New challenges for the academic profession, cHeps, utrecht (nl), p. 117.
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for approximately thirteen per cent of the gross national product30: «mass 
higher education systems […] are components of a much larger continua, 
as the popular label the learning society suggests. as such they are vital eco-
nomic sectors in their own right – not simply (or mainly) as producers of 
cultural capital or human resources; not as key assets, and multiplier, for 
local, regional and national economies; but as an arena on which sought-
after life chances are offered»31. again consumption is central.
according to maassen and Gornitzka (2000), it is from the early 1990s 
that a change of language has been identifiable in governmental dutch 
documents, with students becoming «consumers» and «clients», higher 
education institutions operating in research and teaching «markets», know-
ledge becoming the «product» of higher education institutions, university 
administrators becoming «managers». However, even if many values and 
beliefs of the «market model» have been introduced in the dutch higher 
education system, government still keeps a strong hold and «substantial 
control» over the model, allowing peter maassen (2000) to detect even tra-
ces of a «corporate-pluralist model» in the Higher education and research 
plan 1999: «in the period before issuing the document, the minister had 
numerous contacts with the main stakeholders in higher education for 
exchanging ideas and consultation, to try to reach consensus over objecti-
ves, and to negotiate about suitable instruments»32.
scott (1996) suggests, correctly, that the rise of managerialism at the 
university level is not only in order to compensate for a loss of steering 
capacity at the system level, that is rapidly retreating from any form of 
procedural control. it is a way to fill the vacuum produced by the decay of 
a common academic culture and to cope with the centrifugal forces crea-
ted by the growth of multiple missions. universities have, in fact, become 
very complex and heterogeneous organisations with many and sometimes 
contradictory objectives. more open form of teaching such as continuing 
professional development and more heterogeneous forms of research su-
ch as technology transfer are now accepted as legitimate university ac-
tivities alongside more conventional undergraduate and postgraduate 
programmes and traditional scholarship and research. the point is that 
new activities cannot be informally «managed» by an autonomist acade-
mic community «because they are cognitively novel and do not match the 
expert territories of the various academic «tribes»; […] because they are 
inherently reflexive and demand ceaseless negotiation with external custo-
mers; […] because they are often hybrid activities, volatilely mixing acade-
30 Office of science and technology (1995), Technology foresight: progress through partnership 14 
(leisure and learning), london, Her majesty’s stationery Office.
31 scott p. (1996), p. 118.
32 Gornitzka a. and maassen p. (2000), Hybrid steering approaches with respect to European Higher 
Education, «Higher education policy» 13, p. 280. 
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mic and administrative components»33. and, as we had the opportunity to 
see in the case of the university of twente, the issue touches also traditional 
academic activities, because the changing concept of knowledge (Gibbons 
et al. 2001) brings under the same roof academic production of knowledge 
and its immediate application and commercialisation.
the overall effect, however, has been a shift of the centre of gravity of 
governance and management in higher education from the system level to 
the «corporate» level.
6. Continental Europe
in an early comparative study between Germany and the netherlands, 
before the muB act in 1997, maassen (maassen and Van Vught 1994) di-
stinguishes two models of governmental policy-making with respect to hi-
gher education – the state control model and the state supervising model – and 
takes the two countries as two paradigmatic examples for each model, res-
pectively. He formulates two hypotheses: 1) the more a governmental stee-
ring model has the characteristics of the state supervising model (and the 
less it has the characteristic of the state control model), the higher the level 
of innovativeness of the higher education institutions that are confronted 
with that steering model; 2) the more a governmental steering model has 
the characteristics of the state supervising model (and the less it has the 
characteristic of the state control model), the higher the level of flexibility 
of the higher education institutions that are confronted with that steering 
model. assumed Germany as a living example of state control model and the 
netherlands as living example of state supervising model, operationalized the 
concepts of «innovativeness» and «flexibility» as «Heis’ capacity to design 
and implement new curricula» and as «Heis’ ability to find other financial 
means in a situation of decreasing state funding», respectively, maassen 
and Van Vught (1994) found that both the hypothesis are verified.
Germany is, in fact, the homeland of the Humboldtian university idea 
of «solitude and freedom», and its governance system of higher education 
could be classified as what we called the «bureaucratic-oligarchic» gover-
nance model, with lose substantial control and tight procedural control 
from the government, inside a «cultural belief system». accordingly, the 
German university system is characterised by a combination of strong con-
trol from the state, on the one hand, and a simultaneous respect of the free-
dom of teaching and research which is even constitutionally granted: «in 
legal terms, this amounts to a dual nature of universities as institutions of 
public law as well as autonomous corporations»34.
33 scott p. (1996), p. 126.
34 schimank u., Kehm B. and enders J. (1999), Institutional mechanisms of problem processing 
of the German university system – status quo and new developments, in Braun d. and merrien F. 
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if we accept the conceptual framework developed by Gornitzka and 
maassen (2000) we could say that in Germany there is a «corporate-plu-
ralist steering model», in which the role of higher education reflects the 
constellation of interests voiced by different organized interest groups in 
the sector, such as student unions, staff unions, professional associations, 
industry or regional authorities and even the ministry of education itself, 
reduced to just one of the many stakeholders. in such a system the main 
arena of policy making are neither the national or regional parliamen-
ts nor the university councils, but corporate networks of public boards, 
councils and commissions, and decision-making is segmented and do-
minated by clusters of interest groups (government being one of them). 
under such a system, government’s ability to steer the system depends 
upon power relationships, and structured negotiations interfere with 
market forces and hierarchical decisions: «the autonomy of universities 
and colleges is negotiated and the result of a distribution of interests and 
power. change of higher education depends on changes in power, inte-
rest and alliances»35.
in a highly provocative and frequently cited expression, dieter simon, 
ex president of the Wissenschaftsrat (German science council), described 
the state of German universities as «im Kern verrottet» («rotten to the co-
re»)36. and this often-cited dictum has become almost a «slogan» to descri-
be the harsh criticism that Heis are receiving in Germany.
Both criticism and high expectations about universities and their role 
in a «knowledge society» have produced a growing public interest in hi-
gher education reforms and there are few doubts among scholars about 
who is to blame and where changes must occur in the system: «with their 
constitutionally granted academic freedom of teaching and research professors 
are similar to small businessmen with a number of subordinates. But as ci-
vil servants, professors also enjoy the respective rights, especially the right 
that they cannot be dismissed. thus to put it in a nutshell, professors are 
small businessmen who cannot go bankrupt – which is an important re-
striction to all kind of competitive pressure […]. it is no wonder, then, that 
academic self-regulation among professors shows a marked tendency to 
preserve the organisational status quo»37. in fact, German higher education 
has been unable to put into effect a deep reform, neither at the system level 
nor at the corporate level.
(1999), Towards a new model of governance for universities? A comparative view, Jessica Kingsley 
publishers, london, p. 179.
35 Gornitzka a. and maassen p. (2000), Hybrid steering approaches with respect to European Higher 
Education, «Higher education policy» 13, p. 271. 
36 in stucke a. (1999), Higher education policy in German is there any strategy?, in Braun d. and 
merrien F. (1999), Towards a new model of governance for universities? A comparative view, Jessica 
Kingsley publishers, london, p. 165.
37 schimank u., Kehm B. and enders J. (1999), pp. 185-186.
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at the corporate level there have been some attempts to emancipate 
universities from oligarchic academic self-regulation, especially through 
«professionalisation» of university leadership (a shy way to introduce so-
me early form of «managerialism»). For example, in some states the pe-
riods of office of rectors and deans were prolonged, and new tasks were 
added to their responsibilities. But without giving them more powers and 
without new careers paths within and among universities, these innova-
tions revealed half-hearted and doomed to fail.
another institutional change, which has been debated, is the institution 
of «university boards» (Hochschulrate), that could be competent for the ove-
rall supervising and evaluation of a university performance and a number of 
rights of approval, such as establishment or removal of particular professor-
ships, recruitment of professors, university statue, establishments or closure 
of departments and so on. debate has also been about having, as members of 
the «university boards» (stucke 1999), personalities from industries, politic 
and other social sectors, so to strength the «service belief system» and facili-
tate a more «social» production of knowledge. the resistance of the status quo 
have prevented these ideas from becoming a diffuse and effective practice.
at the system level the competition for financial resources (politically 
allocated) and best students is very low among universities, so that «posi-
tional competition» is actually inactive.
in 1996 Geuters and maassen conducted a comparative and empirical 
analysis about «institutional» governance through four countries (Geuters 
and maassen 1996), Germany, netherlands, sweden, england. they mea-
sured the time spent by academics on governance issues in each country:
Table 1. Involvement of academics in administrative activities in their own institution
hours per week spent in adminis. Germany netherlands sweden england
0 16.4 % 25.4 % 8.4 % 4.5 %
0 < x < 1 0.7 % 0.0 % 1.3 % 0.0 %
1≤ x ≤ 8 57.9 % 54.9 % 61.7 % 57.8 %
8 < x ≤ 20 21.0 % 18.0 % 22.2 % 31.4 %
x > 20 4.0 % 1.7 % 5.4 % 6.5 %
number of valid respondents 2575 1424 1026 1853
percent. of missing respondents 8.1% 18.9 % 8.6 % 4.8 %
looking at the data carefully it is possible to say that the time spent by 
academic staff of universities and colleges on administration differs con-
siderable from country to country: it is the highest in england, followed 
by sweden and Germany respectively, with the lowest participation in the 
netherlands; while in england only 4.5% of the academics is not involved 
in administration at all, this figure is over 25% in the netherlands; only in 
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sweden and Germany a small group of academics participates in admini-
stration just a little (less than 1 hour a week); in england almost twice as 
many academics as in the netherlands are involved in administration mo-
re than 8 hours per week (38% versus 20%).
With respect to a number of decisions on administrative matters the re-
spondents were asked to indicate, using the same scale from 1 to 5, whether 
certain administrative decisions in their institution are made centralised (at 
the top administrators level or governing board), decentralised (faculty le-
vel) or as an equal blend. the respondents could choose on a five-point sca-
le from (1) completely centralised to (5) completely decentralised:
Table 2. Centralised versus decentralised institutional decision-making
Key decisions Germ. neth. swed. engl. c e t d
selecting key 
administrators
1.83
(1812)
1.30
(1243)
2.15
(885)
1.20
(1701) x 0 0 0
choosing new 
faculty
4.17
(2347)
4.29
(1598)
3.19
(839)
3.30
(1821) x 0 + x
promotion/tenure 
decisions
3.54
(2136)
3.79
(1535)
3.13
(901)
2.01
(1738) x 0 + 0
determining budget 
priorities
2.40
(2087)
2.79
(1383)
2.87
(927)
1.80
(1759) x 0 + x
determining overall 
teaching load
2.56
(2128)
4.26
(1504)
3.07
(934)
3.47
(1778) x - + x
Setting admission 
standards for 
undergraduates
n.a. n.a. 2.74(910)
3.23
(1707) x 0 - x
approving 
new academic 
programmes
3.19
(1743)
3.72
(1453)
3.03
(914)
2.41
(1732) x + + +
the figures in column 2-5 are the average scores per country as the 
mean opinion of respondents in each country (the figures in brackets refers 
to the number of valid answers). in columns 6-9 they have indicated the 
effects that each of the four relevant independent variables, for instance 
c («country»), e («employment status»: with tenure or without), t («type 
of institution»: university or other Hei) and d («discipline») has on the 
dependent variable, for example the perceptions of academic respondents 
about where specific decisions are made: for variable «c» and «d» a «x» 
indicates that the independent variable has a significant effect on the 1% 
reliability level and a «0» indicates no significant effect; for variable «e» 
and «t» a «+» indicates that the independent variable («tenure» or «univer-
sity») has a positive effect (a higher score) on the dependent variable and 
a «-» a negative effect (a lower score), where «tenure» and «university» are 
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the reference categories; «0» indicates no significant effect. What the data 
reveal is (at least from the point of view of respondents):
the degree of centralisation differs greatly between the seven decision-
making areas, and each national higher education system has its own 
typical distribution of authority with respect to the seven key decisions, 
so that no clear centralisation or decentralisation pattern can be ob-
served for each country;
the explanatory power of the three other independent variables besides 
country, however statistically significant they may be, is small com-
pared to the explanatory power of the variable «country», as a result of 
cultural differences among nations.
With the same methodology Geuters and maassen compared, across 
the same countries, how much academics can personally influence institu-
tional policy-making (1 is «very influential» and 5 «not at all influential»):
Table 3. Influential of academics on institutional policy-making
level Germ. neth. swed. engl. c e t d
department
2.90
(2608)
2.41
(1692)
2.36
(1069)
2.34
(1913) x - - x
Faculty/school
3.39
(2657)
3.49
(1658)
3.30
(1064)
3.18
(1908) x - - x
institution
3.81
(2661)
3.85
(1630)
3.46
(1065)
3.67
(1909) x - - 0
and again the independent variable «country» is statistically 
significant.
a number of statements, relating to the functioning of specific insti-
tutional management and decision-making process, were included in the 
questionnaire (from agree, «1», through neutral, «3», to disagree, «5»:
Table 4. Feelings about institutional management and decision-making processes
statements Germ. neth. swed. engl. c e t d
top level administrators 
are providing competent 
leadership
3.75 3.70 3.13 3.49 x 0 - x
i am kept informed 
about what is going on 
at that institution
3.96 3.28 2.68 3.30 x 0 - x
communication between 
the faculty and the 
administration is poor
2.49 3.26 3.09 2.63 x 0 + x
1.
2.
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the administration is 
often autocratic 2.59 3.56 2.80 2.25 x 0 + x
lack of faculty 
involvement is a real 
problem
2.82 3.42 3.13 2.72 x 0 + x
students should have 
a stronger voice in 
determining policy that 
affects them
2.87 3.62 3.04 2.89 x + + x
the administration 
supports academic 
freedom
3.96 ** 2.89 2.74 x 0 - x
Table 5. Control in designing courses and research projects
statements Germ. neth. swed. engl. c e t d
Free to determine 
content of own courses
2.40
(2253) **
2.40
(1004)
2.46
(1788) x - - x
Free to focus research on 
any topic
2.34
(2420) **
1.90
(982)
1.87
(1767) x - - x
also in this case the variable country has, for all the statements, a si-
gnificant explanatory power but the answers reveal the limits of the pre-
sent methodology: the english respondents tend mostly to agree with the 
statement «lack of faculty involvement is a real problem» when they have 
the highest involvement; on the other hand the dutch tend mostly to disa-
gree with this statement while their involvement in administrative matters 
in their institution is lowest; German academics feel that their institutio-
nal administration doesn’t support academic freedom while they actual-
ly have the highest degree of academic freedom. so that a comparison of 
academics’ opinions about some statements across countries proves very 
difficult and the use of a quantitative scale, from 1 to 5, doesn’t provide by 
itself any more comparable information than the use of simple adjectives. 
Geuters and maassen’s analysis allows, however, some important conclu-
sions about academics’ opinions:
the national context, the national culture and the circumstances have a 
great impact on what academics think about institutional governance;
the country where an academic is working influences his or her opin-
ions on governance issues more than the disciplinary background, the 
type of institution where he or she is working (college, university or 
other Hei), and in most cases, the employment status of an academic;
in all four countries, academics feel that top level administrators are not 
providing competent leadership;
1.
2.
3.
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despite of the long time spent on administration, in all four countries 
academics feel their influence on policy-making in their institution as 
well as their department to be marginal. all the conclusions reveal a 
need and a desire for a governance change at the institutional level, ac-
cording to the different national circumstances.
H. de Boer, Goedegebuure l. and van Vught F. (1996) conducted a com-
parative analysis of institutional decision-making processes in sweden, 
denmark, Germany, France, the united Kingdom and the netherlands. in 
order to obtain empirical data, a questionnaire was sent to the rector (vi-
ce-chancellor, president) of 376 Heis. as far as participation in decision 
making is concerned these are the results they obtained, on a scale from (1) 
non-participation to (3) active participation:
Table 6. Average degree of participation per country and actor
sweden denmark Germany France u.K. neth.
academics 2.57 2.38 2.75 2.57 2.74 2.40
central administrators 2.43 2.00 2.39 2.54 2.68 2.50
decentral administrators 1.71 1.44 1.56 1.86 2.47 2.40
central councils 1.57 2.30 2.78 2.54 2.47 1.80
decentral councils 2.17 2.50 2.41 2.00 1.93 2.18
administrative support staff 1.14 1.20 1.19 1.50 1.16 1.30
the overall picture is that academics are closely involved in institution-
al decision making; next to the academics, central administrators, and a 
lesser extent central council members also appear to participate strongly 
in the decision-making process, while the decentral administrators have a 
relatively low score and the staff members are hardly involved.
data show that sweden, denmark and France conform most to the ove-
rall picture with an exception each: in sweden there is a relatively low par-
ticipation of the central councils; compared to other systems in France staff 
participates much more to decision-making; in denmark there is a relati-
vely high participation of the decentral councils.
the netherlands, the united Kingdom and Germany revealed a mo-
re differentiated picture: in the netherlands the decentral councils are the 
most active actors, suggesting a more decentralized an democratic gover-
nance; in the united Kindom there is a far more active role of the central 
administrators respect to the decentral councils suggesting a more mana-
gerial and centralized structure; German respondents confirm the conven-
tional perceptions on German institutions as characterised by collegiate 
decision-making and with a prominent position of academics.
4.
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Boer, Goedegebuure and van Vught also compared cross-national diffe-
rences in participation by actors (the same actors as in the previous table) 
and issue (teaching, research, budget, selection of administrators, selection 
of professors, institution policy). the picture that emerged was «denmark, 
sweden and the netherlands appear to feature rather decentralized insti-
tutions. Germany shows signs of domination by academics, in particular 
through its council structures. France seems hard to typify […] while the 
united Kingdom […] has a very distinctive combination of academics and 
central administrators as the most active players»38. as a further step, in ad-
dition to each actor’s degree of involvement in the decision making process 
of each issue, they focused on the characteristics of these processes by choo-
sing 21 variables and asked the respondents «to what degree is decision-
making in your institution characterised by the following 21 features»:
Table 7. Features within decision making processes of HEIs per country (mean)
s dK G F uK nl tot
ad hoc decision making 1.64 2.79 2.28 2.56 2.32 2.40 2.33
emphasis on bargaining 2.81 3.35 3.06 2.94 2.31 2.87 2.82
sense of collective responsibility 3.38 3.44 3.86 3.58 3.67 3.17 3.64
high number of conflicts 2.76 2.76 2.84 2.52 2.27 2.55 2.57
emphasis on reaching consensus 3.62 3.42 4.19 3.77 3.54 3.40 3.76
emphasis on consultation 3.52 3.77 3.81 3.42 3.42 3.33 3.60
much cooperation between units 2.88 2.79 3.16 3.07 3.20 2.31 3.01
decentralised decision making 3.36 3.28 3.25 2.88 2.66 3.20 3.03
decisions based on expertise and 
knowledge 4.19 3.83 4.03 4.42 4.18 3.28 4.03
fluid participation 2.57 2.98 2.83 3.18 3.18 2.92 3.01
decision-making based on 
hierarchy 2.86 3.00 2.74 3.65 2.70 3.43 2.94
informal decision making 2.17 2.46 2.94 2.17 2.29 3.06 2.58
participation of diverse interest 
groups 3.12 3.23 3.16 2.86 2.83 3.56 3.08
intuition instead of rational 
knowledge 2.36 2.22 2.26 2.53 2.46 3.00 2.38
promoting particular interests 2.14 3.38 2.83 2.60 2.80 3.33 2.85
38 de Boer H., Goedegebuure l. and van Vught F. (1996), Governance and management of hi-
gher education institutions, a comparative analysis of institutional decision-making processes in five 
Western European countries, in maassen p. and Van Vught F. (1996) (eds.) Inside academia, new 
challenges for the academic profession, cHeps, utrecht, pp. 105-106.
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decisions based on personal 
characteristics 2.54 3.25 3.18 3.52 2.88 3.03 3.05
dispersion of power throughout 
the Hei 3.19 2.85 3.07 2.42 2.67 3.05 2.85
rivalry within the institution 2.98 2.94 3.02 2.67 2.36 2.76 2.76
standardisation of decision-
making 3.62 3.57 3.50 4.02 3.49 3.48 3.55
top down decision making 2.95 3.13 3.02 3.75 3.54 3.24 3.31
reaching importa. decisions takes 
a lot of time 3.71 3.75 3.63 3.60 3.28 3.68 3.54
(where 1 = feature is not found at all and 5 = feature is found very much)
the conclusion, according to the authors’ analysis of differences, is 
that:
denmark, France and sweden correspond to a large extent to the aver-
age picture;
Germany appears to be characterised by more emphasis on bargain-
ing, collective responsibility, number of conflicts, consensus, consul-
tation, decentralisation, informality, rivalry and dispersion of power 
throughout the institution, and less by top down decision making and 
hierarchy;
the united Kingdom is characterised by less consultation, consensus, 
high number of conflicts, bargaining, decentralisation, rivalry and time-
consuming decision-making;
the netherlands reflects its democratic original structure, with more 
participation of various interest groups, the promoting of particular in-
terests, informality in combination with hierarchy, more intuitive deci-
sion-making and less based on expertise and special knowledge, less 
collective responsibility and cooperation and less consensus-driven.
7. The United Kingom: concluding remarks about an entrepreneurial 
destiny
the u.K. is a european country on the forefront of university-industry 
linkages and in that sense it experienced very early new governance solu-
tions in order to pursue that policy. if our objective is to look into the future 
of european governance in higher education, then the u.K. is the place to 
look at.
in the u.K. the main pressure for changing came in the early 1980s, 
from the central government and the vision of a strong-minded prime 
minister: «by exerting financial pressure we had increased administrati-
1.
2.
3.
4.
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ve efficiency and provoked overdue rationalization. universities were de-
veloping closer links with business and becoming more entrepreneurial. 
student loans […] would make students more discriminating about the 
courses they choose. a shift of support from university grants to the pay-
ment of tuition fees would lead in the same direction of greater sensitivity 
to the market»39. according to ian mcnay «the populist anti-intellectual 
base of the thatcher government denigrated the authority of intellectuals 
in a fashion somewhat akin to the bullying of clever children at school. 
teachers were blamed for the failings in society. universities were blamed 
by employers for the lack of graduate skills. […] the voice of the academic 
oligarchy in the national level has been ignored, that of academics within 
institutions has been muted»40.
so, whatever point of view or judgment we may wish to adopt about 
thatcher’s policy on British higher education, it is a hugely recognized fact 
that it produced a major and long lasting shift in the governance structure, 
both at the national and institutional level.
However, the shift we defined as the «new managerialsm governan-
ce model» was not a top-down process from the government. in 1985 the 
rectors’ conference, the committee of Vice chancellors and principals 
(cVcp), commissioned a report on efficiency that commended a separation 
of leadership and management functions from the academic ones (Jarrat 
1985). starting from that, there has been a reducing of academic represen-
tation on founding councils and intermediary bodies to the advantage of 
lay members and representatives of the market and other stakeholders. 
the Higher education Bill (1992) reduced academic and student represen-
tation and required an approach to management based on business practi-
ces, with the vice-chancellor as chief executive and the academic senate as 
an advisory body.
in Britain the issue of education, and higher education in particular, has 
been a hot one for a long time because, very early in respect to other european 
countries, it has been linked to the issues of industrial decline and economic 
growth (Wolf 2002). the 2003 Government’s White paper on «the Future of 
Higher education», as it was presented in the statement to commons, set as 
a first priority that universities «have to make a better progress in harnessing 
our knowledge to the process of creating wealth». the extension of opportu-
nities of higher education to all, irrespective of their personal and economic 
background, was only the second priority of universities41.
39 thatcher m. (1993), The Downing Street years, HarpercollinsPublishers, london, p. 598.
40 mcnay i. (1999), Changing cultures in UK Higher education, the State as a corporate market bu-
reaucracy and the emergent academic enterprise, in Braun d. and merrien F. (1999) (eds.), Towards 
a new model of governance for universities? A comparative view, Jessica Kingsley publishers, lon-
don, p. 41.
41 it may be of some political interest to know that the order of priorities is the opposite in the 
published White paper in respect to the statement to commons.
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mcnay (1999), starting from clark’s work on coordination and values in 
Heis (clark 1983) and Handy’s studies (Handy 1993) about industrial and 
commercial organisations developed a model about controls and cultures 
inside universities:
         Control of policy 
        loose 
         Collegium    Bureaucracy 
Control of           
Practice  loose       tight 
          
       Enterprise    Corporation 
     tight 
the model relates to clark and Handy and in each quadrant expresses 
different co-ordination mechanisms, values and cultures.
Table 8
mcnay clark 1 co-ordination clark 2 values Handy cultures
collegium academic oligarchy liberty person
Bureaucracy state bureaucratic process equity / social justice role
corporation state policy loyalty power
enterprise market competence task
mcnay’s «collegium» and «bureaucracy» models are the corresponden-
ts at the «corporate level» of the homonymous models at the national level 
we have already dealt with.
in the archetype of the «collegium» model each academic is responsi-
ble for its own teaching and research and he is completely independent 
from university central administration and free to interact with external 
agents.
in the archetype of the «bureaucracy» model communications among 
the different units and the external agents are inhibited because of clashes 
of culture and mutual suspicion: everything goes and comes from the cen-
tral administration, which is the only knot in the network.
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in the archetype of the «corporation» model there is a tight line of com-
mand, going from the central administration to the periphery, with the 
following characteristics: strong central and remote executive power, lit-
tle sense of trust, no dialogue but orders from the centre, emphasis on sy-
stems and procedures rather than people, no free interaction with external 
agents.
even if very often reality presents a complex mix of different ste-
reotypes, we want to stress that the «enterprise» model tends to derive in 
the «knowledge society» (rip 1998) as an avoidable evolution either of the 
«collegium» or of the «corporate» model (the latter often being itself an 
evolution of the «bureaucracy» model). the «enterprise» model seems, in 
fact, the only one able to give an answer to the different issues we outlined 
in the previous pages and the only one that enables Heis to give a well-
conducted contribution to regional and local development.
if we focus on mcnay’s quadrants we realise that the «enterprise» mo-
del, with its tight policy control and loose procedural control, is the corre-
spondent at the institutional level of the «new managerialism governance 
model» we described in a previous paragraph about the national level. in 
the «enterprise» model there is an internal interdependence and accountabi-
lity between central administration and peripheral units, all connected with 
communities and clients. Budget responsibilities are devolved to «heads of 
resource centres» and peripheral units are allowed to define, inside a general 
framework, their own objectives and methods; they are encouraged by the 
government policy to raise income, to create linkages and define agreements 
with outside companies and regional agencies, to attract students and their 
fees, to provide services to local communities, to make «efficiency savings». 
the language is student-centredness, diversity of intake, modular courses, 
technology transfer, continuing professional development and, sometimes, 
even customers, market segments, management by objectives or lump-sum 
budgeting. many institutions in the u.K. and elsewhere have set up compa-
nies, joint ventures, incubators, and have used their cutting edge research to 
provide high priced short courses and all sorts of revenues.
such idea of institutional governance requires a strong policy at the cen-
tral level and a great flexibility and entrepreneurship at the peripheral and 
even individual level, inside an open and network structure. this sort of 
structure and governance seems to be the only one able to interact quickly 
and innovatively with a fast changing and demanding environment, and to 
create that «social knowledge» as «ability to produce an effective action in 
a consensual domain» we defined in a previous chapter.
an important chapter of the White paper for the future of higher edu-
cation (2003) is the one about «higher education and business – exchanging 
and developing knowledge and skills». some of its main points are 1) the 
strengthening of the Higher education innovation Fund (HeiF) – worth 
90 million pounds in 2005-2006 – to encourage especially the non resear-
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ch-intensive universities to work with employers, locally, regionally and 
nationally; 2) funding through HeiF a network of 20 knowledge exchanges 
to reward and support Heis working with business, transferring technolo-
gies and knowledge, and in skills development, within local communities 
of practice; 3) building stronger partnerships between Heis and regional 
development agencies (rdas), with rdas playing an increasing role al-
locating HeiF; 4) helping sector skills councils to forge stronger alliances 
between business and relevant departments in universities and colleges; 
5) supporting higher education institutions in their role as community lea-
ders, celebrating the cultural and social contribution that they make.
according to the Government’s White paper, British economic compe-
titiveness and improvements in the quality of life depend on the effecti-
veness of knowledge sharing between business and higher education and 
«institutions should increasingly be embedded in their regional economies, 
and closely linked with the emerging agendas of regional development 
agencies […]. universities and colleges are key drivers for their regions, 
both economically and in terms of the social and cultural contribution they 
make to their communities»42.
the idea of engaging regional development agencies (rdas) more clo-
sely in the distribution of HeiF funding is in order to make sure it is pro-
perly focused on regional development priorities. the HeiF is, in fact, a 
third stream of funding from the central government for higher education 
institutions alongside funds for teaching and research. this third stream 
of funding is intended to help less research-intensive universities in their 
activities of knowledge transfer: «we wish to see these universities concen-
trating on acquired technology and working mainly with local companies 
through consultancy rather than licensing new technology. We see staff 
in these institutions acquiring a group of leading edge technologies and 
exploiting them by creating innovative solutions to real world problems 
and needs, rather then themselves making breakthroughs in science or te-
chnology»43. to do this universities «will need to link with industry in com-
munities of practice as part of their day to day teaching and research. this 
should provide more routes to reach small and medium-sized enterprises 
(smes) and less technologically sophisticated business»44.
it is obvious that such a mission for Heis cannot be fulfilled without a 
governance structure open to links and interactions with outside agents, 
and with a high degree of procedural freedom, motivation, innovativeness 
and initiative, at the peripheral and even individual level. in a single word 
42 White paper (2003), The future of higher education, presented to parliament by the secretary 
of state for education and skills by command of her majesty, on January 2003, crown copyri-
ght, p. 36.
43 White paper (2003), p. 38.
44 Ibid.
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there should be an «entrepreneurial» culture, inside an «entity» ideally 
borderless: the kind of knowledge such a university would produce would 
be unavoidable «social», according to the definition of «social knowledge» 
we developed in chapter two, and would not be in danger of any «positio-
nal competition trap».
in order to reach such objectives the British Government made addi-
tional funding as a new strand of HeiF available, to create a network of 
about 20 knowledge exchanges, which will be exemplars of good practi-
ce in interaction between less research-intensive institutions and business 
and which will underline the distinctive mission of these. each knowledge 
exchange will receive up to £ 500,000 for each of five years. To be eligible, 
a knowledge exchange will have to demonstrate, among other things, a 
strong support from employers and good partnerships with key stakehol-
ders, including the relevant rda, and sector skills councils, and a demon-
stration of how its work fits into the rda strategy, and helps to serve the 
local and regional economy.
the knowledge exchanges will form part of a wider network with the 
new technology institutes that were announced in the Government’s 2002 
White paper on enterprise, skills and innovation – two institutes in each re-
gion of the country based on partnerships between higher education, further 
education, and private sector organisations, which provide specialist ict 
and other high tech learning programmes, and work closely with local com-
panies to ensure they have the know-how to use advanced technology.
a special experience in that sense and in a very special location is the 
«london Higher education consortium» (lHec). the central purpose of 
the consortium is to enhance london national and international reputation 
as a place for study and research, and to develop the city competitiveness 
and innovation. to achieve these goals, the lHec champions collaboration 
between educational institutions and businesses. it provides a strategic fo-
rum for london 40 higher education institutions and 52 further education 
colleges. it supports academic research and contract work for business, and 
encourages senior business managers to serve on institutional governing 
bodies and to provide inputs into course design and development.
the Government’s 2003 White paper regards universities as having a 
critical role for the local economy and community45 and develops a concept 
of knowledge very similar to the one we defined in a previous chapter as 
generated through a continuous interaction in a consensual domain: «the 
45 «[…] universities and colleges working to serve a region together can make a dramatic im-
pact on their community. […] and institutions often have roles focused on particular sections 
of their community – for example. music and arts colleges support the cultural life of their 
community; education faculties support schools; faculties of health and medicine play a key 
role in local health services. We want to support institutions in developing and building on 
their community roles, and welcome suggestions on ways in which government can support 
this aspect of their work better» (White paper, 2003, p. 41).
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relationship between knowledge transfer and the development of technical 
skills in the workforce, is one of interdependence: the development of new 
skills can also lead to a more intelligent demand for knowledge transfer 
and stimulate the further development of the knowledge pool»46.
the White paper opens the governance structure to employers, asking 
them to take part in decision making about courses: «we will ensure that 
the sector skills development agency and sector skills councils are able 
to work directly with the new unified teaching quality enhancement body 
so that higher education has up to date knowledge of employer needs in 
each vocational area. sector skills councils also have a key role in bringing 
together universities and employers, and in helping employers to act as 
intelligent customers of universities so that courses that have the needs of 
employers at heart are developed and successfully marketed»47.
the idea of higher education institutions as providers of «vocational» 
education, doesn’t mean low-tech or low quality education. it is only the 
realisation that, in a mass higher education system, in which students go 
to university basically to find a better job, doesn’t make sense for Heis to 
behave like in the last century élite system, when each student was tau-
ght like if he was running for the nobel price. the mass higher education 
system, by necessity, requires universities to take into account their new 
«customer» needs and aspirations: «sector skills councils will also engage 
employers with institutions on curriculum development, placements for 
students in industry, and exchange of staff. […] it will be important for uni-
versities to adopt a more strategic approach to the design and assessment 
of courses, and also of work experience placements, which will become 
ever more important as vocational provision expands»48.
in one case (that is the new two-year foundation degrees, which are 
developing as employer-focused education qualifications) employers are 
even asked to play a central role in designing courses, so both they and 
the students can be certain that they will be gaining skills that are really 
needed in work49. these courses may also have the advantage of creating 
a substantial link between vocational and tertiary education, making this 
second one more attractive for young students than vocational education 
usually is50. in a fast changing work environment, in fact, developing skills 
and attributes appreciated by the market is, in fact, important also for those 
who study traditional academic disciplines: «we will continue to sponsor 
46 White paper (2003), p. 41.
47 White paper (2003), p. 42.
48 Ibid.
49 a succesfull example of «two-year foundation degree» is the «aircraft engineering founda-
tion» between Klm and Kingston university consortium.
50 see for a deep and complete analysis alison Wolf (2003), Does education matter? Myths about 
education and economic growth, penguin Books, london, ch. iii «a great idea for other people’s 
children: decline and fall of vocational education».
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work already under way to integrate the skills and attributes which em-
ployers need, such as communication, enterprise and working with others, 
into higher education courses, on a subject by subject basis»51.
in the u.K. universities are free and autonomous institutions, with the 
power to determine their academic and operational future; leading, mana-
ging and appointing their own staff; determining their estates strategies; 
and managing their resources as they see fit. they may charge overseas 
students, part-time students, and post graduate students market rates for 
fees. the British Government believes, nonetheless, that Heis do not always 
use the freedom they have to the full and, as well as giving the sector new 
freedoms, it wants to empower them to use the freedom they already have 
to their fullest potential, so that they can be dynamic and self-determining 
institutions. it is obvious that such an increased freedom and self-determi-
nation, in multi-million euro organisations with highly complex and often 
contradictory objectives, poses exceptional management challenges and, 
given the return to the economy and society that Heis provide, the British 
Government and other public institutions have proposed the creation of a 
leadership Foundation. it will identify and meet key leadership and ma-
nagement needs across the sector, and it will be charged with developing 
models of good practice in leadership and management. But its main objec-
tives in the Government view would be to take forward key recommenda-
tions on how leadership and management can best support links between 
higher education and business.
the state of these links is strong and growing, as is testified by the mea-
sure of business start-ups and other spin out activities. during 2001, British 
universities created 175 new spin-out companies (it averaged 70 a year in 
the five years to 1999-2000)52. they include innovative companies like the 
leeds spin-out ecertec, which aims to develop smart materials that will 
allow, for example, «warpable» wings to change shape on aircraft. the in-
crease in the number of patents filed by Heis has been up to 22 per cent 
between 1998-99 and 1999-2000 and «the proportion of higher education 
research income funded by companies in the uK is also up and is now at a 
higher level than even in the u.s.a.»53.
some serious dangers, however, lay ahead.
universities’ «entrepreneurial future» may provide some advantages, 
which include:
Clients, like in industries and in any other business sectors, gain promi-
nence, whoever they are (students, employers, service demanding insti-
51 White paper (2003), p. 44.
52 charles d. (2002), Higher education-business interaction survey, centre for urban and regional 
development studies (curds), new castle upon tyne.
53 White paper (2003), p. 12.
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tutions, local businesses and communities) and particularly as more of 
them pay for their service directly (and in that sense doesn’t make any 
difference if they use public funded vouchers or their own money) and 
gain maturity in their learning role;
Local community and economy links are very much enhanced and univer-
sity production of knowledge must by necessity be of a «social nature», 
being it developed through a continuous interaction with local actors in 
an almost «boundless field», with great benefit for the employment of 
the higher educated;
Change and positive attitude toward change and innovation is stimu-
lated throughout Heis;
Complacency among academics and Heis’ administrators is challenged 
and in many circumstances it is absolutely necessary;
Costs of a massive higher education system are linked to local and re-
gional economic growth as well as individual salary opportunities in a 
sustainable economic framework.
universities’ «entrepreneurial future», however, may also produce so-
me potential dangers:
Curriculum distortion, as business and local community’s funds tend to 
privilege some subjects and disregard completely some disciplinary 
fields, even inside the most privileged areas;
Distorted internal allocation of resources, as it may be based on commercial 
considerations and privilege research or graduate and post-graduate 
(or even part-time, for companies’ employees) teaching to the detriment 
of undergraduate teaching (which generates lower incomes);
Compromise on standards because of great pressure by «paying custo-
mers», Hei’s performance indicators, commercial and not commercial 
pressure (publications to be reached and performance indicators to be 
satisfied) on Heis’ researchers;
Legitimacy threat, as «entrepreneurial universities» may become undi-
stinguishable from «entrepreneurial business» and could so loose their 
special status and legitimacy, that they still really have in civil society;
Free circulation of knowledge may be greatly affected, because of patents 
and commercial agreements (also with students paying high fees);
Market demand driven research, courses and services can lead to decision-
making being abdicated to clients and to «mission drift» so that «lea-
ders and managers in universities need to find a fine balance between 
their institution inherited identity, its finalité, its abiding values and the 
turbulent, demanding political and social environment»54.
54 mcnay i. (1999), p. 57.
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3.
4.
5.
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as well pointed out by patricia J. Gumport (2000) from stanford 
university, higher education institutions are increasingly using market di-
scourse and managerial approaches to restructure in an attempt to gain 
legitimacy; yet, in so doing, they may change their basic nature to such a 
degree that they move away from their historical character, functions, and 
accumulated heritage as higher education institutions and so they may end 
up loosing legitimacy, paradoxically. and legitimacy is universities’ biggest 
asset.
even if many experiences, like the ones we analysed in cardiff and 
twente, suggest at the moment that transformation is possible without any 
loss of legitimacy, what is going to happen in the long run is still to be seen 
and «little else can be said with any certainty about such a complex phe-
nomenon as the coordination of higher education, except to insist upon 
the rejection of a linear model of change and historical transformation 
when assessing the relationship between higher education and the state»55. 
What is important to consider is that the «status quo» and the long lasting 
«Humboltian tradition» of «solitude and freedom» are not an option any 
more and a brave shift in governance structure and management practice 
is needed, because the environment has changed to an unprecedented de-
gree and Heis’ role and nature are at stake has never before: «some rectors 
try to run universities with little change […]. Others have gone for full-
blooded entrepreneurial approaches […]. many drift, despite themselves, 
to a culture of control and bullying reflecting their own lack of confidence. 
there is a need for better management. How it should be different is still 
being debated. the search for a “fit” to changing circumstances has led to 
structural ephemerality within many institutions. With diversity, no single 
universal model may be appropriate. there is, though, a need for improve-
ment before the emerging culture of cynism, verging on contempt becomes 
dominant and destructive»56. 
55 meek V.l. (2002), Changin patterns in modes of coordination of higher education, in enders J. and 
Fulton O. (2002) (eds.), Higher education in a globalising world, Kluwer academic publishers 
(nl) , p. 69.
56 mcnay i. (1999), p. 58.

1. Higher education and local economic development: key findings
Our research was of a practical nature and was intended to be just a 
first step, and indeed an exploratory step, towards a very ambitious and 
long run objective, that is to design higher education policies and regional 
development policies to favour valuable interactions and linkages between 
Heis and the local systems and regions in which they are both embedded, 
with specific reference to the italian case, with its peculiar industrial di-
stricts and cities.
in order to make a step forward towards that objective we looked for 
best practice around europe, which, for their conditions and characteristics, 
could be able to provide some lessons or ideas for the italian case.
We understood that it does not make sense to speak about higher educa-
tion without investigating the nature of the «knowledge» and «goods» that 
the «higher education industry» provides to local systems. so, in chapter ii 
we developed a conceptual framework that identifies two scenarios and two 
different kinds of knowledge. in the first scenario we have an active system 
of positional competition in which the higher education industry provides 
positional goods (scarce by definition, such as both élite universities and di-
plomas). students compete to obtain such goods as they provide a positional 
rent. in the second scenario the positional competition is not active, becau-
se of egalitarian policies by the national government, which do not allow a 
market for positional goods in education, or because of structural incoheren-
ce in the positional competition system1, such as when the national higher 
education policy is providing the same positional good to everyone.
1 as we argued was the case for the italian system.
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as far as the kind of knowledge provided by the higher education sy-
stem is concerned, we defined a «traditional or individualistic knowledge» 
and a «social knowledge». according to the traditional or individualistic 
view, knowledge can be accumulated by each single student while at uni-
versity and then sold on the market after graduation; interactions with 
other students, local economy or society don’t play a major role and may 
be even discouraged as they detract time and resources from the indivi-
dualistic accumulation of knowledge. this traditional concept of knowled-
ge is very popular when the positional competition is active and strong, as 
it can be instrumental to positional competition and a very suitable tool to 
regulate the «positional struggle» among students.
the concept of knowledge we defined as «social», starting from new 
epistemological premises, assumes that knowledge cannot be accumulated 
(information can) and cannot be possessed or generated by single indivi-
duals. according to this view knowledge does not exist by itself but only 
inside a community of individuals and is continually regenerated and ma-
de existent through linguistic and non-linguistic activity, and the structural 
coupling generated by that activity. Breakdowns may occur at any moment 
at the individual as at the social level. this brings us very far from the neo-
classic growth model, in which knowledge is individually and steadily ac-
cumulated, as capital is. Knowledge becomes a very fragile social product, 
inseparable by the evolutionary process of actions and interactions inside a 
«local» community of individuals.
We argued, from a theoretical point of view, that a higher education sy-
stem involved in the production of «social knowledge» is, by definition, a 
generator of valuable interactions between higher education systems and 
the local and regional ones in which they are embedded.
an active system of positional competition or the production of «social 
knowledge» by Heis are both effective answers to unemployment among 
the highly educated but only the second one is able to generate effective 
interactions between higher education systems and the local and regional 
ones in which they are embedded. Only the second solution can generate 
an effective contribution for «learning regions» or «high cultural local sy-
stems» (lazzeretti 2003) and create a relationship between the university 
and its region and city. 
Following arie rip (2002) we showed that under the «strategic science» 
regime2, that is nowadays dominating the way of doing science, the distan-
ce between scientific research and eventual applications disappears and 
scientists have internalised the social pressure for relevance of research: the 
new scientific establishment promises to contribute to wealth creation and 
sustainability (and working toward it) and forges new alliances with poli-
2 a «regime» is a more or less stabilized set of rules about how to proceed, in doing science as 
well as in organizing it and legitimating it.
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cy makers and social actors on this basis. under this regime not every re-
search programme ends in an actual prototype or commercial product, of 
course, but horizontal mobility of scientists and lateral combinations bene-
fit industrial innovation. such a regime cannot work under the traditional 
concept of knowledge and may be considered as a result of the theoretical 
concept of «social knowledge» we developed in chapter two.
in chapter three (university of twente) and four (university cardiff) 
we analysed the relations between two higher education institutions and 
their respective local and regional systems. as we already said, we chose 
them because they are successful cases in peripheral regions, which went 
through a time of industrial decline and used the university as a regional 
booster for economic development. as such they could be potentially in-
structive for the italian traditional industrial districts and local systems.
Both cases showed that the local university was involved in the produc-
tion of what we defined as «social knowledge» and thanks to its contribu-
tion it was possible to reach: 1) both academic international excellence and 
local economic relevance; 2) local development from unfavourable condi-
tions, such the ones that are inside peripheral regions experiencing an in-
dustrial decline.
in chapter five we discussed the issue of Heis’ governance and realized 
that a special governance structure is needed for universities to involve in 
the production of «social knowledge». We suggested that a «new manage-
rialism» governance model at the national level (that is a loose procedural 
control and a tight substantial control with a service belief system) and an 
«entrepreneurial» model at the «corporate level» (that is loose control of 
practice and tight control of policy inside each higher education institu-
tion) may be the most suitable governance models for favouring interac-
tions and production of «social knowledge» among Heis, firms and even 
society at large.
We argued that the rising of the new governance models, both at the 
national and «corporate level», can also be considered as a consequence 
of the increasing relevance and importance paid to the anglo-saxon con-
cept of «stakeholders». the translation of «stakeholders» in French, with 
«ayant droits» or «actionariat», or in italian with «portatori di interessi» 
doesn’t actually have the same meaning. in the anglo-saxon world, in fact, 
«stakeholding» refers to the local community and the people that own 
the university and once founded it; and we want to underline the term 
«own». in continental europe «stakeholding» refers to an abstract «theory 
of regulated order» which distinguishes traditionally among three spheres 
of negotiation (neave, de Groof and svec 1998): 1) the state: parliament, 
ministry of education, ministry of Finance; 2) the estates of higher lear-
ning; the academic estate; the administrative estate; the student estate; 3) 
external constituencies. they are collective categories and no distinction is 
made among different degrees of ownership and their impact in respect 
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to government, because public universities are considered as completely 
«owned» by the nation. so, as far as governance of higher education insti-
tutions is concerned, «individual ownership» is irrelevant in continental 
europe.
On the opposite, in the anglo-saxon tradition, religion (Weber), phi-
losophy (John locke), classical economy (adam smith) and politics 
linked the concept of «ownership» to the «single individual», allowing 
macpherson (1962) to write about the «rise of possessive individualism» 
and higher education institutions are not exceptions. so, as well described 
by Guy neave (2002), in contrast to the theory of a «protected space» which 
the state erected around universities serving the nation state, the so cal-
led «Humboldtian tradition» (neave 1988), the anglo-saxon conceived a 
close and direct relationship between individual institutions and local, ex-
ternal stakeholder interests; decisions as to the status of external and local 
stakeholders – whether legitimate or not – rested firmly in the hands of the 
individual establishment, its owners or trustees, rather than on indirect na-
tional legislation. in Britain ownership in academia was in the form of pro-
perty-owning corporation, like in Oxford and cambridge. in the united 
states it was in the form of trustees or regents who represented the local 
external community.
it emerges (neave 2002) that the rise of the «stakeholders society» re-
flects, in effect, the rapid erosion of the unitary state as the prime force of 
co-ordination and authority in higher education. that process of erosion 
has produced, as a consequence, the defeat of the «Humboldtian tradition» 
of «protected space» and the continental european model of «national ow-
nership». the continental european model and concept of «stakeholding» 
find themselves orphan since their father nation is «off-loading» univer-
sities to the regional and local communities, which involves giving them 
back such functions as internal budgetary allocations, grater initiatives to 
look for sources of revenue and to contract services to bodies other than 
those in the public sector, together with the right to make senior staff ap-
pointments without clearance from the national administration: «in the pla-
ce of ties with the national community, the rise of the stakeholder society 
set particular store by ties directly negotiated with external interests, with 
employers, industry, service partners, sometime proximate, sometime di-
stant» (neave 2002: 33). it’s a full victory of the american concepts of «com-
munity» and «stakeholding» and we wouldn’t commit a huge mistake by 
declaring, provocatively, that it’s the old american tradition the champion 
of «newly discovered» european universities as service institution for local 
communities. in that sense the continental european bureaucratic-oligar-
chic governance model could be considered a deviation of purpose and 
«almost be described as a form o privatisation of public institutions to the 
benefit of specific internal stakeholder groups» (World Bank 2002: 62), such 
as academic oligarchies.
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We agree with patricia J. Gumport (2000) that higher education institu-
tions are increasingly using market discourse and managerial approaches 
to restructure their governance, in an attempt to gain legitimacy among 
«stakeholders» and local communities; but in so doing, they may change 
their basic nature to such a degree that they move away from their histo-
rical character, functions, and accumulated heritage as higher education 
institutions and so they may end up loosing legitimacy, paradoxically. and 
legitimacy is university biggest asset. even though lots of experiences su-
ch as the university of carfiff and the university of twente, suggest at 
the moment that transformation is possible without any loss of legitimacy, 
what is going to happen in the long run is still to be seen. What we conclu-
de is that the «status quo» and the long lasting «Humboltian tradition» of 
«solitude and freedom» are not options any more. in order to make higher 
education sustainable and valuable for regional and local development, a 
brave shift in governance structure and management practice is needed, 
towards the «new managerialism governance model» at the national level 
and the «entrepreneurial model» at the «corporate level».
2. Limits of the present work and future possible research paths
even if research visits on the field, both at the university of cardiff and 
at the university of twente, were fundamental for interviews, data gathe-
ring and ideas, and this research would not actually exist without them, the 
present work is mainly a meta-analysis upon the already collected data and 
didn’t involve itself in a significant collection of unpublished and first hand 
data. the two case studies we presented, about cardiff and twente, are not 
enough to draw any general conclusion, but as we already made clear in the 
introduction this was not our purpose. in fact, this is an exploratory study 
and indeed just a first step towards a very ambitious and long run objective, 
that is to design higher education policies and regional development poli-
cies to favour valuable interactions and linkages between Heis and the local 
systems and regions in which they are embedded, with specific reference to 
the italian case, with its peculiar industrial districts and cities.
What the two case studies provided us with, is a test for the general con-
ceptual framework we developed in chapter two and valuable best practice 
which, because of the regional characteristics (essentially peripherality and 
industrial decline in traditional industries), are quite instructive for similar 
cases in central italy and prove that higher education may sometimes re-
verse declining economies under unfavourable conditions.
the conceptual framework we developed in chapter two was useful for 
analysing and putting on the forefront of analysis the basics and fundamen-
tals of higher education: both its «bright side» (providing «knowledge», «so-
cial» or «individualistic or traditional» according to our definition) and its 
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«dark side» (screening device for the selection of a priori best talented people 
or way of conquering legal granted or not legal granted «positional rents»). 
We discussed higher education policy and regional development po-
licy issues and their implications on governance with special reference to 
european best practice but no attempt was done for the practical imple-
mentation of our results in the italian case.
the present work was focused, in fact, on foreign best practice and tack-
led the italian case only from a theoretical point of view.
a future possible research path could certainly be the application of the 
conceptual framework we developed in chapter two on typical italian in-
dustrial districts and as far as the kind of knowledge produced is concer-
ned, we believe the results would be in most cases discouraging.
Our exploratory study produced as a result the hypothesis that the go-
vernance structure of the higher education systems and that of each uni-
versity is the main responsible for the poor quality of university-industry 
linkages and the kind of knowledge Heis produce. such hypothesis should 
be carefully verified in the italian industrial districts, where smes’ dimen-
sion and ownership are often considered to pay a significant role.
even if our work suggest, through the concept of «social knowledge» and 
governance, a theoretically coherent solution to make higher education va-
luable for regional and local development, the actual applicability and prac-
tical effectiveness of such a solution for the italian case is all to be explored.
the concept of «social knowledge» we developed on chapter two (and 
compared with traditional knowledge) may be an easy concept to develop 
from an abstract point of view but its actual applicability requires a com-
plex set of institutional and legal reforms that should consider an evolu-
tion path that starts from the existent situation. indeed, under the italian 
«bureaucratic-oligarchic» governance model, both at the national and «cor-
porate level» (loose substantial control and tight procedural control with 
a cultural belief system), its applicability may prove impossible and the 
new governance models we suggest, at the national level («new manage-
rialism») and the «corporate level» («entrepreneurial»), in order to over-
come the present situation, may prove difficult to apply upon the existing 
system: the main question still open for future research is if the present 
italian public system of higher education, with its enormous stiffness, has 
the ability and will to reform itself or if new higher education institutions 
will come up in order to satisfy the demand of higher education as it is 
happening everywhere outside europe and even in eastern europe (World 
Bank 2002), under a pure market governance model. it is possible to for-
mulate, as a research hypothesis for future investigations, that something 
between is probably the case in italy3.
3 the new «italian institute of technology» the italian Government has recently announced it 
wants to put in place in Genova could be interpreted as a sign and will towards the creation 
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it is a fact, however, that the italian legislator after more than a centu-
ry of remarkable continuity and status quo, started unexpectedly, in 1989, 
with law 168, an age of reforms that may be considered «the first step in 
an attempt to build a policy strategy based on the principles of the ‘state-
supervisory model of governance’ which has been described by van Vught 
and neave»4, but after many years and laws «the real working of the gover-
nance system has hardly changed at all: the new rules have had little effect, 
and the oligarchies have been very able in using them in a self-referential 
way. the framework has been modified, but the actors are always the sa-
me, behaving much as they have always done»5.
We argue, conclusively, that developing institutional and cultural de-
vices for an effective governance shift from the «bureaucratic-oligarchic» 
governance model to the «new managerialism» and «entrepreneurial» mo-
dels (at the national and institutional level, respectively) may be the most 
urgent need for the italian policy maker, both for regional and higher edu-
cation policy.
of new institutions as opposed to the possibility of reforming and enlarging existing institu-
tions. 
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